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Carroll says goodbye 
to a dear friend 
The Pacelli Lion, which is typically painted by fraternities and sororities was 
painted in honor of the late Dean of Students Joe Farrell. ' 
University revokes Allies charter 
Tom O'Konowitz 
News Editor 
john Carroll University denied the charter 
to Allies for Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals, 
which the Student Union unanimously ap-
provedou March 12. Dora lice Tavolario,former 
Student Union president, filed a letter of ap-
peal to the university four days after that. 
The letter of denial came from Lisa 
Heckman, director of student activities. In it, 
she wrote that, "The University believes that 
chartering a student organization for I Allies] 
is not in the best interest of the University or 
individual students." 
organization will not follow the purpose estab-
lished in its charter," the appeal read. "More-
over, we believe that [Allies! is a group whose 
charter reflects accurate Roman Catholic Doc-
trine." 
Tavolario also noted that numerous other 
Jesuit universities have chartered similar 
groups. 
According to its charter, the purpose of Al-
lies is to offer support to students that are inter-
ested in issues that concern gays, lesbians and 
bisexuals. Also, the group seeks tocreateevents 
that will promote a better understanding of 
that population. Also, Allies hopes "to promote 
Christian teachings by advocating the impor-
tance of acceptance, love, and at the very least, 
tolerance of all people." 
According to Chris Link, Executive Director 
of the American Civil Liberties Union of Ohio, 
it would be difficult tomakea legal claim against 
see ALLIES, page 3 
Gina M. Girardot 
Edi tor in Chief 
A tradntonallrish claddagh, the sym-
bol off riendship, loyalty and love, hung 
on joe Farrell's door for all of the eight 
years that he was Dean of Students at 
john Carroll. Farrell lived the philoso-
phy of his Irish heritage, inspiringcom-
passionand a loveoflifetoall who came 
into contact with him. Although his 
fight with pancreatic cancer ended on 
Thursday, March 20, hts legacy wtll not 
soon be forgotten. 
For most students, Farrell was the 
first admtn ist ra tor that they came into 
contact with at j ohn Carroll . His warm 
humor and spiri t eased the jitrers of 
incoming freshmen at summer orienta-
tion as he welcomed them into thejohn 
Carroll family. 
"One of Dean's special messages was 
that Carroll should be a family for ev-
eryone," said senior Bridget Meehan who 
worked with Farrell on The University 
Judic ial H earing Board "1 \e would h ave 
stopped at nothing to insure that for 
every student,"she said. 
Farrell will be remembered for his 
gentle wit and kind nature, but Rev. Ri-
chard P.Salmi,Sj. was quick topointou t 
that his character ran much deeper. "He 
could be incredibly compassionate, 
wonderfully practical, and his ability 
as a politician wassoimportant because 
he could always work things out with 
the students," he said. 
Farrell was chosen by the Student 
Union Senate as the 1997 SU Person of 
the Year, an award that recognizes an 
outstanding member of the union for 
service, leadership and dedication to the 
john Carroll student body and Student 
Union. 
Senior Class President Jamie Morris 
who nominated Farrell for the award, 
said he thought Farrell was the appro-
priate recipient because of the strong 
example he showed this past year. Diag-
nosed wth pancreatic cancer 111 Octo-
ber, Farrell ref used to stop coming to 
work despue weakness and chemo-
therapy treatments. "ltwassoadmirable 
that he contin-
ued to come to 
school and 
work with the 
students m 
hi gh spim s 
when It would 
be very easy for 
htm to let him-
self get down," 
said Morris 
At the me-
morial service 
for students in 
St. Francis 
Chapel on 
Thursday, three gifts were offered on 
Farrell's behalf: a col lage of pictures of 
Farrell and his fam ily. eight yearbooks 
(rom eac h nl Il1t' y~ar,; h e w as Dean o [ 
Students, and the Irish caladdagh that 
hung on htsofficedoor. White roses were 
placed on the alter before the service to 
signify the light, love, friendship and 
life that Farrell shared with students. 
Senior Patrick Aile who gave the eu-
logy at theservicesaid that words could 
not explain how Farrell impacted his 
life. "Dean Farrell epitomized the ideals 
that this university was based on, and 
he would want everyone here tonight to 
continue on with the strength that he 
demonstrated everyday even up to the 
very end. He taught us love in his living 
and faith in his dying,' he said. 
The Dean of Students traditionally 
plays the role of disciplinarian and me-
diator, which sometimes leads to a "bad-
guy" reputation with students. lt was 
just the opposite for Farrell, who not 
only success£ ull y disciplined studems, 
see FARRELL, page 3 
According to the Student Activity Budget 
Board agreement, which is cited as justifica-
tion for denial, the director of student activi-
ties may deny approval of a charter if its pur-
pose and goal are inconsistent or incompat-
ible with the university's jesuit and Catholic 
iden tity and traditions. It further states that 
no student organization may promote values 
and activities that are contrary to the official 
teaching of the Catholic Church. 
Heckman's letter stated that establishing 
structures that categorize students on the ba-
sisof personal and private characteristics such 
as sex ual orientation does nor serve well the 
students or larger JCU community. 
City tightens housing regulations 
Off-campus students will be affected 
She also noted that although the Roman 
Catholic Church calls for love and respect of 
homosexuals, it reaches that homosexual ac-
uvity is immoral. 
"Whi le the Allies group professes thatthey 
are not an advocacy organiza tion, the history 
of similar groups at or her universitiesdemon-
st rates that rhe distinction between discus-
sion and advocacy is not always clear," 
Heckman wrote. "In many cases this may not 
be the result of the organization's wishes, but 
rather that of other voices and concerns using 
the group to make inappropriate statements 
and in some cases deliberately working to un-
dermine the University and the Church." 
Tavolario stated in her appeal letter that 
the revocation of the Allies charter under-
mines the university'sdesire to promotediver-
sity and tolerance on campus. · 
"We feel that these arguments are un-
founded and it is unfair to assume that the 
Denise Glaros 
Assistant News Editor 
The University Heights City Council 
unanimously approved two ordinances 
which tighten housing and parking regu-
lations that directly affec tjCU students. 
The new ordinances will take effect 
within 30 days, and the penalty for violat-
ing them may be a first-degree misde-
meanor. 
According to the housing ordinance, in 
a non-owner occupied dwelling, one 
roomer must be designated in writing as 
the head of household and the co-occu-
pants must be designated in writing 
through the acquisition of a $25 roomer 
permit from the Building Commissioner. 
The ordinance states that the roomer 
permit can be revoked if there is violation 
on three different occasions within a six 
month period. However, the Building Com-
missioner then allows the residents to ap-
peal the revocation to the Board of Zoning 
Appeals. 
Also according to the ordinance, the 
use of a residence as a "boarding house," 
"rooming house,""f rater nity house" or"so-
rority house" is strictly prohibited as it 
would illegally providesleepingandculi-
nary facilities for more than three unre-
lated roomers. 
Furthermore, the housing code states 
that there can be no more than one unre-
lated occupant per bedroom, with a bed-
room being defined asorigina lly designed 
or approved for sleeping, abutting a hall-
way leading to a bathroom, including a 
built in clothes closet and containing the 
minimum area of space required per per-
son. 
As for the updated provisions of the 
zoning code, there can be no overnight 
parking of motor vehicles in residential 
districts between 2 a.m. and 5 a.m. unless 
inside of an attached garage or behmd the 
front line of the house. 
Rev. Richard P.Salmi,SJ., vice president 
of student affairs, said that "It's a very im-
portant ordinance not simply for the city, 
but for john Carroll University and espe-
cially for our students. And while we ap-
preciate the city trying w protect its fam-
ily character, I am concerned that it un-
duly discriminates against students." 
He added that the city should hold ab-
sentee landlords responsible because hold-
ing students liable is not only unfair, but 
may be illegal. 
"Our college experience is limited with-
out the option of group housing," said se-
nior Vic Sassi, a former UH resident. 
Sossi lived in UH last school year with 
fourotherstudentsand said that theycon-
stantly received picky complaints from 
city authorities ranging from inadequate 
see HOUSING, page 3 
2 
MayorspeakstoJCU 
College Republicans 
Denise Glaros 
Assistant News Editor 
Beryl E. Rothschild, mayor 
of University Heights, spoke to 
john Carroll University's Col-
lege Republicans on March J 2 
about the need for students to 
become active in a cause that 
they are interested in. She also 
spoke about thecityof Univer-
sity Heights. 
Rothschild emphasized the 
Republican Pany as an ex-
ample of a cause worth be1ng 
involved in because of its prac-
tical issues and sta ndards. But 
she sa id that whatever cause 1 
person chooses to get involved 
in, ll is imperative to "get 
hooked early in somethi ng you 
believe in." 
Rothschild went on to in-
form the group about the sta-
tus of the local Republican 
Parry, which did not do very 
well in the last election year. 
"The Democrats were just so 
well organized this year," 
Rothschild said. 
She stated that the party had 
its highs and lows in 1996, and 
all they can do now is try to 
regroup and prepare for the 
next election with the help of a 
few good people. 
"There is a need for new 
young blood with principles 
rhey believe 1n and time to de-
vole," Rothschild said. 
The mayor claimed that fu-
sion of the party was being ad -
dressed, but urged the audience 
that the key to &odd~ 
mcnr is to pay close attention 
to whoever runs for office and 
to be in formed on what 1 hey 
stand for in order to cas t a 
knowledgeable vore at rh e bal-
lot box. 
Rothschild specified tha t a 
few people elected into office 
this year, in particular within 
the judicial branch of the 
Cleveland area , were not as 
qualified as others running for 
the same positions. 
"We got some duds in the 
counsthisyear,[and in the end, 
the citizens] pay the conse-
quence for bad law and bad 
judgesh1p,'' Rothschild said. 
Not only did the mayor 
speak of the Republican Party 
and their standings in office, 
but she gave the College Re-
publicans an overview of the 
city of Un iversity Heights it-
self. 
Rothscht!d stated that al-
though UniversityHeightsisa 
predominandy Democratic 
city, her belonging to the Re-
publican Parry her entire life 
has no bearing on the way she 
governs the city. 
lnstead,she emphasized the 
uniqueness tha t University 
Heights possesses because of its 
culturally diverse population, 
especiall y the highly inte-
grated school system of Cleve-
land Heights-University 
Heigh ts. 
"The toughest problem in 
our nation today is that there 
are not enough integrated 
sc hool systems," Rothschild 
said. 
In add it ion to diversi t y, 
Rothschild mentioned ma ny of 
the programs occurring within 
the city ro promote community 
as well as equality. For instance, 
she discussed a new but old 
conceptthat has recently been 
enforced in the city's police de-
partmem. 
"It's the old neighborhood 
cop on the beat philosophy," 
Rothschild said. Whatthis phi-
losophy entails is the active 
implementation of specially 
trained police officers imo the 
lives of Heights citizens to walk 
the streets, talk to residents and 
attempt to promote friendly 
ties between the community 
Furt ermore, the mayor ex-
plained the many publications 
and media sources the city of-
fers the res idents of Universi ty 
Heights to stay up to date on 
1 he issues surrounding them. 
Informative items such as 
pamphlets on housing inspec-
tion and neighborhood watch 
programs are just some of the 
materials distributed to those 
living in University Heights, 
Rothschild said. 
Altogether Mayor 
Rothschild presented a de-
tailed pic ture to 1 he College 
Republicans of what she and 
the city of Univers ity Heights 
represent, because "the faculty 
and students need to be in-
formed about what lam doing 
with the ci ty." 
Debaters make nationals 
Denise Glaros 
Assistant News Ed-:Jt-or _____ _ 
For only the seventh year mjCU 
ht story, the varsity debate team 
quali fied for the National Debate 
Tournament (NOT), wh1ch was 
held on March 19-24 in Lynchburg. 
Virgmta 
The team o[ Manny Teitelbaum 
and jeff Becherer finished fifth at 
the District V qualifier, earning 
them a 1 h 1rd consecutive trip to the 
tournament 
Along the way, the varsity team 
defeated i'vliami University and 
Michigan State Universi ty while 
los1ng close rounds to the Univer-
sity of M1ch1gan and the favored 
Wayne State College. 
Ar the NOT, the debaters will 
compete wirhsomeof the big name 
schools such as Harvard, Michigan, 
Dartmouth and North we tern. 
Brenr Brossman, jCU'sdirector 
of debate, said that 'This 1s the 
debate equivalent of qualifying 
to the NCAA tournament, except 
we don't have the different divi-
sions." 
The junior varsity team of 
Katie Lavelle and Sig Fuchs also 
performed very well 
They placed rh ird in the na-
tion at the American Debate As-
soc iation Nauonal Champion-
ships for the first time. 
They qualified byeliminating 
a pre-tournament favorite, Lib-
erty University before falling to 
the top seed. Tri nity University. 
'Unlike the NOT, the ADA 
offeres three div isions of debate. 
bur elJg1bilny is determined by 
how many years )'OU have de-
bared ,' said Brossman. 
TheJCU debate ream earned a 
total of 36 team and individual 
awards this season 
NEWS The Carroll News, March 25, 1997 
New Student Union executives inaugurated 
Tom O'Konowitz 
News Editor 
A completely new Student 
Union executive board was elected 
into office last Tuesday at its an-
nual inaugural dinner. The former 
executives offered parting words 
and the new members took their 
oaths of office. 
Former Executive Secretary 
She rry Mikhail told the new ex-
ecutives: 
"You are going to make a great 
tmpact on john Carroll and the 
future history of john Carroll." 
three years, 
which included 
opening a video 
store, creating a 
Student Activi-
ties Budget 
Board and House 
of Represen ta-
tives, improv ing 
the quality of 
food at Marriott , 
adding a reading 
day in the spring 
and othe r ac-
tions. 
"/am looking forward to 
receiving input of students. 
The Student Union is a 
means for students' voices 
to be heard." 
Chris Beato 
[n hi s opening words as SU 
president, Chris Beato said that he 
hopes that the Student Union be-
come a more proactive group on 
campus, with more diversity. 
'The Student Union has worked 
for change and engaged the ad-
min istrationasallies for progress," 
Mason said in her speech. 
Person of the Year for outstand ing 
serv1ce, leadersh i pa nd dedication 
to the student body. 
The sorority of Theta Kappa 
was named External Organization 
of the Year. "lam looking forward to receiv-
ing input of students," Beato said. 
"The Student Union is a means for 
students' voices to be heard." 
Former President Doralice 
Tavola rio said that the outgoing 
SU has changed student govern-
ment, as now, there is not a single 
student governmem in the entire 
country besidesjCU with both a 
House and Se nate. 
The Freshman Class officers 
were named Internal Orgamza-
tion of the Year. 
He added, "It is rime we are 
heard and understood .... I am 
confident we can obtain results." 
The event was also an emo-
tional farewell for the departing 
executivesa nd SU advisor Pamela 
Mason, who completed her three 
year term and received the SU's 
highest honor of the Magis Award. 
"I think we've had a successful 
year," Tavolario said in her speech. 
She added, "We've really reached 
our to the students." 
Members of the SU Senate, 
House, committees. guests and 
fam ily members attended the in-
augural ceremony. 
In hisspeech,formerChief jus-
tice james Sullivan said that the 
coming year would be exciting 
because there is a complete turn-
over of executives. He urged them, 
"Make th is a year of action, and 
not merely a year of potential." 
Theexecutivesalsoannounced 
the winners of the annua 1 awards 
that are voted on by the Senate. 
Mason praised and thanked the 
SU for their actions over the last 
The late Dea n of Students Joe 
Farrel l was named Student Union 
Seniors vote for Beaudry Award 
Monroe France 
TimHanchin 
Bridget Maloney 
llche Nonevski 
Val Williams 
Cherie Skoczen 
Photography Editor 
john Carroll seniors will vote in a pri-
mary election on April7 and 8 to choose 
three of their classmates as finalists for 
the Beaudry Award. 
They will vote again on April14 and 
~-:LS IIOCI.etl~llillLe the Beaudry Award win· 
nee 
"Jt 's so important for seniors to vote 
[for this awardlbecause it is the on I yaward 
given by the se.niors to a senior at gradu-
ation, and it's been a tradition for so many 
years," said Helen joyce, a moderator of 
Christian Life Community (CLC). 
The Beaudry Award is presented to a 
graduatingsenior who demonstrates ex-
cellence in leadership activities , aca-
demic achievement, service to the uni -
versity and /or civic community and 
commitment to Catholic values. 
The award is named for Robert 
Beaudry, a 1950 John Carroll graduate 
who was killed in a plane crash in 1951. 
He had been attending Georgetown 
University Law School. 
The award has been given in his honor 
to one senior each year since 1951. 
"A lumni throughout the years have 
told me what a great guy Bob Beaudry 
was," said joyce. 
"He was a down-to-earth fellow, a fo-
cused person who was an achiever and 
who could get th ings done." 
This year 17 seniors were nominated 
for the Beaudry Award by students, fac-
ulty and staff. 
~Beaudry AwardCommitteeselected 
f1ve of the nominees as preliminary can-
didates for the award. 
The five seniors are Monroe France, 
Tim Hanchin, Bridget Maloney, llche 
Nonevski and Valerie Williams. 
The following information on each of 
the nominees was taken from nomina-
non forms submitted by students and 
faculty. 
France, who has been co-c hairperson 
of Project HOPE(HelpingOthersthrough 
Physical Education), has also been the 
co-c hair of the Student Union's Big 
Brother /Big Sister program. 
He has been a summer orientation 
advisur, an alumni weekend worker. as 
well as an undergraduate research assis-
tant in the English department. A three-
time parti cipant in the Immoka lee, 
Florida , service tripoverChristmas break. 
Fra nce also has been a participant in the 
Appalachia service tr ip as well as several 
other service projects. 
Hanchin , who is a member of JCU's 
chapter of Carroll Christian Fellowship, 
is a bi-weekly volunteer at the Cleveland 
Catholic Worker House. He has taken 
John Carroll students to the Catholic 
Worker House in West Virginia over 
C h ri s tmas and Spring breaks, a nd he has 
also been a volunteer at the Salvation 
Army's half-way house where he talked 
with men who were making the transi-
tion from prison to regular life. 
He has also volunteered for Project 
HOPE, the Family Transitional Housing 
Program and several other service 
projects. 
A residents' assistant in Murphy Hall, 
Nonevski is the co-chairperson for Project 
Gold, through which he coordinates the 
Meals on Wheels program. Nonevski is a 
member of Alpha Sigma Nu, the jesuit 
Honor society, and he has been accepted 
to medical school. 
Maloney, who is a residents' assistant 
in Dolan Hall, is also a member of Alpha 
Sigma Nu. She works for Campus Minis-
try as a lector and lay minister, and she 
has been a mentor in the RCIA program . 
A volunteer for Project HOPE, Maloney 
also visits HIV or AIDS patients in the 
Open House Project at the Cleveland 
Clinic. 
She also tutors at a local elementary 
school and participates in other service 
projects. 
Williams, who is a residents' ass istant 
in East Hall , is the co-chairperson of 
Project Gold. She has been in cha rge of 
the Clevela nd Food Bank service project 
and has worked at the alumn i weekend. 
She also led students on a service tr ip 
to Appalac hia , and volunteered in the 
lmmokalee serv ice project. 
Seniors ca n vote for one of the five 
nominees on April 7 and 8. 
Voting tables w1ll be set up on the 
ground floor of the O'Malley Center from 
l0-11:30 a.m. and 130-3 p.m., in the OJ 
Lombardo Student Center from 1 l:JOa.m. 
- 1:30 p.m. and 4:30-6 p.m., and in the 
Grasselli Library from 7-9 p.m. 
A fi nal election will be held Aprill4 
and 15 for the three nominees who re-
ceive the most votes in the first elect ion. 
If a nominated student receives more 
than half of the votes in this upcom ing 
preliminary election, a second vote will 
not need to be taken. 
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Farrell's legacy will live on 
White Roses: At the memorial mass for Dean Farrell. students placed white flowers on 
the altar symbolizing the light, love, friendship and life he shared. 
Women's soccer coach 
dismissed after eight months 
Brian Murphy 
Ass istant Sports Ed1tor 
john Car roll Un iversit y ad-
mini strators informed women's 
socce r coach Kellic Leeman last 
Friday that hercomract would nor 
be renewed for the 1997-98 sea-
son. 
Ath let ic Dnector Tony 
DeCarlo met with Leeman in his 
offi ce to tell her of the decision. 
He sa 1d th at Leema n, like every 
other person in the at hlet ic de-
partment, was working under a 
one-year contract. She will con-
nnue to be paid fort he rema inder 
of the contract wh ile she is given 
the opponunlly to seek other job 
knew the expectat ions and was 
warned she was not meeting 
them " 
Both DeCarlo and Weitbrecht 
wou ld not comment on the ex pec-
tauons. Salmi also had no com-
menton whether the decision had 
anything to do with on-field per-
forma nce. 
Leeman guided the club to a 6-
9-2 overall record . The tea m be-
gan 1 he season, however, losi ng its 
first five games. 
Fresh man Maura Gatto sa id 
that she asked DeCarlo if some-
th ing occur red on or off the field 
involving players She said that 
DeCarlo replied no and that he 
co u ld not go mto m ore de tai \. 
peers she worked ve ry ha rd." 
Leeman, also assistant sports 
in formation director, will not con-
tinue in that capacity 
Gallo said that she is very un -
happy with th ings right now. 
"I played for the best coac hes in 
Pntsburgh and Kellie really is a 
top-notch coach," she said. 
"She wan ted tO get things done 
as far as movmg forward and not 
looking back," Gatto added. 
"Now we're put back a year by 
this-adjusting to a new coach, 
who's probably not as talented on 
the field ." 
"l felt she was an excellent 
coach ," Chamberssaid. "She knew 
th e. game well a ml wa> OTga m ze.d 
:i•~--~--~~~~~~~~~--.W~~~~~~~~~J~~~~~y ~ 'm 
interests, and Kellie's best inter- us at all," Gatto said. to miss her. She ha usdoinggood 
est , if her co ntract was not re- Weitbrecht sa id that the team things. She had us improving and 
newed ," DeCarlosa1d. had questions whi ch she and playing well ." 
continued from page 1 
he took students under his wing 
and became a mentortothem."He 
had an amazing talent of mixing 
discipline and reassurance. He'd 
kick you in the butt and you'd walk 
away feeling good about it," sa1d 
Salmi. 
"Dean Farrell was a ]ways fair," 
said senior Chad Rankin. "When I 
got into trouble, he had the ability 
to get down on your level wi t bout 
me losing respect for his author-
ity. He would always expla1n the 
repercussions for my actions, ye t 
he'd give me a perscpective that 
would make you realize that It 
wasn't the end of 1 he world, that it 
was a learningexpenence," hesa1d. 
Farrell's unc m mon talent of 
ALLIES 
continued from page 1 
the university's actions. 
"Gay and lesbian people have 
no protections under the law," Li nk 
said. 
"Priva te colleges, because they 
receive federa l fu nds, could not 
discrimmate based on race, but the 
same th ing does not apply fo r 
sexual orientation." 
Heckman noted in her let ter. 
and Rev. Richard P. SalmJ,Sj , vJCe 
president of student affairs, reit-
erated, that "The university wams 
to make clear that regard less of 
whether students are hctero 
sexual. homosexual or as yet strug-
glingwith am bigu11y,each isf ully 
accepted as a person and a valued 
john Carroll student. I can assure 
you 1har John Carroll University 
W\ \\ n ot l 01c. r J..\ C a ny \o rrn. o f h "-' 
rassment or intole rance based on 
sexual orienta rion ." 
Sa lmi said that the appeal is 
being reviewed at this ume. 
In response to pressures to DeCarlo tried to answer, but that 
moreclearlyspectfy the reason for the two of them were not able rogo 
Leeman 's dism1ssal, DeCarlo re- into derail during the meeting. 
sponded, "Ask her." Leeman, 25, became the third 
Leem an had no comment on coach in the program's eight-year 
the si1 uat1on. hisrory of play at the Division 111 
Rev. Richard P. Salm i, Sj., vice level when she was hired in june. 
president of student affairs, over- By most accounts, the beginning 
sees the at hletic department. He of the season was a tough time as 
said that the move was "not an the team adjusted to Leeman's 
arbitrnry act and not something coaching style. 
Accounting students 
help with taxes 
which ca me out of the blue." lle "There were some problems at 
added that the situation was one the beginning of the season," jun-
about which the university had iorOona Blakemore said. "Bu!they 
been 1n conversat ion with were ironed out qu ickly." 
Leeman for a while now. Most of the team did grow to 
He further added: "Kellie was like and respect Leeman. Both 
advised verbally and in wr itmg Blakemore and freshman Erin 
th at there were areas [in which] McGuire sa id that Leeman did a 
we as a universit y wanted to see lot for the program. 
improvements. Those improve- "She contributed a lot to the 
men tsd idn 't happen. The changes team ,"freshm anjen Lamiellesaid . 
didn't come about." "She brought the team together." 
Sa I m i had no com ment on On thefield, Lamielledescribed 
what the 1 mprovementsspecified Leeman as a strict but fair coach. 
to Leeman were. McGuire said, "S he's a good 
Also involved m the decision coach. She didn't always express 
not to renew Leema n's contract her ideas in 1 he best way that she 
was sen1or women's adm1nistra- could have. But she'sa goodcoach . 
tor, Gret chen Weitbrecht. She Ask anybody and they'll say they 
ca lled rhe ac tiOn a "universi ty de- learned somethmg." 
cis Jon ," burrefusedtogointoany "She was an outstanding 
further dctai l on the situation . coach," Blakemore said. "She knew 
Many of the rca m's playe rs met her stuf f totally." 
with DeCarlo and Weitbrecht last Off the field ,Leeman organized 
Monday to di scuss the situation. study halls and off-season work-
junior Eli zabeth Chambers said outs, which incl uded playing in-
that during the meeting the team door soccer and JCU intramural 
was basically told that Leeman soccer. and community service 
did not meet expectations, bu r projectsforthe team. She was also 
rhat the spec1fic ex pecta t ions very~oncernedaboutthescholas­
were not derailed. She did add , tic achievements of her players. 
however, that the ream was told "She pushed us on and off the 
"the expecta tions d1d not have to field to do our best," Gatto said. 
do with [the team's! record." "l worked wit h her in Sports 
"From what I understa nd ," Information and on the soccer 
Cha mbers said, "s he [Leeman[ field," she added, "and in both as-
Lisa lanetta 
Staff Reporter 
For the seventh year in a row, 
senior accounting majors have 
volunteered to complete tax 
forms for Russian immigrants 
andJCU students. 
This program, Volunteer In-
come Tax Assistance(VITA), is 
a nationwide program run by 
the Internal Revenue Service 
to prepare tax returns for low-
income elderly, or non-English 
taxpayers. 
Gerald Weinste in, modera-
tor of the Accounting Associa-
tion, initiated this se rvice at 
john Carroll. 
Weinstein and his staff of 
12 seniors, who have all com-
pleted an income tax course at 
JCU, work at the jewish Com-
munity Center in University 
Heights. 
EverySundaysincejanuary, 
volunteers met the immigrants 
andcompleted theirtaxforms. 
All materials are provided 
by the Jewish Community Cen-
ter. "We plan to help fif ty to 
sixty people," Weinstein sa id. 
While Weinstein supervises 
and reviews their work, stu-
dents gai n valuableexperience 
while helping others. 
"lt was a great experience," 
sen ior Brian Martin said. "In-
teracting with people of a dif-
ferent culture was a new en-
counter for me." 
Martinalsoemphasized the 
exposure the experience gave 
him in regard to his career. 
"l never really had any ex-
posure to this before," he sa id. 
"Now, if I choose to work for a 
firm , I have some idea of what 
to expect." 
Weinstein also stressed the 
importance of educating the 
immigrants about the Ameri-
can system. 
According to Weinstein, 
some of the clients had high-
payingjobssuch as lawyers and 
physicians in Russia . 
However, they had diffe re nt 
methods that "don 't comcide 
with Amer ican methods," 
Weinstein said. Consequently, 
they are forced to obtain me-
nial jobs. 
The people are "so grateful 
for this help," Weinstein said. 
"Getting a refund is like manna 
from heaven to these people." 
He added that thf#axpay-
ers were shocked to discover 
that the government would 
actually give money back to 
them. In Russia, they say, 
money was never given back. 
This service isalsoavaJlable 
to JCU students. A table next 
to the library emrance pro-
vides information and forms. 
For further mformation, con-
tact Weinstein at 397-4609. 
relating to people also carried over 
to his work as president of Euclid 
City Council. 
'A very bnght light has gone 
out in the city of Euclid,' said 
Euclid Mayor Paul Oyaski. 
Farrell's health deteriorated 
quickly in his last week , but he 
made It through St. Patrick's Day 
andSt.joseph's Day, both of whtch 
were days of great significance to 
him. 
In the Bible, St. Joseph sup-
ported jesus. a child who wasn't 
h1sown.Joseph Farrell acted with 
the same sort of unconditional 
love by embracingall students as 
1f they were children of his own. 
Tom 0' KonowH;: , news editor. 
contributed to tftisarticle 
HOUSING 
continued from page 1 
shrubbery mthe from of the house 
to not cutting the grass enough to 
having a car parked with one tire 
an 1nch or two on the lawn. 
"I think it1s unfatr and uncon-
ti tut ion a I. It is clear! y d irectecl at 
college srudems," said Mattjakiel, 
a semor and former UH res1denr. 
Nostudcnt. were pre ntat the 
March 18 meet1ng to comment to 
the ounc1l. 
teven Bcnnen, the Chairman 
of the Building Committee and 
ounci lman for the UH ity 
Counc il, said that these ordi-
nances "are not directly aimed at 
any particular group- they are for 
everybody, but you can take Jtany-
way you li ke." 
According to the orchnances. 
\h \c;. \'-\<., l\1.." WL\~ h fl)\1.}";,\\\ \ 1.) \ \ "\{: <.\ \_ 
tenuonol Lou nul mn 1 - t m-
ber at a Public Hearing of the 
Bui !ding Committee. 
Numerous complaints were 
filed on certain residents regard-
ing such things as an illegal num-
berof occupants within the dwell-
ing unit, too many cars parked for 
the space allotted to them. undue 
noise levels and bizarre conduct. 
After the City Planning, Com-
mission made its recommenda-
tions and revis1ons on the initial 
write-ups to update and enforce 
the Zoning and Housing Codes, 
the ordinances were finally voted 
upon last Tuesday night. 
Not only were the complaints 
an issue in tighteninghousingand 
zoning regu lations. 
Also. the goals of the UH City 
Council needed to be upheld in 
order "to support family values 
and to provide safe. secure and 
peaceful residential neigh bar-
hoods as disnnguished from all 
non-residential neighborhoods 
within the City as well as to se-
cure and strengthen property val-
ues in the City." 
When asked of the effect upon 
the community and John Car roll 
University, Mayor Rothschild said 
these ordinances were not gomg 
to affect either the school or the 
residents any more than they al-
ready have. 
"T he onlydifference is that the 
rules are stricter now," Rothschild 
said. 
"T he residents would rather 
have us living somewhere else,' 
jakiel said. 
"They hold grudges because of 
the stupid acnons of former stu-
dents who have ruined it for us," 
Jakie! added. 
Editor's Note: NewsEdirorTom 
O'Konowitz, Gina Camiola, Tim 
Howley and Ann Colletti contnb-
uted to th is article. 
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MayorspeakstoJCU 
College Republicans 
Denise Glaros 
Assistant News Ed1tor 
Beryl E Rothschi ld, mayor 
of University Heights, spoke to 
john Carroll University's Col-
lege Republicans on March 12 
about the need for students to 
become acrive in a cause that 
they are interested in . She also 
spoke about thecityof Umver-
sity Heights. 
Rothschild emphasized the 
Republican Party as an ex-
ample of a cause worth betng 
involved in because of its prac-
tical issues and standards. But 
she said that whatever cause 1 
person chooses to get involved 
in, it is imperative to "get 
hooked early in someth mg you 
believe in.· 
Rothschild went on to in-
form the group about the sta-
tus of the local Republican 
Parry, which did nor do very 
well in the last election year. 
"The Democrats were just so 
well organized this year," 
Rothschild said. 
She stated thatthe parry had 
its highs and lows in 1996, and 
all they can do now is try to 
regroup and prepare for the 
next election with the help of a 
few good people. 
"There is a need for new 
young blood with principles 
they believe in and time to de-
vore," Rothschild said. 
The mayor claimed that fu -
sion of the party was beingad-
dressed,buturgedtheaudience 
that the key to goc,.t !."'ft!'ll-
mcnr is to pay close attention 
to whoever runs for office and 
to be informed on what they 
stand for in order 10 cast a 
knowledgeable vote at rhe bal-
lot box. 
Rothschild specified that a 
few people elected into office 
this year, in particular within 
the judicial branch of the 
Cleveland area, were not as 
qualified as others running for 
the same positions. 
"We got some duds in the 
courts this year.[and in the end, 
the citizens] pay the conse-
quence for bad law and bad 
judgesh1p," Rothschild said. 
Not only did the mayor 
speak of the Republican Pany 
and thw standing in office, 
bur she gave the College Re-
publicans an overview of the 
city of University Heights it-
self. 
Rothschild stated that al-
though University Heights is a 
predominant! y Democratic 
city, her belonging to the Re-
publican Party her entire life 
has no bearing on the way she 
governs the city. 
I nstead,she emphasized the 
uniqueness that University 
Heights possesses because of its 
culturally diverse population, 
especially the highly inte-
grated sc hool system of Cleve-
land Heights-University 
Heights. 
"The toughest problem in 
our nation today is that there 
are nor enough integrated 
school systems," Rothschild 
said. 
In addit ion to diversity, 
Rothschild mentioned many of 
the programs occurring within 
the city to promote community 
aswellasequality. For instance, 
she discussed a new but old 
concept that has recent I y been 
enforced in the city's police de-
partment. 
"lt 's the old neighborhood 
cop on the beat philosophy," 
Rothschild said. Whatthis phi-
losophy entails is the active 
implementation of specially 
trained police officers into the 
lives of Heightscitizenstowalk 
the streets, talk to residentsand 
attempt to promote friendly 
ties between the community 
more, mayor ex-
plained the many publ ications 
and media sources the city of-
fe rs the residents of University 
Heights tO stay up to date on 
the issues surrounding them. 
Informative items such as 
pamphlets on housing inspec-
tion and neighborhood watch 
programs are just some of the 
materials distributed to those 
livrng m University Heights, 
Rothschild said. 
Ahogether Mayor 
Rothschild presented a de-
tailed picture to the College 
Republicans of what she and 
the city of University Heights 
represent, because "the faculty 
and studen ts need to be in-
formed about what lam doing 
with the city." 
Debaters make nationals 
Denise Glaros 
ASSIStant News E:";d-,..ltO_r _____ _ 
Foronl y the seventh year inJCU 
hi tory, the varsity debate team 
qualified for the National Debate 
Tournament (NDT), which was 
held on March 19-24 in Lynchburg, 
Virgima 
The ream of Manny Teitelbaum 
and jeff Becherer frnished fifth at 
the District V qualifier, earning 
them a third consecutive trip to the 
tournament 
Along the way, 1 he varsll y team 
defeated M1ami University and 
Michigan St<ne University while 
losing c lo~e rounds to the Univer-
sny of Mrchigan and the favored 
Wayne State College. 
At the NDT. the debaters will 
com pete with some of the big name 
schoolssuch as Harvard, M1ch1gan , 
Dart mouth and North western. 
Brenr .Bros man, JCU's director 
of debate, said that "This is the 
debate equivalent of qualifying 
tot he NCAA tournament, except 
we don't have the different divi-
sions." 
The junior varsity team of 
Katie Lavelle and Sig Fuchs also 
performed very well. 
They placed third in the na-
tion at the American Debate As-
sociation National Champion-
ships for the frrst time. 
They qualified byeliminating 
a pre-tournamem favorite, Lib-
erty University before falling to 
the top seed, Trinity University. 
"Unlike the NDT, the ADA 
offeres three divisions of debate, 
but ehgrb!lity is determined by 
how many years you have de-
bated," said Brossman. 
TheJCU debate team earned a 
total of 36 team and individual 
awards this season. 
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New Student Union executives inaugurated 
Tom O'Konowitz 
News Editor 
A completely new Student 
Union executive board was elected 
into office last Tuesday at its an-
nual inaugural dinner The former 
executives offered parting words 
and the new members took the ir 
oaths of office. 
Former Executtve Secretary 
Sherry Mikhail told the new ex-
ecutives: 
"You are going to make a great 
impact on john Carroll and the 
future history of john Carroll." 
1 hree years, 
which included 
opening a video 
store, creating a 
Student Activi-
ties Budget 
Board and House 
of Represen ta-
tives, improving 
the quality of 
food at Marriott, 
adding a reading 
day in the spring 
and other ac-
tions. 
"/am looking forward to 
receiving input of students. 
The Student Union is a 
means for students' voices 
to be heard." 
Chris Beato 
In his opening words as SU 
president, Chris Beato said that he 
hopes that the Student Union be-
come a more proactive group on 
campus, with more diversity. 
"The Student Union has worked 
for change and engaged the ad -
ministration as allies for progress," 
Mason said in her speech. 
Person of the Year for outstanding 
serv ice, leadershipand dedication 
to the student body. 
The sorority of Theta Kappa 
was named External Organization 
of the Year. "I am looking forward to recei v-
ing input of students," Beato said. 
"The Student Union is a means for 
students' voices to be heard." 
Former President Doralice 
Tavolario said that the outgoing 
SU has changed student govern-
ment , as now, there is not a single 
student government in the entire 
country besidesJCU with both a 
House and Senate. 
The Freshman Class officers 
were named Internal Organiza-
tion of the Year. 
He added , "It is time we are 
heard and understood .... l am 
confident we can obtam results" 
The event was also an emo-
tional farewell for the departing 
executives and SU advisor Pamela 
Mason, who completed her three 
year term and received the SU's 
highest honor of the Magis Award. 
"l think we've had a successful 
year,"Tavolariosaid in her speech. 
She added, "We've really reached 
out to the students." 
Members of the SU Senate, 
House, comm ittees, guests and 
family members attended the in-
augural ceremony. 
In hisspeech,formerChief Jus-
tice james Sullivan said that the 
coming year would be exciting 
because there is a complete turn-
over of executives. He urged them, 
"Make this a year of action, and 
not merely a year of potential." 
Mason praised and thanked the 
SU for their actions over the last 
Theexecutivesalsoannounced 
the winners of the annual awards 
that are voted on by the Senate. 
The late Dean of Students Joe 
Farrell was named Student Union 
Seniors vote for Beaudry Award 
Monroe France 
TimHanchin 
Bridget Maloney 
llche Nonevski 
Val Williams 
Cherie Skoczen 
Photography Editor 
John Carroll seniors will vote in a pri-
mary election on April 7 and 8 to choose 
three of their classmates as finalists for 
the Beaudry Award. 
They will vote again on Aprill4 and 
.. ~ltso~od-:rmline the Beaudry Award win· 
ner. 
"I t's so important for seniors to vote 
[for thisawardlbeca use it is the on! yaward 
given by the se.niors to a senior at gradu-
ation, and it's been a tradition for so many 
years," said Helen Joyce, a moderator of 
Christian Life Community (CLC). 
The Beaudry Award is presented to a 
graduating senior who demonstrates ex-
cellence in leadership activities, aca-
demic achievement, service to the uni-
versity and /or civic community and 
commitment to Catholic values. 
The award is named for Robert 
Beaudry, a 1950 John Carroll graduate 
who was killed in a plane crash in 1951. 
He had been attending Georgetown 
University Law School. 
The award has been given in his honor 
to one senior each year since 1951. 
"Alumni throughout the years have 
told me what a great guy Bob Beaudry 
was," said joyce. 
"He was a down-to-earth fellow, a fo-
cused person who was an achiever and 
who could get things done." 
This year 17 seniors were nominated 
for the Beaudry Award by students, fac-
ulty and staff. 
~Beaudry Award Committee selected 
five of the nominees as preliminary can-
didates for the award. 
The five seniors are Monroe France, 
Tim Hanchin, Bridget Maloney, Ilche 
Nonevski and Valerie Will ia ms. 
The following information on each of 
the nominees was taken from nomina-
tion forms submitted by students and 
faculty. 
France, who has been co-chairperson 
of Project HOPE(Helping Others through 
Physical Education), has also been the 
co-chair of the Student Union's Big 
Brother /Big Sister program. 
He has been a summer orientation 
advisvr, an alumni weekend worker, as 
well as an undergraduate research assis-
tant in the English department. A three-
ttme participant in the Immokalee , 
Florida,service tripoverChristmas break, 
France also has been a particrpant in the 
Appalachia sen•ice trip as well as several 
other service projects. 
Hanchin, who is a member of JCU's 
chapter of Carroll Christian Fellowship, 
is a bi-weekly volunteer at the Cleveland 
Catholic Worker House. He has taken 
john Carroll students to the Catholic 
Worker House in West Virginia over 
Christmas and Spring breaks, and he ha~ 
also been a volunteer at the Salvation 
Army's half-way house where he calked 
with men who were making the transi-
tion from prison to regular life. 
He has also volunteered for Project 
HOPE, che Family Transitional Housing 
Program and several other service 
projects. 
A residents' assistant in Murphy Hall, 
Nonevski is the co-chairperson for Project 
Gold, through which he coordinates the 
Meals on Wheels program. Nonevski is a 
member of Alpha Sigma Nu, the Jesuit 
Honor society, and he has been accepted 
to medical school. 
Maloney, who is a residents' assistant 
in Dolan Hall, is also a member of Alpha 
Sigma Nu. She works for Campus Minis-
try as a lector and lay minister, and she 
has been a mentor in the RCIA program. 
A volunteer for Project HOPE, Maloney 
also visits HIV or AIDS patients in the 
Open House Project at the Cleveland 
Clinic. 
She also tutors at a local elementary 
school and participates in other service 
projects. 
Williams, who is a residents' assistant 
in East Hall, is the co-chairperson of 
Project Gold. She has been in charge of 
the Cleveland Food Bank service project 
and has worked at the alumni weekend. 
She also led students on a service trip 
to Appalachia, and volunteered in the 
Immokalee service project. 
Seniors can vote for one of the five 
nominees on April 7 and 8. 
Voting tables will be set up on the 
ground floor of the O'Ma !ley Center from 
!0-11:30 a.m. and 1:30-3 p.m., in the DJ. 
LombardoStudent Cenrer from ll:JOa.m. 
- J:JO p.m . and 4:30-6 p.m., and in the 
Grasselli Library from 7-9 p.m. 
A final election will be held Aprill4 
and 15 for the three nominees who re-
ceive the most votes in the first election. 
lf a nominated student receives more 
than half of the votes in this upcoming 
preliminary election, a second vote will 
not need to be taken. 
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Farrell's legacy will live on 
White Roses: At the memorial mass for Dean Farrell, students placed white flowers on 
the altar symbolizing the light, love, friendship and life he shared. 
Women's soccer coach 
dismissed after eight months 
Brian Murphy 
Assistant Sports Editor 
john Carroll Universi.ty ad -
ministrators informed women's 
soccer coach Kellie Lee man last 
Friday that hereon tract wou ld nor 
be renewed for the 1997-98 sea-
son. 
At h let1c Director Tony 
DeCarlo met with Leeman in his 
office to tell her of the decision 
He said that Leeman, lrke every 
other person in the athletic de -
partment, was working under a 
one-year contract. She will con-
tinue to be paid fort he remainder 
of the contract while she is given 
the opportumty to seek other job 
knew the expectations and was peers she worked very hard." 
warned she was not meeting Leeman, also assistant sports 
them" information director, will not con-
Both DeCarlo and Weitbrecht tinue in that capacity. 
would not com menr on theexpec- Gatto said 1 hat she IS very un-
tations. Salmi also had no com- happy with things right now. 
menton whetherthe decision had "I played fort he best coaches in 
anything to do with on-field per- Pittsburgh and Kellie real! y is a 
formance. top-notch coach," she said. 
Leeman guided the club to a 6- "She wanted to get things done 
9-2 overall record. The team be- as far as moving forward and not 
gan the season, however, losing its looking back," Gatto added. 
first five games. "Now we're put back a year by 
Fres hman Maura Gatto said this-adJUSting to a new coach, 
that she asked DeCarlo if some- who's probably not as talented on 
thing occurred on or off the field the field." 
involving players. She said that "I felt she was an excellent 
DeCa rlo replied no and that he coach,"Cham berssaid. "She knew 
could not go into more derai \. the game welt and w:>s org,amz.ed 
~·----~--~~~~~~~~-----.. ~~~,~~· ~~~~--~~~~~Y ~ 'm . interests, and Kellie's best inter- us at all," Gatto said. to miss her. Sheha usdoinggood 
est , if her contract was notre- Weitbrecht said that the team things. She had usimprovingand 
newed," DcCarlosa1d had questions which she and playing well." 
continued from page 1 
he rook students under his wing 
and became a mentor to them. "He 
had an amazing talent of mixing 
discipline and reassurance. He'd 
kJCkyouin the buttand you'd walk 
away feeling good about it," said 
Salmi. 
"Dean Farrell was always fair," 
said eniorChad Rankin. "When I 
gotintotrouble , he had the ability 
to get down on your level wrthout 
me losing respect for his author-
ity He would always e. plain the 
repercussions for my actions, yet 
he'd give me a persepecuve that 
would make you realize that 1t 
wasn't the end of the world , that It 
was a learni nge penence," he said. 
Farrell' uncommon talent of 
ALLIES 
continued from page 1 
the universlty's actions. 
"Gay and lesbian people have 
no protections underthe law," Link 
said 
"Private colleges, because they 
receive federal funds, could not 
discriminate based on race, but the 
same thing docs not apply for 
sexual onentat1on." 
Heckman noted in her letter, 
and Rev. R1chard P.Salrn1,Sj , vice 
pres1dent of student affairs, rcit 
era ted, that "The univerSity wants 
to make clear that regardless of 
whether students are hetero-
sexua I. homosexua lor as yet strug-
gling with ambiguity, each is fully 
accepted as a person and a valued 
John Carroll student. I can assure 
you r hat john Carro11 Univcrsn y 
"'"' \ not \ o\c l .. HC. -~u'V \orn o ( ho..l 
rassmem or intolerance based on 
sexual orientation." 
Salmi said that the appeal is 
being reviewed at this time. 
In response to pressures to DeCarlo tried to answer, but that 
more clearlyspecify the reason for the two of them were not able togo 
Leeman 's dtsmissal, DeCarlo re- into detail during the meeting 
sponded,"Ask her." Leeman, 25, became the third 
Leeman had no comment on coach in the program's e1ghr-year 
the sir uauon. history of play at the Division Ill 
Rev. Richard P. Salmi, SJ, vice level when she was hired in June. 
president of student affairs, over- By most accounts, the beginning 
sees the athletic department. He of the season was a tough time as 
said that the move was "not an the team adjusted to Leeman's 
arbitrary act and not something coaching style. 
Accounting students 
help with taxes 
which came out of the blue." He "There were some problems at 
added that the si tuation was one the beginning of the season," jun-
about which the university had iorOonaBlakemoresaid. "But they 
been in conversa tion with wereironedoutquickly." 
Leeman for a while now. Most of the team did grow to 
He further added: "Kell ie was like and respect Leeman. Both 
advised verbally and m writing Blakemore and freshman Erin 
that there were areas [in which! McGuire said that Leeman did a 
we as a university wanted to see lot for the program. 
improvements. Those improve- "She contributed a lot to the 
mentsdidn't happen . The changes team,"f reshmanJen Lamiellesaid. 
didn't come about." "She brought the team together." 
Sa lmi had no com ment on Onthefield,Lamielledescribed 
what the 1m provementsspecified Leeman as a strict but fair coach. 
to Leeman were. McGuire said, "She's a good 
Also involved in the decision coach. She didn't always express 
not to renew Leeman's contract her ideas in the best way that she 
was senior women's administra- could have. Butshe'sagoodcoach. 
tor, Gretchen Weitbrecht. She Ask anybody and they'll say they 
called the act ion a "university de- learned something'' 
cision ," bu tre fusedtogo1moany "She was an outstanding 
further derail on the situation. coach," Blakemore said. "She knew 
Many oft he team's players met her stuff totally" 
with DeCarlo and Weitbrecht last Off the field , Leeman organized 
Monday to discuss the situation. study halls and off-season work-
junior Elizabeth Chambers said ours, which included playing in-
that dunng the meeting the team door soccer and JCU intramural 
was basically told that Leeman soccer, and community service 
did not meet expcctat ions, but projects forthe team. She was also 
that 1 he specific e>' pectations very~oncerned about thescholas-
were not detailed. She did add, tic achievements of her players. 
however, that the team was told "She pushed us on and off the 
"the expectations d1d not have to field to do our best," Gatto said. 
do with I the team'sl record." "l worked with her in Sports 
"From what I understand," Information and on the soccer 
Cham hers said, "s he [Leemanl field," she added, "and in both as-
Lisa lanetta 
Staff Reporter 
Forthesevemh year ina row, 
senior accounting majors have 
volunteered to complete tax 
forms for Russian immigrants 
andjCU students. 
This program, Volunteer In-
come Tax Assistance (VITA), is 
a nationwide program run by 
the Internal Revenue Service 
to prepare tax returns for low-
income elderly, or non-English 
taxpayers. 
Gerald Weinstein, modera-
tor of the Accounting Associa-
tion, initiated this service at 
john Carroll. 
Weinstein and his staff of 
12 seniors, who have all com-
pleted an income tax course at 
JCU, work at the jewish Com-
munrty Center in University 
Heights. 
Every Sundaysinceja nuary, 
volunteers met the immigrants 
and completed thetrtax forms. 
All materials are provided 
bytheJewishCommunityCen-
ter. "We plan to help fifty to 
sixty people," Weinstein said. 
While Weinstein supervises 
and reviews their work, stu-
denrsgain valuableexperience 
while helping others 
"It was a great experience," 
senior Brian Martin said. "ln-
teracting with people of a dif-
ferent culture was a new en-
counter for me." 
Martinalsoemphasized the 
exposure the experience gave 
him in regard to his career. 
"I never really had any ex-
posure to this before," he said. 
"Now, if I choose to work for a 
firm, I have some idea of what 
to expect." 
Weinstein also stressed the 
importance of educating the 
immigrants about the Ameri-
can system. 
According to Weinstein, 
some of the clients had high-
payingjobssuch as lawyers and 
physicians rn Russia . 
However, they had different 
methods that "don't coincide 
with Amencan methods," 
Weinstein said. Consequently, 
they are forced to obtain me-
nial jobs. 
The people are "so grateful 
for this help," Weinstein said. 
"Getting a refund is like manna 
from heaven to these people." 
He added that th¥axpay-
ers were shocked to discover 
that the government would 
actually give money back to 
them . In Russia, they say, 
money was never given back. 
This service isalsoavai !able 
to JCU students. A table next 
to the library entrance pro-
vides information and forms. 
For fun her information, con-
tact Weinstein at 397-4609. 
re !at i ng to people a !so carried over 
to his work as president of Euclid 
City Council. 
"A very brrght light has gone 
out in the city of Euclid," said 
Euchd Mayor Paul Oyaski. 
Farrell's health deteriorated 
quickly in his last weeks, but he 
made ll through St Patrick's Day 
andSt.Joseph'sDay,both of which 
were days of great srgnificance to 
h1m. 
In the Bible, St. Joseph sup-
ported jesus, a child who wasn't 
htsown.J scph Farrell acted with 
the sam ' n of uncondttional 
love by embr~ctn?,all students as 
if they were children of his own. 
Tom 0' KonowH::: , rrew tdaor. 
wnt rihut ed to thisar11cle 
HOUSING 
continued from page 1 
shrubbery• n the r rom of the house 
to not cutting the grass enough to 
having a ar parked with one tire 
an inch or two on the lawn. 
"I think it rs unfa1r and uncon-
titutional. It isclearlydirected at 
college srudents," aid Matt Jakie! , 
a senror and former UH resrdcnt. 
Nostudents were present at the 
March 18 rneeung to comment to 
the Councrl. 
teven Bennett, the Cha irm~n 
of the Butlding Committee :~nd 
Councilman fo r the UH ity 
Council, said that these ordi-
nances "are not directly aimed at 
any particular group-r hey are for 
everybody, but you can take rtany-
way you like." 
According to the ordinances, 
thh \S'-.\.H." W<-b h\'l)Ug,ht \1.) th~ <:\. l 
Lenuonol Louou 1111TU - m-
ber at a Public Hearing of the 
Building Committee 
Numerous complaints were 
filed on certain residents regard-
ing such things as an illegalnum-
berof occupants within the dwell-
ing unit, too many cars parked for 
the space allotted to them, undue 
noise levels and bizarre conduct. 
After the Gty Planning Com-
mission made its recommenda-
tions and revisions on the initial 
write-ups to update and enforce 
the Zoning and Housing Codes, 
the ordinances were finally voted 
upon last Tuesday night. 
Not only were the complaints 
an issue in tighteninghousingand 
zoning regulations. 
A I so, the goals of the UH City 
Council needed to be upheld in 
order "to support family values 
and to provide safe, secure and 
peaceful residenual netghbor-
hoods as distinguished from all 
non-residential neighborhoods 
within the City as well as to se-
cure and strengthen property val-
ues in the City.' 
When asked of the effect upon 
the community and john Carroll 
University, Mayor Rothschild said 
these ordinances were not going 
to affect either the school or the 
residents any more than they al-
ready have. 
"T heonlydifference is that the 
rules are stricter now," Rothschild 
said. 
"The residents would rather 
have us living somewhere else." 
Jaktel said. 
"They hold grudges because of 
the stupid awons of former stu-
dents who have ruined it for us," 
Jak1el added. 
Editor's Note: News Editor Tom 
O'Konowitz, Gina Camiola, Tim 
Howley and Ann Colletti contrib-
uted 10th is article. 
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CEO of Offic e Max comes to speak 
As part of the Mellen series, Michael Feuer, 
chief executive officer of OfficeMax, will speak 
on financ ia l developments of large corporations. 
The seminar, which is scheduled for Wednesday, 
April9at 5 p.m., will be held atthe Dj. Lorn bardo 
Student Center. 
JCU offe rs Summer Study Opportuni ties 
eed to get away for the s um m er? JCU can 
h elp. T he s ummer s tudy program allows JCU 
s tudents to go to places suc h as Mexico, Canad a, 
Spa in, Germany, a n d Austria. 
Contact jam es Reed, d i rector o f st ud y 
abroad, for furth er info rmation. 
Grasselli upgrades lnfotrac system 
T he ln fo trac periodical d a ta base has a new 
look. Search Ban k is now ava ilable to JCU s tu-
d ents, w h ich provides in fo rmation on cur re n t 
evem s and prov ides fu ll-text versions of a rticles. 
T he improvements o n ln fot ract should 
make li fe eaisier for JCU students. Along with 
Search Bank, over 60 elec tronic databases are 
now available from t he library home page. 
Also, a vending mach in e is now in t he li-
bra r y that w ill d ispense 3-and-a-h a lf inch disks, 
blue books, hig h li ghte rs and other supplies. 
Pittsburgh Steelers vs.JCU students in 
charity basketball game 
A ch a r it y basketba ll game to ben efit the 
Make-a-W ish Founda tion w ill be held in t he Don 
Sh ula Sports Center. Players from the Pittsburgh 
Steele rs will do batcle with JCU students April 
16. 
T he event kicks o ff at8 p.m .and tickets can 
be purchased for $4 through any student orga-
nization or at the door. Then will also be a 
chance to w in $5,000 if you buy a raffle ticket 
for $1. T here is o nly on e catch , you must make a 
J/4 COUr£ s hot. 
Bea"BUD D Y" 
Project H.O.PE (Helpin g Others T hrough 
Physical Education ) is look ing for people to get 
involved . 
Buddy s ig n up meetings are April 6 at 9 p.m. 
in the Jard in e Room. Get involved for a gr eat 
cause. 
Cuyahoga Valley Speaking Contest 
Th ere is a $1,000 tu ition prize to the win-
ner of the Cuyahoga Speaking Contest. 
Th1sevent is open to any student with more 
th an 46 h o urs of cred it (not open to Seniors 
g r a d uating in May). T h e t opic o f th e eight 
m inute persuasive speech is on maintaining pr i-
vacy with today's h igh -technology. Nancy Kiefer 
of JCU's Communications Dep a rtment will rep -
resem jCU on the panel of judges. 
Morality Play visits]CU 
T h e InterReligious Task Force on Central 
Amenca will p resent the play, "Truth T h a t Sets 
Free," by Marg ret Swedish . T he play will be held 
in the Jard ine Room on Su n d ay, Apr il6 at 4 :30 
p.m . A s peaker will follow th e play to discuss 
cu rrent issues in Cen tral A m erica. 
Class e lections continue 
Elections for class officers for next year's 
Student Union will continue today unt il9 p.m. 
in t he Dj. Lombardo Student Center. 
Regis ter by phone 
Students a re encourageed by th e 
reg istrar's office to register for classes by phone 
this semester. Advisors can release students to 
register by phone. 
NewsBriefs were compiled by Michael 
McMahon , staff reporter 
NEWS The Carroll News, March 25,1997 
High school students participate in 
urban journalism program at JCU 
Joe Nowak in journalism. 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll UniversityCommunications De-
partment, The Plain Dealer and the Cleveland chap-
ter of the Nationa l Association of Black journalists 
(NA Bj) areonceagainco-sponsoring the Urban jour-
nalism Workshop for area high school students on 
thejCU campus. 
Students were tra ined in var ious areas incl uding 
the difference between television and print journal-
ism, interviewing tec hniques, lead writing, alterna-
tives to da il y newspapers and Internet research. 
The participants were also able to write their own 
articles. 
"The program is an excellent way for students to 
explore their talent," said Robert Vickers, the work-
shop di rector and ci ty hall reporter for the Pla in 
Dealer. 
The program was designed to give these minority 
srudentsa sampling of the different aspects involved 
"This can possibly and hopefully develop som e 
f urure journalists," Vicke rs said. 
Held over a five-week per iod, th is program was 
patte rned af ter sim ilar workshops held incitiessuch 
as Washington, D.C. and New York, whic h arc affili-
ated with the Na tiona l Associat ion of Black j ou rna l-
is ts. 
Theoriginal workshopa tjCU was starred by Plain 
Dealer Business Edi tor Marc Russel, who pa rti ci-
pated in a simila r program in St. Loui s, Mo. 
Robert Noll ,a communica tions fac ult y member,. 
coordinated the j ohn Car roll facet of the prog ram 
"It's a win-win situation for bo th the students and 
the fac ulty members," Noll said. "Th is creates a very 
positive image of j ohn Carroll's Communica tions 
Department. Hopefu ll y, we can get the kids eventu-
all y to th ink about coming to Carroll." 
He added tha t the workshop is an excellent op-
portunity for the department's fac ulty to coll aborate 
with the NAB]. 
Other facul ty m embers tha t participated in the 
progra m include Marian ne Salcetti , j acquelin e 
Schmid t, Cra ig Sanders, Alan Stephenson and Mary 
Beadle of the comm unicat ionsde panment,and Ron 
Oleksiak, d irector of jCU's multic ultural affairs pro-
gram. 
Robert Vickers, Plain Dealer reporter, works 
with Giakia Parker, a sophomore from Villa 
Angela I St. Joseph High School at JCU's 
Urbal Journalism Program. 
"Hopefull y, this program can interest the kids in 
different media fie lds and improve their academic 
skills," Stephenson sa id. 
This year's program will conclude this Sa turday 
atjohn Carroll. 
Denise Glaros, assistant news edi tor, contributed 
to this article. 
SU sponsors first Breast Cancer 
Awareness Week 
Jessica Grassman 
Staf f Reporter 
In an attempt to educate the 
j ohn Carroll community about the 
risks and preventions associated 
with breast cancer, the Studen t 
Union hosted a number of d iffer-
ent activities tocommemora1e last 
week as j ohn Carroll University's 
first annual Breast Cancer Aware-
ness Week. 
battled against breast cancer. 
According to Beato, many stu-
dents, especially the junior class, 
really took a g reat interest i n the 
idea af ter Tavolar io mentioned it 
this summer. He said that the ini -
tial appeal to the cause already 
ind icated s tude nts' awareness. 
"People sta rted showi ng their 
awareness before the week even 
started," Beato said. · A lot of so-
"I'm hoping that this week will make 
Night on Tuesday for anyone who 
has been touched by the disease 
and wanted to share their experi-
ences. Also, Elizabeth Nolan, an 
11 year survivor of breast ca nce r 
and chair of the Amer ican Ca ncer 
Society's Breast Ca ncer Com mit-
tee, spoke last Wed nesday on how 
to "Catch Cancer Before it Ca tc hcs 
You." 
A ra ffl e for Ind ia n tickets, tele-
vi sions, and other dona-
tions from alumni, were 
among 01her even ts. 
people more aware of the seriousness of 
breast cancer. So many people are 
touched by this disease." 
An aware ness booth in 
the Atr ium prov ided 
pam phlets and other in-
formation dona ted by the 
American Ca ncer Asso-
cia tion. 
Doralice T a vo la r io 
Breast Cancer Aware-
ness Week ended on Sat-
urda)'With a performance 
by The Tree Roots Band at 
Accord ing to Dora lice Tavolario, 
forme r SU president, she came up 
with the idea of sponsoring a Breast 
Cancer Awareness Week at john 
Carroll after he r mother was d iag-
nosed with breast cancer. 
"When I got into office, I men-
tioned the idea to the senate and 
got a lot of positive response from 
them and other st udents,"Tavolario 
said. "It was amazing the number 
of students who came up to me 
telling their expe riences with the 
disease." 
Chris Beato, SU president, also 
took a personal interest in the plan-
ning of Breast Cancer Awareness 
Week since his mother has also 
rarities and other stude nts rea ll y 
beca me involved wi th the week" 
In order to helpcoordinateand 
plan the events for Breast Ca ncer 
Awareness Week at john Carroll , 
a Breast Cancer Awa reness Com-
mittee was formed. According to 
Beato, the committee was solely 
established for the "planning 
stages" of the week and was made 
up of those students in the sena te 
and John Carroll comm~n i t y 
who showed interest in theca use. 
The activit ies for the week be· 
gan on Sunday, March 16 with a 
Mass and rosary prayer in St 
Francis Chape l. Other events in-
cluded a Caring and Sharing 
the Rh ythm Room. A stu-
dent from j CU, whose 
mother suffe red from breast can-
cer, accompanied the band in their 
performance. A $4 cover charge 
at the door benefi ted the Women's 
Preventive Healthca re Se rvices. 
"We wanted tocreate an aware-
ness this week, but we wanted to 
bring people toget her to have a 
good time too," Tavolario said. 
According to Tavolario, the im-
portance of Breast Cancer Aware-
ness Week rests in the fact that 
this disease could effect anyone. 
"I'm hoping that this week will 
make people more aware of the 
seriousness of breast cancer," she 
said. "So many people ~retouched 
in some way by this dtsease." 
i 
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McVeigh confesses, questionable reports say 
Meagan Lynch 
Staff R!!porter 
Ok lahoma City bombing sus-
peel Timothy McVeigh's chief a t-
torney asked a federal judge Fri-
day, March 14 , to dtsmiss charges 
against him , delay the start of the 
March 31 trial, or move the trial to 
anot her location because of pub-
licity over possible private con-
fessions obtained by the media. 
The Da llas Morn ing News and 
Playboy magazine published sepa-
rate reports in the past two weeks 
that claimed McVeigh confessed 
to attorneys that he planted a 
born b t hat killed l68 people a t 
the Alfre d P. Murrah federa l 
bui lding in downtown Okla-
homa City. 
The New Yol"h Times reported 
t hat McVeigh's ch ief attor ney 
Stephen jones wou ld not confirm 
1 he con tents of thedocuments but 
sa id th ey were eithe r stolen or 
fake and tha t they should not be 
p ublished. 
Addi tionally, the newspaper re· 
ported tha t the documents detail 
intervtews con-
ments. "The information upon 
which it based itsa rticlesoverthe 
weekend was obtained law-
f u l I y 
a n d 
through 
routine 
gathering 
t e c h -
nique s," 
Watler 
said . 
A c -
co r ding 
to jones. 
best des 
the a 1-
l e g e d 
confes-
sion documen ts, more than 25,000 
docume nts, includi ng files be-
longing to McVeigh 's co-defen-
dant Te rry Nichols, were stolen. 
j ones told the media that the 
stolen documents contained in -
formation about former CIA em-
ployees a nd nat tonal intelligence 
data . The defense has suggested 
that international terrorists may 
"It is not true that the First 
d ucted with de -
fe nse team mem-
bers. Prosecutors 
will not have access 
to the documents 
and they wi ll most 
likely neve r be in-
troduced to t he 
ju ry. 
Amendment authorizes freedom 
of the press based upon 
documents stolen by the people 
j o nes to ld the 
med ia t h~t he in-
sists the document 
who seek to publish them." 
used by The Dallas 
Morning News was 
not a confession or 
a "legitimate defense documen t at 
all '" andsatd the paper deserved to 
Paul Wad er, an at torney for the 
Dallas paper, told the med ia that 
he denies the al legations by Jones 
that he illegally acquired thedocu-
that he may have been motivated 
by tremendous anger at the fed -
era l government 's actions in the 
1993 raid on the Branch David ian 
an undergraduate study 
abroad program in Classical, 
Byzantine and 
Modern Greek studies 
BEAVER COLLEGE 
STUDY IN GREECE 
1 
Prosecutors told the media that 
they made a filing with the court . 
objecting to the three alternat ives 
proposed by the defe nse. 
r i e f s 
Charges could bring death penalty in Cosby murder 
Last week , prosec utors filed a murde r charge that could 
bring the death penalty to the teen-ager accused of fatally 
shooting En nisCosbydur ingwhat is now believed to have been 
a random robbery aHempt nearly two months ago. Mikail 
Markhasev, JB,a Ukranian immigrant of North Hollywood was 
held wit ho ur bail and is expected to be arraigned March ZSon 
one count of murder,anotherof attempted robbery and the use 
of a firearm in thejan.l6slayingof entertainer Bill Cosby's son. 
A special commirtec made up of senior prosecutors w1ll decide 
whether to seek the death penalty or opt for life in prison. 
Albanians seek escape to Ita! y 
H undredsof A I banianscagertoflecfrom the troubled Balkan 
coumry crammed its port the mormngof Sunday, March 16, 
only to be beaten back and fired upon by government police. 
The rebellions.wuched off by fi nancia l scandals in rhe already 
wea kgovernment, have lef t doze ns dead in the past two weeks. 
Italian authori ties last Sunday announced thattheirportswere 
strained to the limit with more than 4,100 Albanians who fled 
the country s uccessfully. 
Panel hears religious experts views on ~loning 
Last Friday, in the second day of public hea rings on the issue 
of cloning, the National Bioethics Adv isory Commission hs -
tened to religious experts from the Roman Catholtc, Protestant. 
jewish a nd lslamic faiths who provided their view on the 
topic. Most religtous experts condemned the idea of cloning, 
saying creation should be left to God. Christian and Islamic 
experts said their traditions prevent the replication of another 
chi ld from a cloned adult, no matter what rhe circumstances. 
Air bag power allowed to be lowered 
Movi ng to prevent more childrens' deaths and quell a con-
sumer outcry, on March 14, federal safety regulators gave the 
United States'automakersapproval roinsrallless powerful air 
bags in new cars and trucks. The new regulation is pan of a 
Clinton administration st rategy to preserve the benefns of atr 
bags w11i\e minimizll1(', the rbk Lochi \dren and -;maller adults 
'*'rld Briefs were compiled by Kri sten Sc lt neidler, Int. News 
& Business Editor andjoe Wholley. Asst.ln t. News & Business 
Editor with the aid of wire sources. 
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The Beaver College Study in Greece program is designed to pro-
vide North American students wilh a comprehensive academic and 
cultural experience including opportunities to undertake accredit-
ed upper division college courses in Classical, Byzantine and 
Modern Greek-studies, Our program features: 
June 
+ leadership and teaching by recognized scholars 
+ intensive use of local .resources for field study 
+ required study of modern Greek 
+ student apartments in a local neighborhood 
+ field-study trips 
+ program-arranged cultural and social activilies 
Our program emphasizes experiential learning and uses the coun-
try and its people as an extension of the classroom. Students enjoy 
individualized attention and can enroll in a semester or a full-year 
program with courses on offer in areas as various as Classical 
Languages and Literature, Modern Greek Politics, the Byzantine 
Tradition and Mediterranean Ecology. 
Speak to your study abroad advisor about Beaver College programs 
or call for a free catalog today. 
1.888.BEAVER-9 (1.888.232.8379) 
cea@ beaver.edu 
http:Jiwww.beaver.edu/cea! 
If you see this woman at any time, you are advised to slowly turn 
around and walk in the other d irection. Under no circumstances 
should you make direct eye contac t or attempt to communicate 
with this woman . .. she has some serious issues. 
You see, June has a nasty obsession (The Carroll News) and that 
really worries us here. I know everyone really loves us and hopes to 
one day be like us, but June takes it to an all-time extreme. Some-
times we find her sleeping under a desk just waiting for one of the 
diligent workers of the CN to enter the office. 
This is a plea for help. There is safety in numbers and we need to beef 
up the staff in order to prevent any more harm to our current staff 
(there was a tragic phone accident-alii can say is dial tones and 
gumboils) . So, for our sake. please call and join our little party. 
3 9 7 4 3 9 8 
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CEO of Office Max comes to speak 
As part o( the Mellen series, Michael Feuer, 
chief executive officer of OfficeMax, will speak 
on financial developments of large corporations. 
The seminar, which is scheduled for Wednesday, 
April9 at 5 p.m., will be held atthe DJ Lorn bardo 
~ Student Center. JCU offers Summer Study Opportunities 
eed to get away for the summer? jCU can 
help. The summer study program allowsjCU 
students to go toplacessuch as Mexico, Canada, 
Spain, Germany, and Austria. 
Contact James Reed, director of study 
abroad, for further information. 
Grasselh upgrades lnfotrac system 
The lnfotrac periodical database has a new 
look Search Bank is now available to JCU stu-
dents, which provides information on current 
events and provides full -text versions o( articles. 
The improvements on Infotract should 
make life eaisier for JCU students. Along with 
Searc h Bank, over 60 electronic databases are 
now available from the library home page. 
Also, a vending machine is now in the li-
brary that will dispense 3-and-a-half inch disks, 
blue books, highlighters and other supplies. 
Pittsburgh Steelers vs.JCU students in 
charity basketball game 
A charity baske tball game to benefi t the 
Make-a-Wish Foundation will be held in the Don 
Shula Sports Center. Players from the Pittsburgh 
Steelers will do battle with JCU students April 
16. 
~~- The event kicks of( at 8 p.m. and tickets can be purchased for $4 through any student orga-n\zaticm OT at the door. There will also be a chance w win $5,000 if you buy a raf e ticket 
for $1. There is only one catch, you must make a 
3/4 court shot. 
Be a "BUDDY" 
Pro)Cct H.O.PE (Helping Others Through 
Physical Education) is looking (or people to get 
involved. 
Buddy sign up meetings are Apri16 at 9 p.m. 
in the Jardine Room. Get involved for a great 
cause. 
Cuyahoga Valley Speaking Contest 
There is a $1,000 tuition prize to the win-
ner of the Cuyahoga Speaking Contest. 
This event is open to any student with more 
than 46 hours of credit (not open to Seniors 
graduating in May). The topic of the eight 
minute persuasive speech is on maintaining pri-
vacy with today's high-technology. Nancy Kiefer 
of JCU's Communications Department will rep-
resemjCU on the panel of judges 
Morality Play visitsJCU 
l The InterReligious Task Force on Central America will present the play, "Truth That Sets Free," by Margret Swedish. The play will be held 
in the Jardine Room on Sunday, April6 at 4:30 
p m. A speaker will follow the play to discuss 
current issues in Central America. 
Class elections continue 
Elections for class officers for next year's 
Student Union will continue today until9 p.m. 
in the DJ Lombardo Student Center. 
Register by phone 
Students are encourageed by the 
registrar's office to register for classes by phone 
this semester. Advisors can release students to 
register by phone. 
NewsBriefs were compiled by Michael 
McMahon, staff reporter 
-
NEWS The Carroll News, March 25,1997 
High school students participate in 
urban journalism program at JCU 
Joe Nowak in journalism. 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll UniversityCommumca tions De-
partment, The Plain Dealer and the Cleveland chap-
ter of the Nat ional Association of Black Journalists 
(N A BJ) are once again co-sponsoring the UrbanJour-
nalism Workshop for area high school students on 
theJCU campus. 
Students were tratned in various areas including 
the difference between television and print journal-
ism, interviewing techniques, lead writing, alterna-
tives to daily newspapers and Internet research. 
The participants were also able to write their own 
articles. 
"The program is an excellent way for students to 
explore their talent," said Robert Vickers, the work-
shop director and city hall reporter for the Plain 
Dealer. 
The programwasdesigned to give these minority 
students a sampling of the different aspects in valved 
"This can possibly and hopefully develop some 
future journalists," Vickers said. 
Held over a five-week period, this program was 
patterned after simi larworkshops held in cities such 
as Washington, D.C. and New York, which are affili-
ated with the National Association of Blackjournal-
ists. 
The original workshopatjCU was started by Plain 
Dealer Business Editor Marc Russel, who partici-
pated in a similar program in St. Louis, Mo. 
Robert Noll ,a communications faculty member, 
coordinated the john Carroll facet of the program. 
"It's a win-win situation for both the students and 
the faculty members," Noll said. "This creates a very 
positive image of john Carroll's Communications 
Department. Hopefully, we can get the kids eventu-
ally to t hink about corning to CarrolL" 
He added that the workshop is an excellent op-
portunity for thedepartment's faculty to colla berate 
with the ABJ 
Other faculty members that participated in the 
program mclude Marianne Salcetti, Jacqueline 
Schmidt, Craig Sanders, Alan Stephenson and Mary 
Beadle of the com m unicationsdepartmem, and Ron 
Oleksiak, director of JCU's multicultural affairs pro-
gram. 
"Hopefully, this program can interest the kids in 
different media fields and improve their academic 
skills," Stephenson said. 
Robert Vickers, Plain Dealer reporter, works 
with Giakia Parker. a sophomore from Villa 
Angela I St. Joseph High School at JCU's 
Urban Jcuna\lsm Program. 
This year's program will conclude this Saturday 
at John Ca rroll. 
Denise Glaros, assistant news editor; contributed 
to this article. 
SU sponsors first Breast Cancer 
Awareness Week 
Jessica Grassman 
Staff Reporter 
In an attempt to educate the 
JohnCarrollcommunityaboutthe 
risks and preventions associated 
with breast cancer, the Student 
Union hosted a number of differ-
ent ac tivities to commemorate last 
week as john Carroll University's 
first annual Breast Cancer Aware-
ness Week 
battled against breast ca ncer. 
According to Beato, many stu-
dents, especially the junior class, 
really took a great interest in the 
idea after Tavolario mentioned it 
this summer. He said that the ini-
tial appeal to the cause already 
indicated students' awareness. 
"People started showing their 
awareness before the week even 
started," Beato said. "A lot of so-
"I'm hoping that this week will make 
Night on Tuesday for anyone who 
has been touched by the disease 
and wanted to share their experi-
ences. Also, Elizabeth Nolan, an 
ll year survivor of breast cancer 
and chair of the American Cancer 
Society's Breast Cancer Commit-
tee, spoke last Wednesday on how 
to "Catch Cancer Before it Catches 
You." 
A raffle for India n tickets, tele-
visions, and other dona-
tions from alumni, were 
among other events. 
people mote awate of the setiousness of 
bteast cancet. So many people are 
touched by this disease." 
An awareness booth in 
the Atrium provided 
pamphlets and other in-
formation donated by the 
American Cancer Asso-
ciat ion. 
Breast Cancer Aware-
ness Week ended on Sat-
urday with a performance 
by The Tree Roots Band at 
Accord mg to Dora lice Tavola rio, 
former SU president, she came up 
with the idea of sponsoring a Breast 
Cancer Awareness Week at John 
Carroll after her mother was diag-
nosed with breast cancer. 
"When I got into office, I men-
tioned the idea to the enate and 
got a lot of positive response from 
them and otherstudents,"Tavolario 
said "It was amazing the number 
of students who came up to me 
telling their experiences with the 
disease." 
Chris Beato, SU president, also 
took a personal interest in the plan-
ning of Breast Cancer Awareness 
Week since his mother has also 
Doralice Tavolario 
rari ties and or her studems really 
became involved with the week" 
1 n order to helpcoord in ate and 
plan the events for Breast Cancer 
Awareness Week at john Carroll, 
a Breast Cancer Awareness Com-
mittee was formed. According to 
Beato, the committee was solely 
established for the "planning 
stages"of the week and was made 
up of those students in the senate 
and john Carroll community 
who showed interest in theca use. 
The activitiesforthe week be-
gan on Sunday, March 16 with a 
Mass and rosary prayer in St. 
Francis ChapeL Other events in-
cluded a Caring and Sharing 
the Rhythm Room. A stu-
dent from JCU, whose 
mother suffered from breast can-
cer, accompa nied the band in their 
performance. A $4 cover charge 
at the door benefited the Women's 
Preventive Healthcare Services. 
"We wanted tocreateanaware-
ness this week, but we wanted to 
bring people together to have a 
good time too," Tavolario said. 
According to Tavolario, the im-
portance of Breast Cancer Aware-
ness Week rests in the fact that 
this disease could effect anyone. 
"I'm hoping tha tthis week will 
make people more aware of the 
ser iousness of breast cancer," she 
said "Somanypeoplearetouched 
in some way by this disease." 
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McVeigh confesses, questionable reports say 
Meagan Lynch 
Staff Reporter 
Oklahoma Ci ty bombing sus-
pect Timothy McVeigh 's ch ief at-
torney asked a federal judge Fri -
day, March 14, to dismiss charges 
against him , delay the stan of the 
March 31 trial, or move the trial to 
another location because of pub-
licity over possible private con-
fessions obtained by the media. 
Ihe Dallas Morning News and 
Playboy magazine published sepa-
rate reports in the past two weeks 
that claimed McVeigh confessed 
to auorneys that he planted a 
bam b that killed l68 people at 
the Alfred P Murrah federal 
building in downtown Okla-
homaCity. 
The New Yorh Times reponed 
that McVeigh's chief attorney 
Stephen Jones would not confirm 
the contents of the documents but 
said they were either stolen or 
fake and that they should not be 
published. 
Add it ionally,the newspaper re-
poned that the documents detail 
interviews con-
menrs. "The information upon 
which it based itsarticlesoverthe 
weekend was obtained law-
[ u I I y 
a n d 
through 
rout i ne 
gathering 
t e c h -
niques ," 
Watler 
said. 
A c -
cording 
to jones, 
besides 
the al-
l e g e d 
confes-
siondocuments, more than 25,000 
documems, including files be-
longing to McVeigh's co-defen-
dant Terry Nichols. were stolen. 
Jones told the media that the 
stolen documents contained in-
formation about former CIA em-
ployees and nat ion a] intell igence 
data . The defense has suggested 
that interna l ional terrorists may 
compound near Waco, Texas, and 
the 1992 killing of the wife and 
child of Randy Weaver, a white 
supremacist, during a siege of 
the Weaver family home in 
Idaho. 
In a sta temenr given to the me-
dia three days after the Dallas pa-
per released the report that 
McVetgh had allegedly confessed 
to planting the bomb, Jones said 
that, "It is not rrue that the First 
Amendment authorizes freedom 
of the press based upon docu-
ments stolen by the people who 
seek to publish them ." 
lncl uded in the documents was 
a statement byadefenseteam staff 
member that explamed why 
McVeigh did not explode the 
bomb at night , when the building 
would have been empty. 
According to the documents, 
the statement satd , "Mr. McVeigh 
looked directly into my eyes and 
told me That would not have got-
ten the powt across to the govern-
ment We needed a body count to 
make our point.'" 
ducted with de-
fense team mem -
bers. Prosecutors 
will not have access 
to the documents 
and they will most 
likely never be in-
troduced to the 
jury. 
"It is not true that the First 
McVeigh, who is 
to go on trial March 
31, has pleaded not 
Amendment authotizes fteedom 
of the press based upon 
guilty to the bomb-
ing charges. 
The trial is set to 
take place in Den-
ver because of con-
documents stolen by the people cerns tha t McVeigh 
would not receive a 
fair trial in Okla-Jones told the 
media that he in-
sists rhe document 
who seek to publish them." homa City. 
used by The Dallas 
Morning News was 
not a confession or 
a "legitimate defense document at 
a II" and said the pa pe r dese rved to 
Paul Watler,an attorney for the 
Dallas paper, told the media that 
he demes the allegations by Jones 
that he illegallyacquired thedocu-
As of the end of 
Stephen Jones last week, the court's 
ruling on the deci-
sion to grant there-
have been behind the bombing quest jones made for a dismissal, 
The people that have ta lked delay,orrelocationoftheMcVeig,h 
that he may have been motivated 
by tremendous anger at the fed-
era! government's actions in the 
1993 raid on the Branch Davidian 
an undergraduate study 
abroad program in Classical, 
Byzantine and 
Modern Greek studies 
g. 
Prosecutors told the media that 
they made a riling with the court -
objecting to the three alternatives 
proposed by the defense. 
BEAVER COLLEGE 
STUDY IN GREECE 
r • l e f s 
Charges could bring death penalty in Cosby murder 
Last week, prosecutors hied a murder charge that could 
brmg the death penalty to the teen-ager accused of fatally 
shooting Ennis Cosby during what is now believed to have been 
a random robbery anempt nearly two months ago. Mikail 
Markhasev,l8,a Ukranian immigrant of North Hollywood was 
held without bail and is expe ted to be arraigned March 28 on 
one count of murder,anotherof attempted robbery and the use 
of a firearm in the jan. 16slayingof entertainer Bill Cosby's son. 
A special commirtec made up of senior prosecutors will decide 
whether to seek the death penalty or opt for life in prison. 
Albanians seek escape to ltal y 
Hundreds of Albanianseagertoflecfrom the troubled Balkan 
country crammed its port the mornmg of Sunday, March 16, 
only to be beaten back and fired upon by government police. 
The rebellions. touched off by financial scandals in the already 
weak government, have lefrdozensdead in the past two weeks. 
1talianauthorities last Sunday announced that their port~ were 
strained to the limit with more than 4,100 Albanians who fled 
the country successfully. 
Panel bears religious experts views on cloning 
Last Friday, in the second day of public hearings on the issue 
of cloning, the National Bioethics Advisory Commission lts-
tened to religious experts from the Roman Catholic, Protestant, 
Jewish and Islamic faiths who provided their views on the 
topic. Most religtous experts condemned the idea of cloning, 
s.1ying creation should be left to God. Christian and Islamic 
experts said their tradition prevent the replication of another 
child from a cloned adult, no matter what the cir umstances 
Air bag power allowed to be lowered 
Moving to prevent more childrens' deaths and quell a con-
sumer outcry, on March 14, federal safety regulators gave rhe 
United States' automakers approval to install less powerful alr 
bags in new cars and trucks. The new regulation is part of a 
Clinton ad mini tration strategy to preserve the benefits of atr 
bags while mmimizing, the n~k to ch ildren and sma\k r adult, 
~rid Brteft. wtm:compiled by Kristen Scluu:td1er, lrrt. News 
& Business Editor and]o.: Whollq, Asst.lnL. News & Bu iness 
Editor with the aid of wire sources. 
This 
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The Beaver College Study in Greece program is designed to pro-
vide North American students with a comprehensive academic and 
cultural experience including opportUnities to undertake accredit-
ed upper division college courses in Classical, Byzantine and 
Modern Greek->studies. Our program features: 
June 
+leadership and teaching by recognized scholars 
+ intensive use of local resources for field study 
+ required study of modern Greek 
+ student apartments in a local neighborhood 
+ field-study trips 
+ program-arranged cuiLUral and social activities 
Our program emphasizes experiential learning and uses the coun-
try and its people as an extension of the classroom. Students enjoy 
individualized attention and can enroll in a semester or a full-year 
program with courses on offer in areas as various as Classical 
languages and literature, Modern Greek Politics, the Byzantine 
Tradition and Mediterranean Ecology. 
Speak to your study abroad advisor about Beaver College programs 
or call for a free catalog today. 
1.888.BEAVER-9 (1.888.232.8379) 
cea@ beaver.edu 
http://www.beaver.edu/cea/ 
If you ~e this woman at any time, you are advised to slowly turn 
around and walk in the other direction. Under no circumstances 
should you make direct eye contact or attempt to communicate 
with this woman . . . she has some serious issues. 
You see, June has a nasty obsession (The Carroll News) and that 
really worries us here. I know everyone really loves us and hopes to 
one day be like us. but June takes it to an all-time extreme. Some-
times we find her sleeping under a desk just waiting for one of the 
diligent workers of the CN to enter the oHice. 
This is a plea for help. There is safety in numbers and we need to beef 
up the staff in order to prevent any more harm to our current staff 
(there was a tragic phone accident-alii can say is dial tones and 
gumboils) . So. for our sake, please call and join our little party. 
3 9 7 4 3 9 8 
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Glynn, Thomas J. 
Year: Senior 
Major: Communications/Industrial 
psychology 
Zodiac Sign: Aries 
What is one thing you would 
never do?: Shoot heroin. It's no t 
good for your health. 
Favorite toy while growing up: I 
wasn't allowed toys as a child. 
What famous person would 
you like to meet?: Pee Wee 
Herman. We share the same 
interests. 
Favorite TV dad: Leland Palmer 
from Twin Peaks. 
What motto do you try to live 
by?: "Dine on danger. snack on 
death." 
Favorite thing to do on a 
Saturday night?: Dnnk heavily. It 
helps me escape from reality. 
Favorite late night talk show: 
o N ht With anon O'Brien 
We 're related. 
l1forma1on ,ornp,!ed by Anna DJranco, 
l'hoto by u.,,~ S~o:octen. 
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Class explores portrayals, contributions of women 
Sherry Lucchetti 
Features Ed1tor 
Although ad veruse rs of Virgmia Sli ms 
ciga rettes would have wome n believe that 
"You've come a long way baby," students m 
Mary Beadle's women m the med1a class are 
learning quite the contrary Bead le, associ-
a te professor of communica t ions, sa id that 
the course IS being offe red for the firs t time 
th 1s semester and has a special diversity 
des1gna i10n as part of the new core requ tre-
ments. Diversity, according to Beadle , IS 
any group that is not traditionally repre-
sented . "To meet the diversny idea , [the 
course] should make people aware of the 
contributions women have made m the 
med1a Unfortunately, womenareoften left 
out of the history books," Beadle said. 
juniorKristy Palleschi said, "When look-
ing through the history books, it looks as if 
women didn't accomplish anything. Thts 
class is fmally putting a spotlight on their 
contributions to the media." 
The class has studtedseveral women who 
have made sign ificant contributions to the 
field over the years Lucille Ball, for ex -
ample, fought to get her husband, Desi 
Arnez, whowasCuban,arole on the"l Love 
Lucy" show Together they created the 
sncom format that is used today. Ma nha 
Williams, executive producer of Touched 
by an Angel and The Promised Land, repre-
sents the f1rst nme thai a women has suc-
cess[ ully produced twosuccessful shows a t 
t he same nme. 
Today, the average 
fashion model weighs 
23 percent less than 
the average female. 
ln addition, students are studying print, 
magaz1 ne, 1elev ision, film , mus ic videos, and 
advertising in women 's magazmes in an 
effort to understand the unfortunate and 
unrealistic ways in which women are often 
portrayed, ac-
Women in the media, on the web 
Sherry l.ucchettl 
Features Editor 
As pan of the women in the media 
class, smdents are using the internet as a 
waytoinformothersaboutwomen'scon-
tributions ro the media. Mary Beadle, 
associate professor of communications, 
said, 'Since this is the future of commu-
nication destgn and so many compa-
nies need people to design web pages, 1 
used women in the media to get stu-
dents involved with web design.' 
According to senior Becky Kedzierski, 
everyone is required to do an individual 
project. She chose to design and ma in-
tain the class web page for her project. 
Currently, the site features biographies 
written by the students about interest-
ing women in the media. Helen Gourley 
Brown, former editor of Cosmopolitan 
magazine , and Katherine Graham, 
written and produced by jean Kilbourne, 
and learned that "Twenty years ago the av-
erage fash ion model weighed 8 percent less 
than the average woman. Today, the aver-
age fashion model weighs 23 percent less 
than the average female" 
Bridgette Gilbert, a senior history major, 
said that she never really thought much 
about the way women are portrayed in ad-
vertising and on television until now. "[The 
class! has challenged me to look at things in 
a different way, to criticize th ings in a dif-
ferent way and not to take things for 
granted," she said. 
According to Beadle, women own only 2 
percent of broadcasting production com -
panies, 10 percent are television directors. 
and 17 percent are script writers. Yet 
"women 18 and over constitute 60 percent 
of the viewers of prime-time network TV 
and 46 percent of prime-time cable," ac-
cording to lisa Schwa rzbaum, author of 
"We'reGomgto Make it After A II"- a chap-
ter written for the book, Facing Ourselves: 
How the Media Reflect Who We Are. 
formereditorof the Washington Post,are 
some of the women profiled, accordi11g 
to Kedzierski. 
Facts about the way that women are 
portrayed can also be found on the site. 
Kedzierski is using a software pro-
gram called GNN Press to design the 
web page '[Working with the web de-
sign] is definitely a challenge,' said 
Kedzierski. 'Anytime you work with 
computers, you have problems It is rela-
lively easy to do but it takes time.' 
ln conjunction with Women's His-
tory Month in March, Kedzierskt will be 
updating the web page with informa-
tion about women's cont ribu tions 
throughout history 
The website can be accessed from 
jClJs home page at www.jcu.edu. The 
page is linked to thedepartmentof com-
munications and Beadle. 
This subt le idea that women are constant I y 
being looked at leads to a preoccupation 
with appearance, said Beadle. She warns, 
however, that these appearances are artifi-
cia l and made up by the diet and beauty 
industries. 
It isf romthesesubtl e images that women 
receive the message that their value and 
worth isenca psu Ia ted by their beauty, how-
ever, "lt is a beauty that no one ca n attain. It 
is all computer enhanced," Beadle said. 
This summer, why not swap 
SPF 15 for PLSC 211? 
cording to 
Beadle. For ex-
ample, stu-
dents watched 
the video Slim 
Hopes which is 
One of the concepts that the students 
are learning about is the "male gaze." This is 
the way in which women are posed in ad-
vertising. Beadle said that it is as if the 
women know that they are being looked 
because theyareof ten looking right back at 
the camera-often with seductive looks . 
The class hasalsodealtwith the subject 
of feminism, although on a more informal 
level. Beadle said that at first a lot of stu-
dents were reluctant to identify themselves 
as feminists because of the negativeconno-
tation of the word. However, students' atti-
tudes toward fem 1n ism seem robe chang-
ing. "I definitely agree that I am a feminist," 
said senior Becky Kedzierski, "There are so 
many kinds of feminism but I believe in a 
feminism that deals with equali ty and cqua 1 
opportunities[forwomen]." Beadlesaid that 
a person who identifies him or herself as a 
feminist isreallysaying, "[Women]just want 
to be treated fairly, equally and have the 
same opportunities and not be treated as an 
object." 
Beadle said, "There has been change and 
there has been some gai ns." But, unlike the 
Virginia Slims claim, there is sti ll a long 
way to go. 
Expose yourself to some-
thing really bright this 
summer-the chance to 
wrap up a required course 
or get a jump on finishing 
your degree-at Loyola 
University Chicago. 
Enroll in our Summer 
Sessions (May 19- June 20 
and June 30 - August 8) 
and get something that 
outlasts a tan: 
• A superior education with 
top-quality faculty at 
Loyola, rated as one of the 
' nation's "best" universities. 
• A wide choice of under-
graduate courses in 
business, arts and sciences, 
education and nursing, 
including Political Snmce 
(PLSC) 211: The American 
Presidency. 
• Access to 400+ networked 
computers and one of the 
nation's top-ranked 
university library systems. 
• Flexible class schedules-
days, evenings and 
weekends-at Loyola's 
four Chicago-area 
campuses, plus a 
convenient touch-tone 
registration (TIR) system. 
Summer Sessions 
May 19- June 20 
June 30 -August 8 
Enroll now. 
Nationally Recognized. Individually Focused. 
LOYOLA For The S~~~~mer Sessions Catalog, 
~-~ UNIVERSITY Call Today: ~~~ CHICAGO 1·800-7-LOYOLA, ext. 72014 
:f>e-.\f. {P. Or visi1 our Web site: hltp://www.lucedu 
01907 
Models Wanted 
for Hairshow! 
Kenra's internationally 
known design team Is 
looking for female and 
male models to 
receive the latest trend 
cuts and styles. 
This is a great 
opportunity to receive 
free hair services and 
free Kenra products. 
Personal consultations 
will be held on Friday, 
April 4 at 7 p.m. at the 
Marriott at 
127 Public Sq. Show 
dates are April6 & 7. 
For more Information, plea"' contact 
Koren at (800) 462-7547 Xl40 
Want to have some fun1 Writ£ for Features!! 
Contact Maria T rivisonno at 397-4398 
00 
OFF..__ .... 
OUR REGULAR 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES 
Prices apply to:}!" or 4' prints from 
futl·lrame 35mm, disc, and 110 C-41 
process color print film . 
SALE DATES: 3/11/97 • 3/17/97 
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Crafted by design 
Nagy brings professional 
set building to Carroll 
Lisa Marie Stickan 
Staff Reporter 
At hef t has been com m 11 ted on 
the set of john Car roll University's 
upcoming production Crimrs of 
the Heart. john Carroll has "sto-
len" the expertise of Keith B. Nagy, 
visiting assistant professor in the 
communicationsdepa runent and 
production consultant at th e 
Cleveland Opera 
Since last fall semester, Nagy 
has been teaching severa l courses 
in thea ter, lechnicalthea ter a nd 
theate r design 
"I've been want in g to teach for 
the past ten to 1 wei ve yea rs and 
things have been going so well pro-
fessionall y, that I have been put-
ting it off." Nagy said. "Fmally 
this opportun ity arose I at Ca rroll! 
and it wast he righttime for me to 
make the transition into the teach-
ing world ." 
The journey to j CU has been a 
long one. 
A !though Nagy is a native of 
Southern Ca liforn ia, h is parents 
were both raised in the Cleveland 
area. Nagy received his bachelor 
of arts degree in drama from Cali-
forn ia State Polytechnic Univer-
sit y in Pomona,Ca lif .and his mas-
ter of fine Mts from Ohio Uni ver-
si ty. "!came backltoClevelandl as 
a resul t of a job interv iew I had in 
New York Cit y," satd Nagy He had 
worked a t a scenery company 
there which built Broadway and 
mdustr ial shows. When traveling 
with this company, he ended up 
back in Cleveland. 
Nagy's desire to teach requires 
a different kind of determinauon 
than his work at the scenery com -
pany. In fact,teac hingthe process 
of set design IS not an easy rask 
according to Nagy. "Students are 
not used to the performing arts 
be1 ngsuch a collaborative process 
which brings directors, producers 
and crew together so the produc t 
looks unified" 
He added that the process of 
mapping out the set isalsoa com-
plicated one. "You get yo ur ideas 
from the direc tor," sa id Nagy, "but 
you look a t the practical part like 
en t ra nces, exits, scenes, sets. You 
make a number sheet of these 
th ings, you need to make a floor 
plan wnh traffic patterns and then 
design surroundings " 
Much of Nagy's set design ex-
perience comes from his work at 
the Cleveland Opera, which he 
joined in 1981 as the director of 
product ion. In this position, he 
was not only responsible for the 
physical production of the set, 
but a I so for hiring designe rs, staff 
and c rew as well as scheduling re-
hearsal s and payrolling the pro-
duc tion crew. 
In ILJ84, Nagy had theopponu-
lllly Iowork attheToledoOperaas 
prcxl uc:t ion manager and resident 
lighting director This job was in 
R E s T 
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(From left) Marty Hoehler, Jeff Norris, Nagy, Tom Passarella. and Kevin Linder work hard to 
overcome the obstacles involved with a challenging set design. They are pictured 
collaborating for the set of Crimes of the Heart opening in April. 
conjunction wi th his job at the 
Cleveland Opera. "For a time m 
the early eighties. Toledo and 
C leveland had joined artistic 
forces, so I wasactuallydirectorof 
production for two companies at 
one time," Nagy said. 
When Nagy started to teach at 
jCU this past year, he scaled back 
his role at the Opera to production 
consultant. His current posi tion 
involves maintaining the budget 
and des1gningshows upon request. 
Nagy has recent I y worked on 
set design and lighting for produc-
tions such as Orphe tts Today at 
Cleveland 's Karamu Theater and 
My Fair Lady at the Berea Sum-
mer Theater. Yet it was his work 
on the set design and lighting for 
A u A 
the Cleveland Opera's production 
of Faust which received praise 
from Opera News magazine. 
Charles H. Parson, in rhe jan. 25 
edition, said about the set that, 
"Meph is topheles flicked small 
fireballs through the air, and Mar-
guerite slowly ascended stairs to a 
cloud-filled heaven for a rousing 
grand finale ." 
He is also proud of his involve-
ment in the Unued tates lnsti-
t ute of Thea te r Technologists, 
which he has been the chairman 
of since 1992 This orgam za uon 
has statewide membership aver-
aging 150students.educatorsand 
professional organizations. 
In sp1te of all these commit-
ments, Nagy's latest production is 
A N T 
JCU's Cri mesoftile Heart, in which 
he destgned the set and lighting. 
He said, "This is rhe perfect show 
for john Carroll because it deals 
with characters close to the age of 
college stude nts. lt shows real 
people's problems in a funny way." 
Although the play is great for 
students, the set de ign was 
slightly challengmg. "I had to try 
and reproduce the feelmgof a big 
house m the South by just show-
ing the k Itchcn for t he enti re show," 
said Nagy. 
Crimes lif the Heart opens m 
April. The play will run Aprilll-
l2and l7-20in KulasAudJtorium. 
Mana Tt i v1 r,onno,assista ntfra-
tures editor. contributrd to th1 
story. 
}.Alexander's is a fast paced, high energy, and high volume restaurant. 
We serve only the highest quality products and have the best service in 
Cleveland. We are currently looking to add motivated servers to our staff 
to help us with increasing sales. If you are looking for a place to work 
where you can be proud of your product, proud of your service, and 
where you input is valued and used, look no further. Our servers are well 
trained and well compensated for their efforts. We offer tuition assis-
tance, insurance (after 1 year), discounted stock purchase, meal discounts, 
and servers average between $30Q-500 a week in tips. Experience is pre-
ferred but not required. If you have an intense desire to be the best this 
. ' 
, is the place. Come in or call for an interview. 
1-90 
A Mayfield Rd 5845 lat1derbrook Circle 
Lyt1dhurst 
449~9131 
directions: Follow Cedar Rd. to a half mile 
east of Brainard Rd. Go left onto 
Landerbrook circle. ].Alexander's is 
immediately on your left. ., 
.... 
<:.:: 
2 !..andcrbrook 
~ 
u 
., 
~ c j 
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Class explores portrayals, contributions of women 
Sherry Lucchetti 
Features Ed1tor 
Although adveruse rs of Vi rgmia Slims 
cigarettes would have women believe that 
"You've come a long way baby," students in 
Mary Beadle's women m the media class are 
learni ng quire the contrary. Bead le, associ-
a te professor of comm umcations, sa1d that 
the course IS being offe red for the first time 
this se mester and has a specia l diversi ty 
des1gnat ion as pan of the new core req uire-
ments. Diversi ty, according to Beadle, 1s 
any group that is not trad itionally repre-
sented. "To meet the diversity idea, !the 
course] should make people aware of the 
contributions women have made in the 
media. Unfortunately, womenareof ten left 
out of the history books," Beadle said. 
Women in the media, on the web 
Sherry Lucchetti 
Features Editor 
As pan of the women ll1 the media 
class, students are using the mrernetasa 
way toi nformothersabout women'scon-
tributions to the media. Mary Beadle, 
associate professor of comm unicarions, 
said , 'Since this is the future of commu-
nication design and so many compa-
nies need people to design web pages, I 
used women in the media to get stu-
dents involved with web design.' 
formerediwrof the Wa shington Post, are 
some of the women profil ed, accord ing 
to Kedzierski. 
Facts about the way that women are 
portrayed can also be found on the site. 
Ked zierski is using a software pro-
gram called GNN Press to design the 
web page. 1Working with the we b de-
sign] is definitely a challenge," said 
Kedziersk i. 'Anytime you work with 
computers, you have problems. It is rela-
tively easy to do but it takes time.' 
In conjunction with Women's His-
tory Month in March, Kedzierski wi II be 
updating the web page with informa-
tion about women 's contributions 
throughout hiswry. 
Glynn, Thomas J. 
Junior Kristy Palleschi said, "When look-
ing through the history books, it looks as if 
women didn't accomplish anything. Th1s 
class is finally putting a spotlight on their 
contributions to the media." 
Accordingtosenior Becky Kedzierski, 
everyoneis required to do an individual 
project. She chose to design and main-
rain the class web page for her project. 
Currently, the site features biographies 
written by the students about interest-
ing women in the media. Helen Gourley 
Brown, former editor of Cosmopolttan 
magazine, and Katherine Graham , 
The website can be accessed from 
jCU's home page at wwwjcu.edu. The 
page is linked tothedepanmentof com-
munications and Beadle. 
Year: Sen1or 
Major: Communications/Industrial 
psychology 
Zodiac Sign: Anes 
What is one thi ng you would 
never do?: Shoot heroin It's not 
good for your health. 
Favorite toy while growing up: I 
wasn't allowed toys as a child. 
What famous person would 
you like to meet?: Pee Wee 
Herman. We share the same 
interests. 
Favorite TV dad: Leland Palmer 
from Twin Peaks. 
What motto do you try to live 
by?: "Dine on danger. snack on 
death." 
Favorite thing to do on a 
Saturday night?: Drink heavily. It 
helps me escape from reality. 
Favorite late night talk show: 
ote Ni ht With Conon O'Bnen. 
We're related. 
l "bmataon c~~byAnna orl"';\n(o 
fmto .,. (he,., SktXW\ 
The class hasstud ied several women who 
have made significant contributions to the 
field over the years. Lucille Ball, for ex-
ample, fough t to get her husband, Desi 
Arnez, who was Cuban, a role on the"l Love 
Lucy" show. Together they created the 
Sitcom form at that is used today. Martha 
Williams, executive producer of Touched 
by an Angel and Th e Promised Land, repre-
sents the f1rsr time tha t a women has suc-
cessful! y produced two successf ul shows at 
the same rime 
Today, the average 
fashion model weighs 
23 percent Jess than 
the average female. 
In addltlon,studemsarestudying prim, 
magazine, television, film , music viaeos, and 
advertising in women 's magazines in an 
effort to understand the unfortunate and 
unrealistic ways in which women are of ten 
portrayed , ac-
This summer, why not swap 
SPF 15 for PLSC 211? 
cording to 
Beadle. For ex-
ample, scu-
dents watched 
the video Slim 
Hopes which is 
written and produced by jean Kilbourne, 
and learned that "Twenty years ago the av-
eragefash ion model weighed 8 percent less 
than the average woman. Today, the aver-
age fashion model weighs 23 percent less 
than the average female." 
Bridgette Gilbert, a senior history major, 
said that she never really thought much 
about the way women are portrayed in ad-
ve rt ising and on television until now. "!The 
class I has challenged me to look at things in 
a different way, to cri t icize things in a dif-
fe rent way and not to take th ings for 
granted," she said. 
According to Beadle, womenowf10nly 2 
percent of broadcasting production com-
panies, lO percent are television directors, 
and 17 percent are script writers. Yet 
"women 18 and over constitute 60 percent 
of the viewers of prime-time network TV 
and 46 percent of prime-time cable," ac-
cord ing to Lisa Schwarzbaum, author of 
"We 're Going to Make it After All"- a chap-
ter written for the book, Facing Ourselves: 
How the Media Reflect Who We Are. 
One of the concepts that the students 
are learning about is the "male gaze." This is 
the way in which women are posed in ad-
vertising. Beadle said that it is as if the 
women know that they are being looked 
because they are often looking right back at 
the camera-often wit h seductive looks. 
Thissubtle idea that women are constantly 
being looked at leads to a preoccupa tion 
with appearance, said Beadle. She warns, 
however, that these appearances are artifi-
cial and made up by the diet and beauty 
industries. 
It is from these subtle images that women 
receive the message that their value and 
worth isencapsu lared by the ir beauty, how-
ever,"lt is a beauty that no one can attain. It 
is all computer enhanced ," Beadle said . 
The class has also dealt with the subject 
of feminism , although on a more informal 
level. Beadle said that at first a lot of stu-
dents were reluctant to identify themselves 
as feminists because of the negative conno-
tation of the word. However, students' ani-
tudes toward feminism seem to be chang-
ing. "I definitely agree that I am a feminist," 
said senior Becky Kedzierski, "There are so 
many kinds of femin sm but 1 believe in a 
fem inism that deals with cqua li t)• and equal 
opportunities lforwomen ]." Beadle said that 
a pe rson who identifies him or herself as a 
feminist isreall ysaying, "!Women]justwant 
to be treated fairly, equally and have the 
sameopportunitiesand not be treated as an 
object." 
Beadle said, "There has been change and 
there has been some gains ." Bur, unlike the 
Virginia Slims claim, there is still a long 
way togo. 
Expose yourself to some-
thing really bright this 
summer-the chance to 
wrap up a required course 
or get a jump on finishing 
your degree-at Loyola 
University Chkago. 
• Flexible class schedules-
days, evenings and 
weekends-at Loyola's 
four Chicago-area 
campuses, plus a 
convenient touch-tone 
registration (ITR) system. 
Want to have some fun? Wrire for Features!! 
Enroll in our Summer 
Sessions (May 19- June 20 
and June 30- August 8) 
and get something that 
outlasts a tan: 
• A superior education with 
top-quality faculty at 
Loyola, rated as one of the 
' nation's "best" universities. 
• A wide choice of under-
graduate courses in 
business, arts and sciences, 
education and nursing, 
including Political Sc,ence 
(PLSC) 211: The American 
Presidency. 
• Access to 400+ networked 
computers and one of the 
nation's top-ranked 
university library systems. 
Summer Sessions 
May 19- June 20 
June 30- August 8 
Enroll now. 
Nationally Recognized. Individually Focused. 
LOYOLA For The S_,er Sessions Catalog, 
~ ~~~ ~ UNIVERSITY Cal Today: 
~~§ CHICAGO 1·800·7-LOYOLA, ext.72014 
~~.If. if<-'· Or visit our Web site: http://www.luudu 
Models Wanted 
for Hairshow! 
Kenra's internationally 
known design team is 
looking for female and 
mole models to 
receive the latest trend 
cuts and styles. 
This is a great 
opportunity to receive 
free hair services and 
free Kenra products. 
Personal consultations 
will be held on Friday, 
April 4 at 7 p.m. at the 
Marriott at 
127 Public Sq. Show 
dates are April6 & 7. 
For more Information, pteose contact 
Karen at (800) 462-7547 Xl40 
Contact Maria Trivisonno at 397-4398 
00 
OFF __ , 
OUR REGULAR 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES 
Prices apply to 31" or 4• prints from 
lull-frame 35mm, disc. and 110 C-41 
process color print film. 
SALE DATES: 3/11/97- 3/17/97 
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Crafted by design 
Nagy brings professional 
set building to Carroll 
Lisa Marie Stlckan 
Staff Reporter 
A theft has been committed on 
the setof john Carroll Uni versity's 
upcoming production Crimrs of 
tl1c Heart. John Carroll has "sto-
len" the experriseof Kei th B. Nagy, 
visi ting ass istan t professor in the 
communicari ons depa n ment and 
producti o n cons ultant at the 
Cleveland Opera. 
ind ustrial shows. \Vhen traveling 
with this company, he ended up 
back in Cleveland . 
Nagy's des1re to teach requires 
a di fferent kind of determination 
1han his work at the scenery com -
pany. ln fact , reaching the process 
of set design is not an easy task 
according to Nagy. "Students are 
not used tO the performing arts 
beingsuch a collaborative process 
which bringsdirectors, producers 
and crew together so the product 
looks unified ." 
FEATLRES 7 
Since last fall semester, agy 
has been reaching several courses 
in theater, technica l theater and 
theater design. 
"I' ve been want ing to reach for 
the past ten to twelve years and 
things have been going so well pro-
fessional! y, that I have been put-
ting It off," Nagy said. "Finally 
this opportunity arose I at Ca rroll I 
and it was the right rime for me LO 
make the transaion into the reach-
ing world ." 
He added that 1he process of 
mapping out 1 he set is also a com-
plicated one. "You get your ideas 
from the director," said Nagy, "but 
you look at the practical pan like 
entrances, exits, scenes, sets. You 
make a number shee t of these 
things. you need to make a floor 
plan with traffic patterns and then 
design surroundings." 
(From left) Marty Hoehler, Jeff Norris, Nagy, Tom Passarella, and Kevin Linder work hard to 
overcome the obstacles involved with a challenging set design. They are pictured 
collaborating for the set of Crimes of the Heart opening in April. 
The JOurney toJCU has been a 
long one. 
Although Nagy is a native of 
Southern Cali fornia , his parents 
were both raised in t he Cleveland 
area agy received his bachelor 
of a rrs degree in dram a from Cali-
fornia Sta te Polytechn ic Univer-
sity m Pomona, Ca li f. and h is mas-
ter of fine arts from Ohio Uni ver-
siry. "lcamebackltoCieveland! as 
a result of a job interv ie w I had in 
New York Cay," said Nagy. He had 
worked at a scenery company 
there which built Broadway and 
Much of Nagy's set des1gn ex-
perience comes from his work at 
the Cleveland Opera, which he 
joined in 1981 as the director of 
production. In this position, he 
was not only responsible for the 
physical production of the set, 
but also for h iring designers, staff 
and crew as well as scheduling re-
hearsa ls and payrolling the pro-
duct ion crew. 
In 1984,Nagyhad theopporru-
nit y 1oworka t the Toledo Opera as 
pr<XIuni n manager and resident 
lighting director. This job was in 
conjunction with his job at the 
Cleveland Opera . "For a time in 
the early eighties . Toledo and 
Cleveland had JOined artistic 
forces , so I wasacruallydirectorof 
production for two companies at 
one time,'' Nagy sa id. 
When Nagy started to teach at 
jCU this past year, he scaled back 
his role at the Opera to production 
consultant. His current position 
involves maintaining the budget 
and design ingshows upon request. 
Nagy has rece ntly worked on 
set design and lighting for prod uc-
tions such as Orpheus Today at 
Cleveland's Karamu Theater and 
My Fair Lady at the Berea Sum-
mer Theater. Yet it was his work 
on the set design and lighting for 
R E s T A u A 
the Cleveland Opera's production 
of Faust which received praise 
from Opera News magazine 
Charles H. Parson, in the j an. 25 
edition, sa1d about the set that, 
"Mephistopheles flicked small 
fireballs through the air, and Mar-
gueriteslowly ascended stairs to a 
cloud-filled heaven for a rousing 
grand finale." 
lie is also proud of his involve-
ment in the United States Insti -
tute o f Th ea ter Technologis ts, 
which he has been the chairman 
of since 1992. This orgamzauon 
has statewide membership aver-
aging 150 students, educators and 
professional organizations. 
ln spite of all these commit-
ments, Nagy's la test production is 
A N T 
JCU's Cri mesofthe Heart, in which 
he des1gned the set and lighting. 
He said, 'Th ts IS the perfect show 
for john Carroll because it deals 
with characters close to the age of 
college students. It shows real 
people's problems in a f unnyway." 
Although the play is great for 
students, the set de 1gn was 
slightly challenging. "I had to try 
and reproduce the feelmg of a big 
house 111 the South by JUSt show-
ing the k 1tchcn for the cntireshow." 
said Nagy 
Cnmtsof th~ Heart opens m 
Apri l. The play will run Aprilll -
12and 17-20111 KulasAuditorium. 
Maria Tn visomw.assistantfca-
tures editor, contributed to thrs 
story. 
}.Alexander's is a fast paced, high energy, and high volume restaurant. 
We serve only the highest quality products and have the best service in 
Cleveland. We are currently looking to add motivated servers to our staff 
to help us with increasing sales. If you are looking for a place to work 
where you can be proud of your product, proud of your service, and 
where you input is valued and used, look no further. Our servers are well 
trained and well compensated for their efforts. We offer tuition assis-
tance, insurance (after 1 year), discounted stock purchase, meal discounts, 
and servers average between $300-500 a week in tips. Experience is pre-
ferred but not required. If you have an intense desire to be the best this 
. ' 
, is the place. Come in or call for an interview. 
1-90 
A Mayfield Rd 5845 Lat1derbrook Circle 
Lyt1dhurst 
449-91Sl 
directions: Follow Cedar Rd. to a half mile 
east of Brainard Rd. Go left onto 
Landerbrook circle. }.Alexander's is 
immediately on your left. ., 
r-- or: 
... ~ Landerbrook u '0 
"' j 
8 
Coming Attractions 
Television 
T h e 
party 
can go 
on. Fox has renewed the 
cntJcally accla1med drama 
Pany of Five for a f ounh season. 
Each season Party has been 
threatened by cancellation, this 
season mcluded. However, the 
February sweeps episodes 
dealing with the alcoholism of 
Bailey, played byScottWolf,did 
a lot for Party's ratings The 
episodes ' Intervention' and 
'Hi!ting Bottom' received the 
bestratingstodate. A f ullseason 
of 22 episodes has been ordered 
for next fall. This season will 
e'1dforParryonApril2. ltstime 
slot will be filled until nex t 
season with Aaron Spelling's 
new soap, Pactfic Palisades. 
Gimme Five: Fans talked, 
execslistened,show'sokayed 
for another go. 
Astronomy 
T h e 
Hale -
Bopp 
comet is making its way back 
wwardseanh f orr he first time in 
almost 6,000 years. In honor of 
this, the Ralph Mueller 
Observatory at the Cleveland 
Museum of Natural History will 
be open from sunset unt il lOP.M. 
Wednesday and Sa turday nights 
from March 15 through May3for 
anyone who wants to see the 
comet. Hale-Bopp was 
discovered in July 1995 and is 
travelling toward the inner solar 
system at a speed of nearly two million miles a day. Hale-Bopp is 
expected to reach itsclosestapproach toourSun in early ApriL Call 
the museum at231-4600 for more information. 
And so the Force continues to be with us. Now 
America's favorite movie meets America's favorite 
board game.. Parker Brothers is cashing in on the 
Star Wars craze with a Star Wars version of Monopoly that is 
out pacing classic Monopoly as the best-se lling board game in the 
country. Now mstead of players arguing over who gets to be the 
thimble, they can argue over who gets to be the Millenium Falcon. 
The game subsmutes mini space 
vehicles for houses and hotels and 
the planet Corusea nt for Boardwalk 
and Park Place. There are only 
500.000 copies avatlable of this 
limited collector's editio n Retail 
price fort he game is $29.99. But you'll 
have to have the Force with you to 
find a copy because the game 
reported\ y is dtfftcult to find . 
Ill The date: September 25, 1974. The place: Zai re. The event: the Muhammad Ali /George Foreman 'Rumble In the jungle.' The movie: When We Were Kings. It's the 
~tory of Muhammad A It 's grea test ftght: the fight to re-establish his 
place in sports history and to reclaim his right to speak out for his 
people Set against the incredible political backdrop of a Za1re in 
transiuon, we witness the powerful machinery that the President 
of Mobutu of Zaire operates as he orchestrates one of the biggest 
events his country ever taged. A running commentary is provided 
by Norman Mailer and Spike Lee throughout the film wh1ch also 
features performances by james Brown and BB King. Rumble 
opens this Friday in theaters everywhere. 
C>G ramC'n:r Pktull'S 
RLmble: '1 live in America but Africa is the home of the black 
man. I was a slave 400 years ago and now I'm going home to 
fight among my brothers." - Muhammad Ali 
Cn m i ng Attract ions were com pi led by CoLleen Leslie, Assistant 
Entertatnment Editor. Art worh by]ef!Knei1e,Graphics Editor. 
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Jazz band the sum of all its parts 
JCU band builds on excellence of solo perfonners 
Sam Subity 
Entertainment Ed1tor 
In an age when we're 
constantly bombarded by 
color images. it can be re-
freshing to see things in 
simple blacks and whites. 
Especially when they're 
the members of the john 
Carroll University jazz 
Band. 
Call them what you 
will- JCU's best-kept se-
cret , Director Cha rleton 
Beilstein's li tt le diamond 
in the rough, go ahead and 
insert your own cliche here. 
lt'salltrue. Ataschoolthat 
is regu lar! y beleaguered 
with complaints about its 
anemic fine arts program, 
the jazz band arc a case in 
point that flowers ca n 
grow in the desert sand. 
S:;.m:S.ubuy 
she doesn't en v1sion herself 
in a musically oriented ca-
reer. For her m ustc is are-
laxing way to take the edge 
off a tough class load. 
"I play in the jazz band 
as a kind of escape,' said 
Oblak But in a good sense 
of the term, she quick ly 
adds. '1 think the band has 
given us theopportunity to 
do things that other orga-
nizations don't get to do." 
Such as going to Don 
Shula's new bar and gn lle 
and schmooz in g With 
sports stars? 
"We've got a rea II y great 
group he re. Most of them 
do it because they really 
love to play,' Beilstein said. 
Beilstein is in his fourth 
year here atj CU, havingin-
herited a tradition of great 
jazz that spans more than 
two decades. And they 
turned up in the ir trade-
mark black and white ro 
Oblak was notably one 
of the first to put her in-
strumen t away after the 
band's one-hour se t at 
Shula's Steak 2. Moments 
later, she disappeared into 
the crowd of guests like a 
pebble in to an ocean. The 
only sign of her was the 
white horn of a tuba on 
which she collectsce le brity 
signatures. It was hoisted 
over her head like a peri-
scope hunting for an elu-
sive target-Cleveland's 
dark knight, Bernie Kosar. 
All that jazz: Junior Erika Oblak says 
participation in the jazz band keeps her 
busy. '1 think the band has given us the 
opportunity to do things that other 
organizations don't get to do," she said. 
JCU students can catch the jazz band at the 
Tri.C Jazzfest on April18 at 2:30pm. Meanwhile; the rest of 
the jazz band mingled and 
wa tched the events. JCU 
President john Shea, Sj., made a 
few opening remarks before in-
troducing the guest of honor, 
Shula himself. Shula accepted a 
gift of a pair of seats from 
Cleveland's now-demolished Mu-
nicipal Stadium. 
prove his point at the open-
ing of Don Shula's new restau-
ram,Shula'sSteak 2,on March lJ 
The band weren't the only 
ones in black and white at the 
grand opening bash. The lobby 
of the Hilton on Rockside Road 
in Independence where the new 
sports bar and grill is located was 
temporarily transformed for the 
occasion. 
Men and women scuttled be-
tween the restaurant and the 
lobby in referee stripes, looking 
every bit like flustered officials 
deliberating a tough call. Some 
served drinks and hors 
d'oeuvres-miniature roast beef 
sandwiches, sp1cy buffalo wings, 
even strawberries dressed in tiny 
chocolate tuxedos. Others made 
final preparations. When former 
Browns QB Bernie Kosar finally 
strode through the door, they 
didn't seem to know whether to 
help him with his coat or penal-
ize him fo r delay of game. 
All the while, through all the 
hoopla, the band played on. There 
must have been something sym-
bolic about their positioning. In 
the end zone of a slice of green 
carpeting made up to look like a 
football field, the jazz band scored 
again and aga in with their selec-
tion of upbeat num bers. 
each spring fort he past 17 years. This 
year, the JCU jazz band will return 
to the fes t to perform among the likes 
of jazzgreatsGladysKnightand Etta 
James. Beilstein's band will get a 
chance to show off their stuff on 
Saturday, Aprill8 at 2:30 p.m. at 
CuyahogaCommunityCollegewith 
a three-song set. 
What makes this band special as 
a whole is the contribution of some 
very talented individual parts. Last 
year thejCU jazz band's five awards 
were all for soloists. 'I'm always 
proud of the fact that we feature so 
many soloists,' said Beilstein. 
One of these ind ividuals is Erika 
Oblak, thesaxophone section leader 
and the band's lone tenor sax. Now 
in her junior year and working on a 
communications degree, she says 
He also answered questions 
about the name of his new ven-· 
ture, Shula's Steak 2. 'We wanted 
it to be a place where people could 
get a ham burger, but if they 
wanted they could get a steak too,' 
he said. Tha t's what makes it dif-
ferent, he claims. 
We might apply Shula's same 
reasoning to the JCU jazz band. 
The true measure of their impres-
sive abi lity as a wliole is that they 
are all excellent musicians- but 
they each enjoy it too. 
That's about par for a group 
that took away an impressivef ive 
awards from the Tri -C Jazzfest 
last spring. Thejazzfest is an in-
ternational ! y recognized celebra-
tion of jazz hosted by Cleveland 
Beilsteln: Director Chuck Beilstein leads the JCU Jazz Band through 
their set at the recent grand opening of Shula's Steak 2. 
OPEN DAILY AT 5PM 
HAPPY HOUR M-F 'TIL 9 
18 & 
over 
*GREAT BEER SELECTION 
111!1-D.J.'S spin the 
East Sides best 
HOUSE AND DANCE 
$2 imports aU night 
--Live JA'/2 & BLUES 
111111-Underground Dance 
Guest D.J.'s 
*MICRO BREWS ON TAP no cover b-4 llpm 
*SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTSIIII-Featuring local and 
*COFFEE & ESPRESSO regional live music 
low cover 
No cover Sun·Tues. College J.D. always gets you S I off our .1lready low cover. 
Bud and Rolling Rock SpeCials 
l nfo Line 321 •4 027 
2140 s. T•vlor Rd Cleve- l and Hts. 
Sve..-y =-rku,.sclay 
Midnight - 2 am 
~ 
.. A Flagratrt 
Abuse of the 
Airwaves·· 
with Brian Wallin 
[modem/ alternative I 
ONLY ON WUJC 
lqtctt Ll oo fi1·44H 
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Howard Huge 
D.J. claims title of "King of all Media" 
Tom O'Konowltz and then talk to me." 
News Editor That's good advice. Despite 
Whether you love him or hate some nudtty and sexual content, 
him, it seems as though shock jock Private Part is norreallyany more 
Howard Stern is everywhere these offensive or graphic than other 
days. 1lis face is plastered on nu- fi lms with R ratings. 
merous national magazines, and The film IS not based on shock 
he's been appearingon tons of tele- value a Stern's radio show often is 
vision shows. said robe. Ratheritdelvesintothe 
.--------------, life that made Stern who he is to-
FLICit PICit: Private Parts day. From his childhood days 
when h1s father called htm a mo-
lt4TU!•Ci : 7 out of 10 fE ron,tohisfirstjobsmradio,Stern's 
L------------.J determination is the main focus. 
lf you're asking, "Why all the 
hype?" l ask you, "Wh at's life like 
under that rock?" 
It's for Stern's new movie Pri-
vate Parts, based on his book of 
the same title. He's promoted it to 
death . His fans have waited in 
total anticipation for it. And his 
haters have shown their utter dis-
approval of it-and him 
His will to be the best at radio is 
what made him so. 
Stern's constam quest to get 
away with more than he can on 
the air provides for some hila rious 
scenes in the movie. Some of the 
scenes which focus on lesbianism 
or having sex provided laughs for 
most of the audience. 
at the movies 
Putting a II of that aside , which 
is not easy, the movie itself is aetu-
all y not too bad, even fo r the non-
fan . It begins with a critic saying 
of Stern, "He was offensive. He 
was obnoxious. He was disgust-
ing." Many arguethisismorethan 
true, having heard his nationally 
syndicated radios how, which has 
included the Lesbian Dating 
Game and Bun Bongo Fiesta. So is 
the movie offens ive7 
HisdaysatW BCinNewYork 
were the most comical as his al-
ready developed team of Robin 
Quivers and Fred Norris (playing 
themselves) adds to his comedy: 
The MMy Faces of Howard: Private Parts tells the story of Stem's struggle for acceptance through his 
early years as a nervous, young disc jockey to his currently nationally syndicated radio talk show. 
priority-even above the huge cir- Stern actually does quite well worth of heli um. 
Director Betty Thomas, a prod -
uct of the Cleveland area, has ad -
mitted to not being a Stern fan, 
and said that some of her female 
friends have given her grief for 
directing his movie. But she re-
sponded to them, "You're me LO 
months ago. just go see the movie 
Stern's boss at NBC, who he calls 
Pig Vomit , bans Stern from using 
words or topics that might be of-
fensive. But he manages to get 
around that by filling in the blanks 
for words such as "cock-a-doodle-
do,' 'pussy willow," and others. 
The scenes provide a very 
physical comedy that are both 
human and laughable. 
But even stronger than the 
comic scenes of his career is his 
relationship with his wife Alison 
(Mary McCormack). It's almost a 
love story. It was love at first sight 
for Stern, and she is always his first 
Devil's Own flames out 
The Devil's Own: Harrison Ford stars as a New York City cop 
opposite Brad Pitt who plays an Irish terrorist hiding in America. 
Sam Sublty 
Entertainment Editor 
The movie connoisseur is a 
strikinglyd1verseanimal. For our 
purposes, though, we migh t dis-
tinguish two general groups into 
which most fall more or less. 
FILM.: The Devil's Own 
lt.4TIMCi: 6 out of 10 
First, there are those who value 
a fi lm as a work of art in all its 
interaCLion of plot, filming and 
musical score to form an aestheti-
ca lly pleasing whole. And there 
are those who hke to 1 hrow pop-
corn at those types of people and 
say, 'Who cares? Did 1 like it or 
not?' Sad to say, but both types of 
people will probably be disap-
pointed by The Devil's Own, the 
new offering from Columbia Pic-
tures opening this Friday. 
A most troubling aspect of the 
film for both the aesthetic and the 
gut-feeling view is the incompat-
ibility of the lead characters. On 
one side, there's Harr ison Ford who 
plays a hard-nosed,morallydriven 
New York cop named Tom 
O'Meara. Brad Pitt stars opposite 
as a hard-nosed, morally bereft 
lRA ter rorist named Frankie 
McGuire. It's Indiana]one:s meets 
Seven in a movie that fails to mea-
sure up to either of these. 
From an aesthetic standpoint, 
the plot is simple enough. Frankie 
is m danger of an early ex it from 
this world if he stays in lreland. 
Thus, he leaves the land of pota-
toes for the Big Apple where it has 
already been arranged to stay with 
an unsuspecting Tom and hisfam-
ily. Frankiethenarrangesa weap-
onsdeal thatgoesawryfor noother 
reason, it seems, than to keep the 
moviefromdoingso. Admittedly, 
custhatsurroundshiscareer. Stern playing himself from college stu- Quiversprovidesstrongacting 
describes Alison as his best friend. dent of the 70s to rising radio ce- as herself that is very honest and 
The movie shows their rough lebr ity of the mid-80s. His cur- personal. Norris'acting,although 
times, and it is apparent that the rent success hasn't magically re- limited, provides some laughs. 
publicity that the Private Parts of written his past to make him the A strong point of the movie is 
their lives receive often hampers bigmanoncampus,orthe Doogie the occasional commentary by 
them. Nonetheless, they are still Howser of young d.j.'s. He play a Stern or h1s co-stars about 
together with three children. nerdy college student and later a Howard, or life with Howard. It 
The scenes of their relationship nervous disc jockey, desperate to adds a definite sense of truth to 
show a definite chemistry. please in both cases. the movie and makes it more per-
Sternjoinstheimpressiveranks Stern was able to master the sonal. 
ofSuzanneSommersandfewoth- cheesy 70s look once again, and Overall , Private Parts is a de-
ers who have played themselves in alter his on-an voice to sound like cent film , considerlng that three 
movies, and Sommers' was only a he did in his early days- like he o{ llS main character:; have never 
made-for-TV movie! just swallowed a few balloons' aced before. 
the filming isn't too shabby. A few 
nice shots of the Irish countryside 
contrast well with a visual tour of 
New York via a police chase to nab 
a kid who shoplifts a condom. As 
far as the music goes, a nice open-
ing track from the Cranberries 
kicks off a strong score. 
Let's jump to the popcorn 
throwing crowd. In this crew are 
inevitably some who will go to 
Devil 's Own only to see Ford and/ 
or Pm. The lack of chemistry be-
tween the two hurts both of their 
performances. Reportedly, by the 
end of filming, the last people the 
actors wanted to see were each 
other. In fact Ford nearly quit part 
of the way through fi lming after 
becoming fed upwithPitt'sacting. 
This animosity seems to come 
across in scenes that are supposed 
to show a bonding experience be-
tween the characters. When 
Frankie reveals to Tom that his fa-
ther was killed by a British sym-
pathizer, Tom tells him he's sorry . 
This apology comes across like a 
little kid told to apologize to his 
little sister whose cookie he has 
just eaten . 
On the other hand, their roles 
become all the morena t ura I when 
the two eventually begin to butt 
heads. It probably begins right 
around the point where a trio of 
thugs in ski masks breaks into the 
O'Meara household looking for 
Frankie's money stash. Tom is 
practically boiling with fury when 
he confronts Frankie with the dis-
covery of his true idenuty. 
What is really wrong with the 
movie, though, is the same thing 
that is wrong with many movies 
today. Whereas in the olden days, 
the good guys were reall ygood and 
the bad guys really bad, in De: vii's 
Own, there are a lot of gray areas. 
Part of the mystique of Indiana 
jones,for example, was that heal-
ways knew what to do in certain 
situations A guy attacks him with 
a knife that is about 20 feet long, 
he whips out his pistol and makes 
him eat lead. Wrong or right, he 
was sure about whatever he did. 
1n this movie, though, Ford's 
cop character lies to cover for his 
partner then is so torn up inside 
that he throws up hts dinner. 
Americans love Ford because of 
hiscool,suaveattitude. Now with 
his grizzled gray hair and indeci-
sion, his character becomes the 
90's gray hero, filled with com-
plex and contrasting emotions 
that he doesn't understand. 
Similarly, Pitt's character lacks 
the vileness that one would ex-
pectfor him todeservea label such 
as'The Devil'sOwn.' His cold lack 
of feelingcomesacross m his abil-
ity to kill without flinching. But 
his at times touching relat ionship 
with the O'Meara family shows a 
sensitive core. He is the gray vil -
lain, one who could be a decent 
guy if on ly .. Don't be surprised, 
then, if you find your reaction to 
this f!lm similarly a little gray. 
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Coming Attractions 
Television T h e party 
can go 
on. Fox has renewed the 
Crtt1cally acclaimed drama 
PanyofFive fora founhseason. 
Each season Party has been 
threatened by cancellation, this 
season included. However, the 
February sweeps eptsodes 
dealing with the alcoholism of 
Bailey, played byScottWolf,did 
a lot for Party's ratings. The 
episodes ' Intervention" and 
'Hilting Bottom' received the 
best ratmgs to date. A f ullseason 
of 22 episodes has been ordered 
for next falL This season will 
e'1d for Part yon April2. Its time 
slot will be filled until next 
season with Aaron Spelling's 
new soap, Pacific Palisades. 
Gimme Five: Fans talked, 
execs listened, show's okayed 
for another go. 
Astronomy 
T h e 
Hale-
Sop p 
comet is makmg its way back 
towards earth f orthe first time in 
almost 6,000 years. In honor of 
this, the Ralph Mueller 
Observatory at the Cleveland 
Museum of Natural History will 
be open from sunset un tillO P.M. 
Wednesday and Saturday nights 
from March IS throughMay3for 
anyone who wants to see the 
comet. Hale-Bopp was 
discovered in july 1995 and is 
travelling toward the inner solar 
system at a speed of nearly two million miles a day. Hale-Bopp is 
expected to reach itsclosestapproach to our Sun in early April. Call 
the museum at 231-4600 for more information. 
And so the Force coot inues to be with us. Now 
America's favorite movie meets America's favorite 
board game. Parker Brothers is cashing in on the 
Star Wars craze with a Star Wars version of Monopoly that is 
outpacing classic Monopoly as the best-sell ing board game in the 
coumry. Now instead of players arguing over who gets to be the 
th imble, they can argue over who gets to be the Millenium Falcon. 
The game substitutes mim space 
vehicles for houses and hotels and 
the planet Coruscant for Boardwalk 
and Park Place. There are only 
500,000 op1es available of this 
limited collector's edition. Retail 
price f orthe game is $29.99. But you'll 
have to have the Force with you to 
find a copy because the game 
reportedly is difficult to find. 
• 
The date: September 25, 1974. The place: Zaire. The 
event. the Muhammad Ali/George Foreman "Rumble 
111 thejungle." The movie: When We Were Kings. It's the 
~tory of Muhammad A l1 's greatest f1ght: the fight tore-establish his 
place in . ports history and to reclaim his right to speak out for his 
people. Set agamst the incredible rolitical backdrop of a Zaire in 
transition. we witness the powerful machinery that the President 
of Mobutu of Za1rc operates as he orchestrates one of the biggest 
events ht country ever staged . A running commentary is provided 
by Norman Mailer and Spike Lee throughout the film which also 
featu res performances by James Brown and BB King. Rumble 
opens t h1s Friday in theaters everywhere. 
C>Gr.amcn::y P'll:tu~ 
Rurble: '1 live in America but Africa is the home of the black 
man. I was a slave 400 years ago and now I'm going home to 
fight among my brothers."- Muhammad Ali 
(Dm 1 ng Attract ions wen: compiled by Colleen Leslie, Assistant 
Enrerta1 nment Editor. Artwork by jeff Kneile, Graphics Editor. 
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Jazz band the sum of all its parts 
JCU band builds on excellence of solo perfonners 
Sam Sublty 
Enter ta1nment Ed1tor 
In an age when we're 
constantly bombarded by 
color Images, it can be re-
freshing to see things in 
simple blacks and whites. 
Especially when they're 
the members of the john 
Carroll University jazz 
Band. 
Call them what you 
will-jCU's best-kept se-
c ret , Director Charleton 
Beilstem's little diamond 
in the rough, go ahead and 
insert your own cliche here. 
It's all true. At a school that 
is regularly beleaguered 
with complaints about its 
anem1c fine arts program, 
the jazz band are a case in 
po int that flowers can 
grow in the desert sand. 
SamSubuy 
she doesn't en vision herself 
in a musically oriented ca-
reer. For her music is a re-
laxing way to take the edge 
off a tough class load 
"I play in the jazz band 
as a kind of escape,' said 
Oblak. But In a good sense 
of the term, she quickly 
adds. 'I think the band has 
given us theopportunityto 
do things tha t other orga-
nizations don't get to do." 
Such as going to Don 
Sh ula's new bar and grille 
and sc hmoozing with 
sports stars? 
"We've got a really great 
group here. Most of them 
do it because they really 
love to play,' Beilstein said. 
Beilstein is in his fourth 
year here atjCU, having in-
herited a tradition of great 
jazz that spans more than 
two decades. And they 
turned up in their trade-
mark black and white to 
Oblak was notably one 
of the first to put her in-
strument away after the 
band's one-hour set at 
Shu Ia's Steak 2. Moments 
later, she disappeared into 
the crowd of guests like a 
pebble into an ocean. The 
only sign of her was the 
white horn of a tuba on 
which shecollectscele brity 
signatures. It was hoisted 
over her head like a peri-
scope hunting for an elu-
sive target-Cleveland's 
dark knight, Bernie Kosar. 
All that jazz: Junior Erika Oblak says 
participation in the jazz band keeps her 
busy. '1 think the band has given us the 
opportunity to do things that other 
organizations don't get to do," she said. 
JCU students can catch the jazz band at the 
Tri-C Jazzfest on Apri118 at 2:30pm. Meanwhile; the rest of 
the jazz band mingled and 
watched the events. jCU 
President john Shea, Sj., made a 
few opening remarks before in-
troducing the guest of honor, 
Shula himself. Shula accepted a 
gift of a pair of seats from 
Cleveland's now-demolished Mu-
nicipal Stadium. 
prove his point at the open-
ing of Don Shula's new restau-
rant, Shula'sSteak 2, on March 13. 
The band weren't the only 
ones in black and white at the 
grand opening bash. The lobby 
of the Hilton on Rockside Road 
in lndependence where the new 
sports bar and grill is located was 
temporarily transformed for the 
occasion. 
Men and women scuttled be-
tween the restaurant and the 
lobby in referee stripes, looking 
every bit like flustered officials 
deliberating a tough call. Some 
served drinks and hors 
d'oeuvres-miniature roast beef 
sandw1ches,spicy buffalo wings, 
evenstrawberriesdressed in tiny 
chocolate tuxedos. Others made 
final preparations. When former 
Browns QB Bernie Kosar finally 
strode through the door, they 
didn't seem to know whether to 
help him with his coat or penal-
ize him for delay of game . 
All the while, through all the 
hoopla, the band played on. There 
must have been something sym-
bolic about their positioning. ln 
the end zone of a slice of green 
carpeting made up to look like a 
footballfield, thejazz band scored 
again and again with their selec-
tion of upbeat numbers. 
each spring for the past 17 years. This 
year, thejCU jazz band will return 
to the fest to perform among the likes 
of jazz greatsGladys Knight and Etta 
james. Beilstein's band will get a 
chance to show off their stuff on 
Saturday, April 18 at 2:30 p.m. at 
CuyahogaCommunityCollegewith 
a three-song set. 
What lllllkes this band special as 
a whole is the contribution of some 
very talented individual parts. Last 
year thejCU jazz band's five awards 
were all for soloists. 'I'm always 
proud of the fact that we feature so 
many soloists," said Beilstein. 
One of these individuals is Erika 
Oblak, the saxophone section leader 
and the band's lone tenor sax. Now 
in her junior year and working on a 
communications degree, she says 
He also answered questions 
about the name of his new ven-
ture,Shula'sSteak 2. 'We wanted 
itto be a place where people could 
get a hamburger, but if they 
wanted theycouldgetasteak too,' 
he said. That's what makes it dif-
ferent, he claims. 
We might apply Shula's same 
reasoning to the JCU jazz band. 
The true measure of their im pres-
sive ability as a wliole is thatthey 
are all excellent musicians-but 
they each enjoy it too. 
That's about par for a group 
that took away an impressivefive 
awards from the Tri-C jazzfest 
last spring Thejazzfest is an in-
ternationa 11 y recognized celebra-
tion of jazz hosted by Cleveland 
Beilstein: Director Chuck Beilstein leads the JCU Jazz Band through 
their set at the recent grand opening of Shula's Steak 2. 
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Howard Huge 
D.J. claims title of "King of all Media" 
Tom O'Konowltz and then talk to me.· 
News Editor That's good advice. Despite 
Whether you love him or hate some nudity and sexual content, 
him, it seems as though shock jock Private Part is not really any more 
Howa rd Sterniseverywherethese offens1ve or graphic than other 
days. His face is plastered on nu - films with R ratings 
merous national magazines, and The film IS n01 based on shock 
he's been a ppearingon tons of tele- value as Stern's radio show of ten is 
v1sion shows. sa id to be. Rather it delves Into the 
life that made Stern who he is to-
FLICK PICK: Private Parts day. From his childhood days 
when his father called him a mo-
AATIMC : 7 out of 10 ~ ron,tohisfirstjobsinradio,Stern's 
L--------------l determination is the main focus. 
If you're asking, "Why all the 
hype?" l ask you, "W hat's life like 
under that rock?" 
It's for Stern's new movie Pri-
vate Parts, based on his book of 
the same title. He's promoted it to 
death . Hi fans have waited in 
total anticipation for 11. And his 
haters have shown their utter dis-
approval of it-and him. 
Puttingall of that aside, which 
is not easy, the movie itself is actu-
ally not too bad, even for the non-
fan. It begins with a critic saying 
of Stern, "He was offensive. He 
was obnoxious. He was disgust-
ing." Many argue this is more than 
true, having heard his nationally 
syndicated radio show; which has 
included the lesbian Dating 
Game and Butt Bongo Fiesta. So is 
the movie offensive? 
DirectorBettyThomas,a prod-
uct of the Cleveland area, has ad-
mitted to not being a Stern fan , 
and said that some of her female 
friends have given her grief for 
directing his movie. But she re-
sponded to them, "You're me, 10 
months ago. just go see the movie 
His will to be the best at radio is 
what made him so. 
Stern's constant quest to get 
away with more than he can on 
the air provides for some hilarious 
scenes in the movie . Some of the 
scenes which focus on lesbianism 
or having sex provided laughs for 
most of the audience. 
His days at WNBCinNew York 
were the most comical, as his al-
ready developed team of Robin 
Quivers and Fred Norris (playing 
themselves) adds to his comedy. 
Stern's boss at NBC, who he calls 
Pig Vomit, bans Stern from using 
words or topics that might be of-
fensive. But he manages to get 
around that by filling in the blanks 
for words such as "cock-a-doodle-
do,' 'pussy willow," and others. 
The scenes provide a very 
physical comedy that are both 
human and laughable. 
But even stronger than the 
comic scenes of his career is his 
rela tionship with his wife Alison 
(Mary McCormack). It's almost a 
love story. 1t was love at first sight 
for Stern, and she is always his first 
Devil's Own flames out 
The Devil's Own: Harrison Ford stars as a New York City cop 
opposite Brad Pitt who plays an Irish terrorist hiding in America. 
Sam Subity 
Entertainment Editor 
The movie connoisseur IS a 
strikinglydiverseanimal. Forour 
purposes, though , we might dis-
tinguish two general groups into 
which most fall more or less. 
FlU\: The Devil's Own 
AATIMC: 6 out of 10 
First , there are those w hovalue 
a film as a work of art in all its 
interaction of plot, filming and 
musical score to form an aestheti-
cally pleasing whole. And there 
are those who like to throw pop-
corn at those types of people and 
say, "Who cares? Did I like it or 
not?" Sad to say, but both types of 
people will probably be disa p-
pointed by The Dcvil's Own, the 
new offering from Columbia Pic-
tures opening this Friday. 
A most troubling aspect of the 
film for both the aesthetic and the 
gut-feeling view is the incompat-
ibility of the lead characters. On 
ones ide, there's Harrison Ford who 
plays a hard-nosed, morallydriven 
New York cop named Tom 
O'Meara. Brad Pitt stars opposite 
as a hard-nosed, morally bereft 
IRA terrorist named Frankie 
McGuire. It's Indiana jones meets 
Seven in a movie that fails to mea-
sure up to either of these. 
From an aesthetic standpoint, 
the plot is simple enough. Frankie 
is in danger of an early exit from 
this world if he stays in Ireland. 
Thus, he leaves the land of pota-
toes for the Big Apple where it has 
already been arranged to stay with 
an unsuspecting Tom and hisfam-
ily. Frankie then arranges a weap-
ons deal that goes awry for noot her 
reason, it seems, than to keep the 
mov\efromdoingso. Admittedly, 
at the movies 
The Many Faces oHioward: Private Parts tells the story of Stern's struggle for acceptance through his 
early years as a nervous, young disc jockey to his currently nationally syndicated radio talk show. 
priority-even above the huge cir- Stern actually does quite well worth of helium. 
custhatsurroundshiscareer. Stern playing himself from college stu- Quiversprovidesstrongacting 
describes Alison as his best friend. denc of the 70s to rising radio ce- as herself that IS very honest and 
The movie shows their rough lebrity of the mid-80s. His cur- personal. Norris'acting,although 
times, and Jt is apparent that the rent success hasn't magically re- limited, provides some laughs. 
publicity that the Private Parts of written his past to make him the A strong point of the movie is 
their lives receive often hampers bigmanoncampus,orthe Doogie the occasional commentary by 
them. Nonetheless, they are still Howser of youngd.j.'s. He plays a Stern or his co-stars about 
together with three children. nerdy college student and later a Howard, or life with Howard. It 
Thescenesof their relationship nervous disc jockey, desperate to adds a definite sense of truth to 
show a definite chemistry. please in both cases. the movie and makes it more per-
Sternjoinstheimpressiveranks Stern was able to master the sonal. 
of Suzanne Sommers and fewoth- cheesy 70s look once again , and Overall , Private Parts is a de-
ers who have played themselves in alter his on-air voice to sound like cent film , considering that three 
movies, and Sommers' was only a he did in his early days - hke he of ItS mam characters have never 
made-for-TV movie! just swallowed a few balloons' acted before. 
the filming isn't too shabby. A few 
nice shots of the Irish countryside 
contrast well with a visual tour of 
New York via a police chase to nab 
a kid who shoplifts a condom. As 
far as the music goes, a nice open-
ing track from the Cranberries 
kicks off a strong score. 
let's jump to the popcorn 
throwing crowd. In this crew are 
inevitably some who will go to 
De vi l's Own on I y to see Ford and/ 
or Pitt. The lack of chemistry be-
tween the two hurts both of their 
performances. Reportedly, by the 
end of filming, the last people the 
actors wanted to see were each 
other. lnfactFord nearly quit part 
of the way through filming after 
becoming fed up with Pitt'sawng. 
This animosity seems to come 
across in scenes that are supposed 
to show a bonding experience be-
tween the characters. When 
Frankie reveals to Tom that his fa-
ther was killed by a British sym-
pathizer, Tom tells him he's sorry . 
This apology comes across like a 
little kid told to apologize to his 
little sister whose cookie he has 
just eaten. 
On the other hand, their roles 
become all the more natural when 
the two eventually begin to butt 
heads It probably begins right 
around the point where a trio of 
thugs in ski masks breaks into the 
O'Meara household looking for 
Frankie's money stash. Tom is 
practically boiling with f urywhen 
heconf ronts Frankie with the dis-
covery of his true identity. 
What is really wrong with the 
movie, though, is the same thing 
that is wrong with many movies 
today. Whereas in the olden days, 
thegoodguyswerereallygoodand 
the bad guys really bad, in Devil 's 
Own, there are a lot of gray areas. 
Part of the mystique of Indiana 
jones, for example, was that heal-
ways knew what to do in certain 
situations. Aguyattackshim with 
a knife that is about 20 feet long, 
he whips out his pistol and makes 
him eat lead. Wrong or right, he 
was sure about whatever he did. 
In this movie, though, Ford's 
cop character lies to cover for his 
partner then is so torn up inside 
that he throws up his dmner. 
Amencans love Ford because of 
his cool, suave attitude. Now with 
htsgrizzled gray hair and indeci-
sion, his character becomes the 
-------
90's gray hero, filled with com-
plex and contrasting emotions 
that he doesn't understand. 
Similarly,Pitt'scharacter lacks 
the vileness that one would ex-
pectfor him to deserve a label such 
as'TheDevil'sOwn.' Hiscoldlack 
of feeling comes across in his abil-
ity to kill without flinching. But 
his at times touchingrelattonship 
with the O'Meara family shows a 
sensitive core. He is the gray vil-
lain, one who could be a decent 
guy if only ... Don't be surprised, 
then, if you find your reaction to 
this film similarly a little gray. 
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THE WORD ON NEW RELEASES IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC 
Helmet 
Aftertaste 
Onterscope) 
Helmet, the kings of noise rock, 
have returned wah Aftertaste, a 
classic example of in-your-face 
rock that never lets up. 
Aftertaste is a return to the form 
that made Helmet a success in 
hard rock a few years ago when 
they released Meantime, wtth the 
si ngle"Unsung." Their last release, 
Betty, was very good but lacked 
the forceful rhythms that Helmet 
fans were used to. Now, Aftertaste 
bn ngs back that sound. 
While Helmet can be com-
pared to such bands as Tool and 
harder Ntrvana, or any band that 
emphasizesgui tar noise, they have 
a style all their own. Every song 
has a heavy drivmg rhythm over-
powered bywhatsoundslikefour 
or five guitars playing at once. Al-
though the vocals of Page 
Ilami ltonseem to take a ba kseat, 
they mix well wtth the mus1c. 
Hamilton has two d ifferen t 
styles of si ngtng. He ell her con-
centrates on the quality in his 
voice in songs like "Renovation," 
or he sings with a growl from the 
throat m "Exactly What You 
Wanted · Both forms work, and 
they show off h tssurprtsing range. 
Jf Helmet have a weakness, it's 
that they start to sound the same 
after a while. Even if you hke their 
style of music, they can eventu-
ally start to sound like one long 
song. Thus, it's hard to listen to 
the enme dtsc at one time, but 
that's true for many bands. Fortu-
nately they are able to keep the 
momentum going, which helps. 
On Aftertaste, Helmet doesn't 
do anything too original for the 
most part. But the first track, 
"Pure," 1s much more progressive 
than their past material. It starts 
the CD off on the right track. 
Things keep going with "Renova-
tion" and "Exact ly What You 
Wam~d", probably the best song 
on the disc. From there they keep 
the same sound going through-
out, highlighting on "Broadcast 
Emotion"and "DietAf tertaste". By 
the time the dtsc is over, you may 
have a headache (unfortunately l 
started off listen ing with a head-
ache), but it's worth ir. 
1f you like Helmet, you have 
the chance to see them live in the 
near future . Unfortunately, they 
are both opening gigs. What's 
with Helmet opening for less ex-
perienced bands? They will be 
openmg for Korn in March and 
Mar~lyn Manson in April. Noth-
ing against these bands, but He]-
television 
Talkin' 'bout my generation 
Jack Medford 
Staff Reporter 
Stxty yea rs !rom now, when 
we·re all <~rnbling around with 
canes and playing shuffleboard 
somewhere 111 Flonda, what will 
'they' say about our generauonl 
What lor exam rle, does some-
nne It ke Homer Simpson say about 
usl Hr IS f 1 rst of all the product of 
a society that IS ractally dtvcrsc 
ye t tr0ublcd hythisdtversity. Net 
ther white, black, or red he 1s a 
yellow combtnatton of all the 
races. l-Ie is both all and none,just 
like the cultural melting pot that 
America is surposed to be. And 
let's face it, tlomer is the nineties' 
bent on 'A merican as apple pie.' 
A balding.overweight man, he ex-
pre-sses concern for hts body but 
lacks the desire to do anything 
about it. Our generatton is char-
actenzed by incongruity. Homer 
standson 1hescaleandcom plains 
about beingoverwetght. We jOg a 
mt le then ilght a cigare tte as a 
cool-down exerctse. 
ENTERTAINMENT 
met IS clearly worthy of being a 
headhner. They sold out theOdeon 
two years ago and headlined the 
Alternative Press LOth Anniver-
sary Concert at Nautica the same 
year. Look for them to return in the 
summer by themselves. 
People looking fora lot of musi-
cal quality in Aftertaste will be 
dtsappointed, but that's not what 
the band wants. They are there to 
rock, plam and simple. Don't be 
surprised when you find yourself 
pounding your head when listen-
ing.just don't do it while you have 
a headache. 
-Brian Sparks 
Protein 
Ever since I was a kid 
(Sony) 
Every once tn a while, a band 
trying to be Ni rvana comes along. 
A band named Protein recently 
released their first a I bum, entitled 
Ever since 1 was a hid. Simply put, 
this band is going nowhere fast. 
And when it comes to rel igion, 
we're equally am bivalent. Case in 
point: Homer listening to a foot-
ball game on his Walkm an during 
Sunday mass. 
But of course Homer stands for 
many good things as well. And 
one of the most important of these 
things is that he enjoys life because 
he takes pan in the simple plea-
sures. Nothing gets him down for 
long. We might call him the secu-
lar hero. He enjoys backyard bar 
becues,am usement parks, footba II 
and,desptte hisregularranrsabout 
Barr, being a family man as well. 
He's not the dad of the SO's who 
always knew what was right but a 
product of our generation. Some-
one who may not always wear the 
white hat but surely tries to find 
the right path. Though he may not 
hold strong religious beliefs, he 
maintains a relatively strict moral 
code. This seemmg lack of direc-
tion has led to our being labeled 
'Ge neration X." We're lost, search-
ing, troubled and lacking strong 
con victions. Or maybe we're just 
willing to admit it. 
This all leads to the age-old 
question of whether people ever 
change or JUSt fundamentally Stay 
the sa me. The answer, of course, is 
both. BuuheGen-X label seems to 
miss the point here. And if we 
don't jump in and pick a symbol of 
who we are, then when we're the 
ones with dentures and gray hairs, 
the young generation may look at 
us wtth skewed glasses. Whether 
we like it or not, figures like Homer 
Simpson will someday be among 
the relics tha t people have by 
whtch to understand who we were. 
So when they're talkin' 'bout my 
generation, 1 want to be sure that 
it sonly after l'vedonea ltttle talkt n' 
first on all of our behalf. 
The Carroll News, March 25, 1997 
Protein are com posed of josh 
Zee on vocals and guitars, 
DanThompson on drums and 
Russ Violet on bass Thompson 
and Zee were ki ked out of their 
high school near San Francisco 
and afterwards started playing 
music together. They eventually 
came across Violet and decided to 
make him their bassist while he 
was "leading a life of cnme," ac-
cord ing to Sony Music. 
Ever smce 1 was a kid is com-
posed of 12 songs that you might 
listen to hoping desperately that 
there'sacatchysongin there some-
where. While you're hoping and 
wasting your time with this mu-
sic, you may never get it. 
The only song on this album 
that has any hope of getting air 
play is the opening song, "My 
Blood." If you're set on listening to 
this, take the three minutes and 
six seconds that it takes to listen 
to this one song then toss the CD 
out your window. 
Even with imagi nat ive song 
titles like 'Sligh t! y Bitchy Philoso-
pher Dream Chick Meets the Inse-
cure Martian Prophet,' the creativ-
ity goes no farther than the title. 
Prote in's senseless lyrics and 
simple guitar playing will earn 
them few fans. 
-Aaron Baker 
JJ - waste ol time 
rfJ .f} -fair 
& Jl !J -good 
rf! ,fl ,j) ,f/ - excellent 
.f) .fl ,f) jJ J! - Instant classic 
"Friends" surely isn't making 
any as pan of the NBC juggernaut 
that along with "Seinfeld"and "ER" 
consistently tops the Nielsensand 
frustrates competing TV studios. 
Now that the results are in on 
themid-seasonshowsdebutingon 
the boob tube this month, the pick-
togs among potential challengers 
appear to be pretty slim. Arsenio 
Hall 's new self -ti tledshowon ABC 
ranked the best amongsitcomson 
the Nielsen ratings, garnering a 
22nd place. Commg in a distant 
second was CBS's 'Te mporarily 
a i.G problem: The slain Wallace. 
Hip-hop gets 
a bad rap 
Ever since the shooting death 
of Christopher Wallace, a.k.a. the 
Notorious BlG., on March 9, mu-
sic industry gurus have increas-
ingly speculated about the effect 
a history of violence will have on 
the future of hip-hop 
Already rapper Snoop Doggy 
Dogg has postponed a tour sched-
uled to begin tomorrow in Win-
ston-Salem, N.C., citing concerns 
for his own safety. His latest The 
Doggfathcr seems to be suffering 
from a general decline in interest 
with only ha lf as many sales as 
1993's Doggystyle 
Aaron Anderson,ge neral man-
ager of G Funk Music, believes 
B.I.G.'s murder will onl y make H 
easier for critics to stereotype rap 
artists. "Radio is going to be more 
hesitant to play rap, and parents 
are going to say that it's just too 
violent,' said Anderson in a recent 
interview with Entertainment 
Week ly magazi ne. 
The LA.PD. conti nuesto in ves-
tigate leads in the murder which 
has drawn com parisons to that of 
Tupac Shakur last September. 
ad ness 
Yours" at 51st followed by NBC's 
"j ust Shoot Me" (56th). 
In the prestigious 'ER" ume 
spot, "Prince Street ' on BC was 
no pauper at a respectable 16th. 
ABC's "The Practice" showed that 
it's ready for the real thing at a 
20th ranking while 'Crists Cen-
ter" on NBC lived up to its name 
while crashing in at 86th. Mean-
while, CBS' relaunching of "EZ 
Streets' proved to be anything but 
easy when the drama managed a 
mere 77th. 
-SamSubily 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer 
re-vamped for TV 
Andrea Tracy 
Staff Reporter 
Making the transition from 
the big screen to television, 
'Buffy the Vampire Slayer"(Fri-
day, 9 p m., WB) didn't just 
change casts-it got re-vamped. 
Sarah Michelle Gellar takes 
the place of Knsty Swanson as 
Buffy in the WB channel's lat-
est series. However,thisBuffyis 
far from the cheerleading ditz 
played by Swanson. Gel lar ac-
tually has mastery over the En-
glish language, ditching 
Swanson's valley girl speech. 
Buff y a I o has new sur-
roundings. After being kicked 
out of her old school, she moves 
to Sunnydale, only to find out 
that the mouth of hell is in her 
backyard Her new f riendsGi les 
(A nthony Head), Xander 
(Nicholas Brendon)and Willow 
(A lyson Hannigan) help her 
battle not only vampires but 
other supernatura l creatures 
that are drawn to the mouth of 
hell. 
The series premiere sported 
vampires who need to byslayed, 
bu t there was no gore displayed 
on the screen For instance, 
Buffy decapitated a vampire 
with a cymbal from a drumser. 
All the viewer sees is the cym-
bal being thrown and the n a 
scream. The rest is lef t to the 
imagmation. 
The qua lity of t he special ef-
fects and make-up are movie 
standards. And the plots are en-
tenaining. Although , Gellar 
could use some gymnastics les-
sons. 
For fan s of the original 
movie, this series should be a 
treat. However, if you find it 
hard to believe that the mouth 
of hell could be in anyone's 
backyard, youca neither go feast 
your unbelieving eyes on Pitts-
burgh or find something else to 
watch on Fridays. 
.,.... 
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March Madness too 
much for men's hoops 
Brian Murphy 
Assistant Sports'-=E'"'d::-:-it-or ___ _ _ 
The john Carroll Univers ity 
men 's ba~ketballteam ftmshed its 
season the same way it starred the 
1996-97 campaign . Well, son of 
The Blue Strea ks entered the 
year wit hout the services of se-
nior j.j Richardson, who tore car-
tilage in his left kneeduringa pre-
season practice session. In his ab-
se nce, however,jCU streaked to a 
7-1 start. 
The St reaks again faced th e 
unenviable task of playmg with-
out Richardson as they en-
tered the NCAA Division Ill 
tournament Richardson 
retore cartilage in the same 
knee prior to the team 's 
open ing round game with 
Wmenberg. JCU was unable 
to overcome both the loss of 
one of its top guns and the 
Tigers, who eliminated the 
Streaks, 82-68, in Spr ingf ield 
(OH). 
"1 was extremely disap-
pointed when l heard I 
wasn't playing," said 
Richardson, who averaged 
14.6points per game thissea-
son. "But I wasn't physically 
able to play. I knew going 
out there would do more 
harm than good to the team" 
jCU. which never led dur-
ing the game, trailed 38-28 
at half nme, but was able to 
cut the deficit to four, 55-51, 
at one point during the sec-
ond half. The 
Sen1or joey Bigler paced 
the Streaks with 19 points, 
includmg five three-point-
ers. SeniorjohnSamoladded 
12 points, tying his career high. 
During the contest , Bigler also 
became only the twelfth jCU 
player to score l,OOOcareer points. 
He finishes his career with 1,009 
career points. 
"Scor ing l,OOO points was a 
prettybtgdeal forme," said Bigler, 
who averaged 14.7 ppg this sea-
son, tops for jCU. "I scored 1,000 
pomts m hrgh school and doing 1t 
again was a personal goal I set 
comingtoCarroll So it was pretty 
nice to score 1,000 in college." 
JCU head coach Mike Moran 
said that to win in the postseason, 
jCU needed their complete pack-
age, whtch included Richardson 
"Our kids came to play," Moran 
said of the Wittenberg contest. 
"But we needed to bring every-
thing to the table. Obviously, we 
Baldwm-Wallace at home. JCU, 
however, fell to Ohio Northern m 
the semifinals (played at Mount 
Union), 67-62. 
The Streaks trailed the Yellow 
jackets by ten points with two 
minutes left in the game. jCU, 
though, scored the fina l ten points 
of regulanon to knot the score at 
64. Behind Richardson, who had 
eight pomts during the second 
overtime. the Streaks pulled away 
to steal the victory 
Richardson led JCU with 26 
points and drained all five of his 
three-point attempts. 
-------,--8------. For the game, the ._,,·, • e1' Streaksconnectedon P' , 9 of their 12 three-
point attempts. jun-
M tJ,I(IJ ior Artie Taylor had a team- and career-high 18 rebounds togo 
along with 15 points. 
Career games Played 
Pfundstein ( I 05) 
'7:hree-Point "jield goals 
}}'fade 
Joey Bigler (181) 
frh•rei!·P'o/t~rt "jleld goals 
Career and Season 
Bigler (448/1 88) 
~h•·~&>rcr#tree-Point Jield goal 
Percentage 
J.J. Richardson (.438) 
Highest Career Jree '7:hrow 
percentage 
J.J . Richardson (.824) 
M.ost Career and Season :t'lssists 
David Pfundstein (454/176) 
ln stark contrast to 
the BW contest, jCU 
hit on I y 2 of 23 three-
point attempts in its 
loss to ONU. junior 
Mark Heidorf nearly 
single-handedly kept 
the Streaks close as he 
made all 10 of his 
field-goal at tern ptson 
the way to sconng 24 
points. 
Moran cited his 
team's inability to 
shoot the basket ba II 
consistently from the 
perimeter as the rea-
son for the loss "We 
sb~ the ball orrtbly 
from the peri meter," 
he said. 
The completion of 
the 1996-97 season 
weren't as strong offensively be-
cause of the loss ofjj." 
Prior to the NCAA tournament, 
the Streaks advanced to the semi-
fina ls of their conference tourna-
ment by virtue of an intense 81-78 
double overtime victory ove r 
also closed the careers of seniors 
Bigler, David Pf u ndstei n, 
Richardson, and Sa mol. The first 
three combined to set eight differ-
ent school records this season (see 
chart). 
Samol also was able to fin ish 
Senior JJ. Richardson shoots a free throw during JCU's 81-78 
double overtime victory over BW in the quarterfinals of the OAC 
tournament. 
his career on an upnote, starting 
all27 games, and logging614 total 
minutes, nearly250more minutes 
than he played in his first three 
seasons combined. The prevwus 
th ree seasons, he was hampered 
by a multitude of injuries. 
"It was a blessing from God stay-
ing active the whole season," he 
said. "ln past seasons, 1 knew 
people in the traming room very 
well." 
Moran described the senior as 
not only dedicated basketball 
players, but also good people 
"I wil l miss them off the ourr 
as much as I will on the court," 
said Moran. "1 hey'rejustoutstand-
ing young men . There's no doubt 
1 hal rhey arc !',01 1"1 !!, 10 he vet y. very 
successf"ul in Thfs world 
The 20 victories this year's team 
produced also tics the sc hool 
record previously established by 
Tim Baab's 1987-88 squad. The 
team also captured th ree tourna-
ment titlesduring the season, win-
ning one game during each tour-
nament on the host team's floor 
"l think ,overall, there were high 
expectations," said Pfundstein, 
who averaged 6.5 assists per game. 
"But I think, overall, it was a suc-
ce sf ul season. We played through 
a lot when we lostjJ All in all, we 
played well together." 
Next year's ver ion of the Blue 
Streak men's basketball team will 
look to Ryan Eskridge, Heidorf. 
and Taylor (all of whom will be 
semors) for leadership and expe-
rience. Taylor. who averaged 13 
points and 7 rebounds per game 
thissea on.wtllbethctearn'son ly 
retUrning tarter, bur Eskridge 
starred 12 games thts season and 
l leidorf saw starter-type minutes 
at 26 per game. 
The backcourtsu uanon is defi-
nitely unsettled as Moran must 
find replacements [or the duo or 
Plundstc•n and 'B•r,lcr 1 h e com 
peti tion will be ex-rremely 
competetive between a ple thora 
of players and Moran ismakingno 
promises, even to his key return-
ers. 
"The only th ing I will guaran-
tee is that the best player [at each 
position! wi II start for us," he 
added 
That will only keep the Blue 
Streaks charging along like they 
have in recent seasons. 
Brewer's baseball brings youth movement to the '97 table 
Mark Boleky 
Sports Reporter 
Without experience on its side, 
the john Carroll University base-
ball team wi II look to use the 1997 
season to bui ld for the future and 
irn prove on ItS ftft h place fini sh in 
the OAC last year. 
The S1 reaks- who return only 
ten letterwinners from last year's 
squad- have already seen success 
in their trip to Florida over spring 
break. Their 7-5 record bested the 
prev10us Florida high of five wms. 
jCU's record fell to 7-8, though, 
in losing a doubleheader to Mt. St. 
joseph's and haw nee State,8-6 in 
both games, last Sunday. It was 
al o hutourWednesdaybyOhio 
Dominican, 7-0. 
Despite the recent d rought, 
Ca rrolllookssolid offensively and 
defensi vely. butt he key wi ll be for 
the pitching to improve last year's 
rank ing of nint h in theOAC. 
"We have some good, new arms 
and a new pitch ing coach," said 
head coac h Brian Brewer. "We've 
tried to pUi some focus on lpitch-
tngl through recruiting ." 
The starting trio of Matt 
Lavclle,joh n O'Rourke, and Marc 
Thtbeault wi ll be looked to fort he 
majority of innings. Lavelle ex-
celled in Florida, winning two 
games and allowing only one run 
in 13 in nings. He mastered Point 
Park in the Streaks' final game, re-
cording a 4-0 shuwur. 
O'Rourke also brings plenty to 
the sta ff after leadingJCU in wins 
and innings pitched last year and 
earningall-conference and all-re-
gion honors. In three outings this 
season, though, O'Rourke has been 
pounded for 12 earned runs in 10 
innings. 
Mike LaFontaine wi ll get 
bullpen work wh ile Mike Metz 
throws his 87 mile per hour 
fastball into the closer role. 
Mike Campanella and j oe 
Pa nzarella JOin Emmerling as the 
sole Streak seniors. "They're looked 
to for a great deal of leadership," 
sa id Brewer. "As far as where we 
are in this program, those three 
are going to play an incredibly piv-
otal part ." 
Campanella leads the team in 
fielding percentage, committing 
only one error this season. The 
infie ld wi ll also be expected to 
produce offensively. Sophomore 
Jim Wideikisshould producecon-
siderable numbers at third base. 
His6-3, 225-pound frame and big 
bat has him leading the team with 
two home runs. 
Shortstop Damien Kopkas has 
earned a consistent spot in the or-
der wit h his recent offensive pro-
duction. His .432 batting average 
tops the Streaks and was upped 
considerably when he owned Mt. 
St. joseph's and Shawnee State in 
last Sunday's doubleheader. Go-
ingS-for-7 on the day, he now also 
leadsjCU in on-base and slugging 
percentages. 
"I'm seeing the ball a lot better, 
af ter some hard work in the off-
season," said Kopkas. "It's starting 
to pay off this year." 
Rounding out the infield is the 
pla toon of juniors Paul Wilneff 
and Chris Dah !meier at first base. 
The two have their work cut out 
for them in replacing the big bat 
of graduated Kevin Fische r. 
At firs t glance, the outfield 
looks like it willstrugglewith two 
freshmen starting and left fie lder 
Brad Dahlmeier injured. A closer 
look, however, shows that Ryan 
Detzel is second on the team in 
batting and MikeStangfillsin well 
defensive ly for D-J.hlmeier. Stang 
has struggled at the plate, how-
ever, with a 095 average. 
A solid lead-off hitter, 
Panzarella is the team'son ly three-
time letterwinner and this season 
should break Fischer's team record 
of 130 career games played. 
Roundi ng out the starrmg 
lineup is the tandem of sopho-
mores Mike Cham bersand Patnck 
Noth nagle behind the plate. "For 
me. the biggest thing with the 
freshmen IS just to keep them re-
laxed," said Nothnagle. "A lot of 
times they go out there and they're 
nervous." 
The jCU home opener against 
Walsh, scheduled for Saturday. 
was postponed because of 
weather. 
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JCU Student Career Development Center 
presents 
CONDUCTING THE INTERNET 
JOB SEARCH 
Thursday, April 3, 1997 
Bruening Hall, Room 43 
4:00-5:15 p.m. 
-Learn how to navigate Netscape 
-Find out about popular websites 
.. ~ 
~ 
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLEA 
call 397-4431 for reservations 
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THE WORD ON NEW RELEASES IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC 
Helmet 
Aftertaste 
Onterscope) 
Helmet, the kings of noise rock, 
have returned with Aftertaste, a 
classic example of in-your-face 
rock that never lets up. 
Aftertaste is a return to the for m 
that made Helmet a success in 
hard rock a few years ago when 
they released Meantime, with the 
single"Unsung."Their last release, 
Betty, was very good but lacked 
theforcef ul rhythms that Helme t 
fans were used to. Now, Aftertaste 
bn ngs back that sound. 
While Helmet can be com-
pared to such bands as Tool and 
harder Nirvana, or any band that 
em phasizesguitar noise, they have 
a style all their own. Every song 
has a heavy driving rhythm over-
powered by what sounds likefour 
or five guitars playing at once. Al-
though the vocals of Page 
Ham iltonseem to take a back seat, 
they mtx well with the music. 
Hamilton has two different 
styles of s1nging He either con-
centrates on the quality in his 
vo1ce in songs like "Renovation," 
or he smgs with a growl from the 
throat in "Exact ly What You 
Wamed." Both forms work, and 
they show off h issurpnsing range. 
If Helmet have a weakness, it's 
that they start to sound the same 
after a while. Even if you like their 
style of music, they can eventu-
ally start to sound like one long 
song Thus, 1t's hard to listen to 
the entire di sc at one time, but 
that's true for many bands. Fortu-
nately they are able tO keep the 
momentum gomg, which helps. 
On Aftertaste, Helmet doesn't 
do anything too original for the 
most part. But the first track, 
"Pure," is much more progressive 
than their past material It stans 
the CD off on the right track. 
Things keep going with "Renova-
tion" and "Exac t! y What You 
Wanted", probably the best song 
on the disc. From there they keep 
the same sound going through-
out, highlighrmg on "Broadcast 
Emotion" and "Diet Aftertaste". By 
th e nme the disc is over, you may 
have a headache (unfortunately I 
started off listening with a head-
ache), but it's worth lt . 
If you like Helmet, you have 
the chance to see them live in the 
near future. Unfortunately, they 
are both opemng gigs. What's 
with Helmet opening for less ex-
perienced bands? They will be 
opemng for Korn in March and 
Manlyn Manson in April. Norh-
ing against these bands, but He!-
television 
Talkin''boutmygeneration 
Jack Medford 
Staff Reporter 
~l xty years from now, when 
were all ambhng around w11h 
canes and playing shuffleboard 
somewhere 111 Flonda, what will 
"they· say about our generauon? 
What, lor exam ple,does some-
mw hkeHomcrSimp on ayabout 
us~ He IS fIrS! of alit he product of 
a society that ts raCially diverse 
yet troubled hythtsdiversity. ei -
ther white. black, or red he b a 
yellow combJnatton of all the 
races. He IS both all and none,just 
hke 1 he cult uralmcltmg potthat 
America IS supposed to be. And 
let's face it, Homer is the nineties' 
bent on" Amencan as apple pie." 
A baldmg,overweight man, he ex-
presses concern for his body but 
lacks the dcstre to do anything 
about 1t. Our generation IS char-
actenzed b)' incongruity. Homer 
stands on the scale and com plai ns 
about bemgoverweight. We JOg a 
mile then light a ctgarette as a 
cool down exerc 1se. 
ENTERTAINMENT 
met is clea rly worthy of bemg a 
headliner. They sold our the Odeon 
rwo years ago and headlined the 
Alternative Press lOth Anniver-
sary Concert at a utica the same 
year Look for them to return in the 
summer by themselves. 
People lookmgfora lot of musi-
cal quality in Aftertaste will be 
disappointed, but that's not what 
the band wants. They are there to 
rock, plain and simple. Don't be 
surprised when you find yourself 
pounding your head when listen-
ing.justdon't do it while you have 
a headache. 
- Brian Sparks 
Protein 
Ever since I was a kid 
(Sony) 
Every once in a while, a band 
trying to be Nirvana comes along. 
A band named Protein recently 
released their first album, entitled 
Ever since I was a hid. Simply put, 
this band is going nowhere fast. 
And when it comes ro religion, 
we'reequallyambivalent. Casein 
point: Homer listening to a foot-
ball game on h1s Walkman during 
Sunday mass. 
· Bur of course Homer stands for 
many good things as well . And 
one of the most important of these 
things is that he enjoys life because 
he takes part in the simple plea-
sures. Nothing gets h1m down for 
long. We might call him the secu-
lar hero. He enjoys backyard bar-
becucs,amusement parks,football 
a nd,despite his regular rants about 
Bart, being a family man as well. 
He's not the dad of the 50's who 
always knew what was right but a 
product of our generation. Some-
one who may not always wear the 
white hat but surely tnes to find 
the right path. Though he may not 
hold strong religious beliefs, he 
maintains a relative! y strict moral 
code. This seeming lack of direc-
tion has led to our being labeled 
'Generation X." We're lost, search-
ing, troubled and lacking strong 
convictions. Or maybe we're just 
wJ!Img to admit it. 
This all leads to the age-old 
question of whether people ever 
change or just fundamentally stay 
the same. Theanswer,of course, is 
both. But the Gen-X label seems to 
miss the point here. And if we 
don 't jump in and pick a symbol of 
who we are, then when we're the 
ones with dent uresand gray hairs, 
the young generation may look at 
us with skewed glasses Whether 
we like it or not .figures like Homer 
Simpson will someday be among 
the rel1cs that people have by 
which to understand who we were. 
So when they're ralkin' 'bout my 
generation, I want to be sure that 
it'son lyafter l'vedonea liuleralkin' 
ftrs t on all of our behalf 
The Carroll News, March 25, 1997 
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Protein are composed of josh 
Zee on vocals and guitars, 
DanThompson on drums and 
Russ Violet on bass. Thompson 
and Zee were kicked out of their 
high school near San Francisco 
and afterwards started play1ng 
music together. They eventually 
came across Violet and decided to 
make him their bassist while he 
was "leading a life of crime," ac-
cording to Sony Music. 
Ever since I was a ktd is com-
posed of 12 songs that you might 
listen to hoping desperate! y that 
there'sacatchysongm there some-
where. While you're hoping and 
wasting your time with this mu-
sic, you may never get it 
The only song on this album 
that has any hope of getting air 
play is the opening song, "My 
Blood." If you're seton listening to 
this, take the three minutes and 
six seconds that it takes to listen 
to this one song then toss the CD 
out your window. 
Even with imaginative song 
titles like'Slightly BitchyPhiloso-
pher Dream Chick Meets the Inse-
cure Man ian Prophet,' the creativ-
ity goes no farther than the title. 
Protein's senseless lyrics and 
simple guitar playing will earn 
them few fans. 
-Aaron Baker 
Jl - waste of tlone 
J! d) -fair 
& .Y rf) -good 
rf/ ,Ji ,j) jJ - ••cellent 
,JI fJ ,f/ .J! .f/ -Instant classic 
"Fr iends' surely isn't making 
any as part of the NBC juggernaut 
that along with "Semfeld'and 'E R" 
consistently tops the Nielsensand 
frustrates competing TV studios. 
Now that the results are in on 
the mid-seasonshowsdebutingon 
the boob rube this momh,the pick-
ings among potential challengers 
appear to be pretty slim. Arsenio 
Hall's new self-titled show on ABC 
ranked the best amongsircomson 
the Nielsen ratings, garnering a 
22nd place. Coming in a distant 
second was CBS's 'Temporarily 
B.I.G problem: The slain Wallace. 
Hip-hop gets 
a bad rap 
Ever since the shooting death 
of Christopher Wallace, a.k.a. the 
Notorious BlG., on March 9, mu-
sic industry gurus have increas-
ingly speculated about the effect 
a history of violence will have on 
the future of hip-hop. 
Already rapper Snoop Doggy 
Dogg has postponed a tour sched-
uled to begin tomorrow in Win-
ston-Salem, N.C., citing concerns 
for his own safety. His latest The 
Doggjal her seems to be suffering 
from a general decline in interest 
with only half as many sales as 
1993's Doggystyle . 
Aaron Anderson,general man-
ager of G Funk Music, believes 
B.l.G's murder will on ly make it 
easier for critics to stereotype rap 
artists. ' Radio is going to be more 
hesitant to play rap, and parents 
are going to say that it's just too 
violent," said Anderson in a recent 
interview with Entertainment 
Weehly magazine. 
The LA.PD.continuesto inves-
tigate leads in the murder which 
has drawn comparisons to that of 
Tupac Shakur last September. 
ad ness 
Yours' at 51st followed by NBC's 
"just Shoot Me" (56th). 
In the prestigious 'ER" time 
spot, "Prince Street' on NBC was 
no pauper at a respectable 16th. 
ABC's The Practice' showed that 
it's ready for the real thmg at a 
20th ranking while 'Crisis Cen-
ter" on NBC lived up to its name 
while crashing in at 86th. Mean-
wh ile, CBS' relaunching of "EZ 
Streets" proved to be anything but 
easy when the drama managed a 
mere 77th. 
-SamSubity 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer 
re-vamped for TV 
Andrea Tr=a~cLy ____ _ 
Staff Reporter 
Making the transition from 
the big screen to television , 
"Buffy the Vampire Slayer' (Fri-
day, 9 p.m. WB) didn't just 
change casts-it got re-vamped. 
Sarah Michelle Gellar takes 
the place of Kristy Swanson as 
Buffy in the WB channel's lat-
est series. However, this Buffy 1s 
far from the cheerleading ditz 
played by Swanson. Cellar ac-
tually has mastery over the En-
glish language, ditching 
Swanson's valley girl speech. 
Buffy also has new sur-
roundings. After being kicked 
our of her old school, she moves 
to Sunnydale, only to find out 
that the mouth of hell is in her 
backyard. Her newfriendsGiles 
(Anthony Head), Xander 
(NicholasBrendon)and Wil low 
(Alyson Hannigan) help her 
battle not on I y vampires but 
other supernatural creatures 
that are drawn ro the mouth of 
hell . 
The series premiere sported 
vampires who need to byslayed, 
but there was no gore displayed 
on the screen. For instance, 
Buffy decapitated a vampire 
with a cymbal from a drumsct 
All the viewer sees is the cym-
bal being thrown and then a 
scream. The rest is left to the 
imagination 
The quality of the special ef-
fects and make-up are movie 
standards. And theplotsareen-
tertaining. Although , Gellar 
could use some gymnastics les-
sons. 
For fans of the original 
movie, this series should be a 
treat . However, if you find it 
hard to believe that the mouth 
of hell could be in anyone's 
back yard, you can eithergo feast 
your unbelieving eyes on Pitts-
burgh or find something else to 
watch on Fridays. 
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March Madness too 
much for men's hoops 
Brian Murphy 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The john Carroll Untversny 
men's basketball team finished its 
sea on the sa me way it started the 
1996-97 campaign Well , son of. 
The Blue Streaks entered the 
year without the services of e-
nior jJ Richardson, who tore car-
li !age in his left kneeduringa pre-
season practice se sion. In his ab-
sence, however,jCU streaked to a 
7-1 start 
The Strea ks again faced the 
unenviable task of playing with-
out R1chardson as they en-
tered the NCAA Division Ill 
tournament. Richardson 
retore cartilage in the same 
knee prior to the team's 
opening round game wit h 
Wittenberg.jCU was unable 
to overcome both the loss of 
one of its top guns and the 
Tigers, who eliminated the 
Streaks. 82-68, in Spri ngf ie ld 
(OH) 
"I was extremely disap-
pointed when I heard l 
wasn't playing," said 
Richardson, who averaged 
l4.6points per game this sea-
son. "But I wasn't physically 
able to play. I knew going 
out there would do more 
harm than good to the team .. 
jC U. which never led dur-
ing the game, trailed 38-28 
at half time, but was able to 
cut the deficit to four, 55-51, 
at ne poi 111 during the sec-
ond half. The how-
pretty btgdeal for me," said Bigler, 
who averaged 14.7 ppg this sea-
son, tops for jCU. "I scored 1,000 
pomts in htgh school and doing it 
again was a personal goal I set 
comingtoCarroll Soitwaspretty 
nice to score 1,000 in college:· 
jCU head coach Mike Moran 
said that to win in the postseason, 
jCU needed their complete pack-
age, which included Richardson. 
"Our kids came to play," Moran 
said of the Wittenberg contest 
"But we needed to bring every-
thi ng to the table. Obvwusly, we 
Baldwin-Wallace at home. JCU, 
however, fell to Oh1o Northern in 
the semifinals (played at Mount 
Union), 67-62. 
The Streaks trailed the Yellow 
Jackets b)' ten points with two 
minutes left in the game. JCU, 
though, scored the fina l ten points 
of regulation to knot the score at 
64. Behind Richardson, who had 
etght points during the second 
overtime, the Streaks pulled away 
to steal the vtctory. 
Richardson led JCU with 26 
points and drained all five of his 
three-point attempts. 
--------------T;------------, For the game, the 
VI., • . Le,· Streaks connected on n 9 of their 12 three-
point attempts. jun -
M IJ,kiJ ior Artie Taylor had a team - and career-high 18reboundstogo 
along with 15 points. 
eaYeer {james Played In stark contrast to 
the BW contest, JCU 
hit only 2 of 23 three-
point attempts in its 
id Pfundstein ( I 05) 
"three-Point Jield goals 
}Vlade 
Joey Bigler (18 1) 
tc.nrei!·P'OIIn: Jield goals 
ted/ eareer and Season 
Bigler {448/ 188) 
"llr••"'"'r'Three-Point Jield goal 
Percentage 
J.J. Richardson (.438) 
Highest eareer Jree ~hrow 
Percentage 
J.J. Richardson (.824) 
}Vlost eareer and S eason ,q_ssists 
David Pfundstein (454/176) 
loss to ONU. jun ior 
Mark Heidorf nearly 
single-handedly kept 
the Streaks close as he 
made all 10 of his 
field-goal attempts on 
the way to sconng 24 
points. 
Moran cited his 
team's inability to 
shoot the basketball 
consisten r I y from the 
perimeter as the rea-
son for the loss "We 
Senior joey Bigler paced 
the Streaks with 19 points, 
including five three-point-
ers SeniorJohnSamoladded 
JCVs 8tJsl.:et/ldll (jre4ts 
sltot the batT orrfbly 
from the perimeter," 
he said. 
The completion of 
the 1996-97 season 
12 points, tying his career high. 
During the contest, Bigler also 
became only the twelfth j CU 
player to score l,OOOcareer points. 
He fini shes his career with 1,009 
career points 
"Scoring 1,000 points was a 
weren't as strong offensively be-
cause of the loss of Jj." 
Priortothe NCAA tournament, 
theStreaksadvanced tothesemi-
fmals of their conference tourna-
ment byvirrueof an intense81-78 
double overtime victory over 
also closed the careers of seniors 
Bigler, David Pfundstein, 
Richardson, and Sa mol. The first 
three combined to set eight differ-
ent school records this season (see 
chart). 
Samol also was able to finish 
11 
Senior JJ. Richardson shoots a free throw during JCIJs 81-78 
double overtime victory over BW in the quarterfinals of the OAC 
tournament. 
bis career on an upnote, tarring 
all27 games, and logging614 total 
minutes, nearly 250 more minutes 
than he played in his first three 
seasons combined. The prevwus 
three seasons, he was hampered 
by a multitude of injuries. 
"It was a blessing£ rom God stay-
ing active the whole season," he 
said. "In past seasons, I knew 
people in the training room very 
well ." 
Moran described the semor as 
not only dedicated baske t ball 
players, but also good people. 
"I will miss them off the court 
as much as 1 will on the court," 
said Moran. "They're just outstand-
ing young men. There's no doubt 
1 hatlhcy arq;otng to h very. very 
successfulrn fhl i'ld 
The 20 victories this year's ream 
produced also ties the school 
record previously established by 
Tim Baab's 1987-88 squad. The 
team also captured three tourna-
ment titlesduringtheseason, win-
ning one game during each tour-
nament on the host team's floor. 
"1think,overall, there were high 
expectanons," said Pfundstein, 
who averaged 6.5 assists per game. 
"But I rhink , overall, it was a suc-
cessful season. We played through 
a lot when we lostJJ A II mall , we 
played well together." 
Next year's version of the Blue 
Streak men's basket ball team will 
look to Ryan Eskridge, Heidorf, 
and Taylor (all of whom wtll be 
semors) for leadership and expe-
rience. Taylor, who averaged 13 
points and 7 rebounds per game 
t htssea on, will be the team'sonly 
rcturnmg tarter, bur Eskridge 
started 12 games this >-eason and 
Heidorf saw starter-type minutes 
at 26 per game. 
Thebackcounsituation isdcfi-
nitely unsettled as Moran must 
fmd rcplaccmcms for the duo of 
I'[ untlslcm and Btg,\.cr 1 he com-
petition will be extremely 
competetive between a plethora 
of playersand Moran 1 making no 
promises, even to his key rewrn-
ers. 
"The only thing I will guaran-
tee is that the best player [at each 
posit ion! will start for us," he 
added. 
That will only keep the Blue 
Streaks charging along hke they 
have in recent seasons. 
Brewer's baseball brings youth movement to the '97 table 
Mark Boleky 
Sports Reporter 
Without experience on its side, 
the john Carroll University base-
ball team will look to use the 1997 
season to build for the future and 
improve on its fifth place fin ish 111 
the OAC last year. 
The Streaks- who ret urn on I y 
ten letterwinners from last yea r's 
squad- have already seen success 
in their trip to Florida over spring 
break. Their 7-5 record bested rhe 
previous Florida htgh of five wins. 
jCU's record fell to 7-8, though, 
in losing a doubleheader to Mt. St. 
joseph's and Shawnee State,8-6 in 
both games, last Sunday. It was 
also shut out Wednesday by Ohio 
Dominican , 7-0 
Despite the recent drought, 
Carrolllookssolidoffensivelyand 
defensively, but the key will be fo r 
the pitching to improve last year's 
ranking of nimh in the OAC. 
"We havesomegood, new arms 
and a new pitching coach," said 
head coach Brian Brewer. "We've 
tried to put some focus on (pitch-
ing! through recrultlng" 
The starting trio of Matt 
Lavclle,john O'Rourke, and Marc 
Thibeault will be looked to for the 
majority of innings. Lave lle ex-
celled in Florida, winning two 
games and allowingonlv one run 
in 13 innings. He mastered Point 
Parkin the Streaks' fin a I game, re-
cordmg a 4-0 shutout. 
O'Rourke also brings plenty to 
the staff after leadingjCU in wins 
and innings pitched last year and 
earn ing all-conference and all-re-
gion honors. 1n three outings this 
season,though,O'Rourke has been 
pounded for 12 earned runs in 10 
inmngs. 
Mike LaFontaine will get 
bullpen work while Mike Metz 
throws his 87 mile per hour 
fas tball intothecloserrole. 
Mike Campanella and joe 
Panzarella join Emmerling as the 
sole Streak seniors. "They're looked 
to for a great deal of leadership," 
said Brewer. "As far as where we 
are in this program, those three 
are going to play an i ncredibl y piv-
otal pa rt." 
Campanella leads the team in 
ftelding percentage, committing 
only one error this season. The 
infield will also be expected to 
produce offensively. Sophomore 
Jim Wideikisshould producecon-
stderable numbers at third base. 
His6-3,225-pound frame and big 
bat has him leading the team with 
two home runs. 
Shortstop Damien Kopkas has 
earned a consistent spot in the or-
der with his recent offensive pro-
duction. His .432 batting average 
tops the Streaks and was upped 
considerably when he owned Mt. 
St. joseph's and Shawnee State in 
last Sunday's doubleheader. Go-
ingS-for-7 on the day, he now also 
leadsJCU in on-base and slugging 
percentages. 
"l'm seeing the ball a lot better, 
after some hard work in the off-
season," said Kopkas. "It's starting 
to pay off this year." 
Rounding out the infield is the 
platoon of juniors Paul Wilneff 
and Chris Dahlmeier at first base. 
The two have their work cut out 
for them in replacing the big bat 
of graduated Kevi n Fischer. 
At first glance, the outfield 
looks like it will struggle with two 
freshmen starting and left fielder 
Brad Dah !meier injured. A closer 
look, however, shows that Ryan 
Detzel is second on the team in 
battingand MikeStangfillsin well 
defensively for Dahl meier. Stang 
has struggled at the plate, how-
ever, with a .095 average. 
A solid lead-off hitter, 
Panzarella is theteam'sonly three-
time letterwinner and this season 
should break Fischer's team record 
of 130 career games played. 
Rounding out the startmg 
lineup is the tandem of sopho-
mores MikeChambersand Patnck 
Nothnagle behind the plate. "For 
me, the biggest thing with the 
freshmen is just to keep them re-
laxed," said Nothnagle "A lot of 
times they go out there and they're 
nervous." 
ThejCU home opener against 
Walsh, scheduled for Saturday, 
was postponed because of 
weather 
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JCU Student Career Development Center 
presents 
CONDUCTING THE INTERNET 
JOB SEARCH 
Thursday, April3, 1997 
Bruening Hall, Room 43 
4:00-5:15 p.m . 
-learn how to navigate Netscape 
-Find out about popular websltes 
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: call 397-4431 for reservations ! 
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Softball swings into spring with high hopes 
Charles Smith 
Sports Reporter 
This year thejohn Carroll Uni -
versitysof tball team is looking for 
more then just a li ttle R-E-S-P-E-
C-T. 
"We have a chip on our shou l-
der With some of the other teams 
lin theOhioAthlwc Conference!," 
said se nior LeAnne Antronica 
"We're improved and have the 
mentality togo after them. Teams 
in the OACare in for a rudeawak-
enmg this year." 
"With the strongest pitching 
unittn the htstoryof the program 
and a new work ethic, the expec-
tations for mdividual and team 
success are htgh" satd head coach 
Gretchen Weitbrecht. 
The Blue Streaks starred the 
season off with eight games in 
Ocoee, Florida. The trip to Florida 
for the "Rebel Games" was the first 
ever trek to the Sunshine State by 
ajCU softball team 
The Streaks finished the trip 
with a 3-5 record, but that mark 
does not show the progress that 
wasgainedon the trip. "We played 
really well through out the week ," 
said junior Carrie McVicker. "The 
Florida tripwas used as a learning 
experience, and people were be-
ing moved all around." 
jCU was unable to finish most 
of the games due to time limits, a 
process that is common for this 
early season, non-conference 
games. 
One of the highlights from the 
trip was the per forma nceof fresh-
man pi tcher Nicki Russell , who 
threw a six-hitter against Bluffton 
to earn her first collegiate victory. 
Russell walked two hitters and 
struck our one in the 2 - 0 JCU 
victory. 
"The win was really exciting," 
Russell said . "We played well to-
gether and l could not have done it 
without good defense.' 
junior Kristen Brigee recorded 
the o the r two v ictori es over 
Misericordia and Maryville. She 
fin ished the trip 2-2 with a 3.19 
earned run average and 15 
strikeouts in 26.1 innings pitched. 
"Kristen showed a lot of cour-
age; she got hit early in a couple of 
the games, but she settled down 
and showed great persi stence," 
said Weitbrecht. 
At the plate the Streaks were 
lead by freshman Jaime Skaugen, 
who is competing with sopho-
more jen Wolke for the starting 
job at shortstop Skaugen,a Pitts-
burgh nanve,complleda .39! bat-
ting average whi le collecting a 
team high nine hits. She also led 
the team with a .417 on base per-
centage. 
Antronica also hit well as she 
posted a .364 batting average. "We 
area lotmorephysicallyand men-
tally prepared then we were last 
year," Ant ron ica said "We learned 
a lot from last season and we hope 
to build on it and achieve all of our 
goals day by day." 
"LeA nne provides critical de-
fensive experience on the r ight 
side of the in fte ld " said 
Wei t brech t. 
McVicker leads the team with 
five runs batt ed in and a home 
run, the Streaks only homer so far 
this season. McVicker is expected 
to stan at eithe r ca tcher or first 
base, switching back and forth 
with senior Angela Rochowiak. 
McVicker, a two-year letterwinner, 
and Rochowtak, a three -yea r 
letterwinner,add versatility tot he 
team. "With a young pitc hing 
staff andjaime[Skaugenlat short-
stop, all the upperclassmen need 
to step up," said McVicker. 
Starting at third base for the 
Streaks is sentor jani ne Radice, a 
three-year letterwinner who 
brings speed to a team that is al -
ready fast Radicestole three bases 
while JCU stole l4 stolen bases 
overall on 15 attempts. 
The outfield is anchored by se-
nior and three-year leuerwinne r 
Angel Koss. She batted .318 and 
led the Streaks with 5 stolen bases 
on 5 attempts. Wolke is expected 
to be moved to the outfield, for 
defensive purposes. 
With eight fres hmen on the 
roster, leaders hip will be impor-
tant for jCU. "l like the idea of 
being a leader, but there area lot of 
leaders among the seniors and JU n-
iorson this team," Brigee said. "We 
have such a diverse group of lead-
ers thatall the players have a lot to 
give." 
McVicker added , "This is our 
year, and we feel we have the ream 
to accomplish our goa Is." 
jCU played at the Indianapolis 
Classic over the weekend and will 
host Case Western Rese rve Uni-
versity today at 3:00 p.m. The 
St reaks' next home game will be 
April! at 2:30p.m. when they host 
Baldwin-Wallace 
Tennis mixes youth, experience 
Senior Janine Radice takes a cut as senior Angela Rochowiak 
makes the toss. The Strea ks went 3-5 in Florida over s pring 
break, but will look to improve their mark during action this week. 
Matt Rayl 
Sports Reporter 
With a blend of youth and ex-
perience, the John Carroll men's 
and women's tennis teams hope to 
improve upon last season's perfor-
mances LO wm thei r respecuve 
OAC races. 
The men kicked off their regu-
lar season schedule over spring 
break in South Carolina. They 
SUMMER SCHOOL fOR PEOPLE 
ON THEIR WAY TO TBE TOP. 
If you didn't sign up for for a $4,000 scholarship 
ROTC as a freshman or and advanced officer 
sophomore, you can still training when you return 
catch up this summer by to campus in the fall . 
attending Army ROTC You'll a lso have the 
Camp Challenge , a paid self-co nfi d e n ce a nd 
six-we e k course in ~ discipline you ne e d 
leadership . App ly to succeed in colle ge 
now. You may qualify and b eyond. 
ARMY ROTt 
TBE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE !Oil tAX TAlE 
For d e lails , vis it 2nd floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
traveled to Hilton Head , where 
they finished a f1ve-march tri p at 
3-2. The women rebounded from 
losing their first two matches in 
Ohio to play unbeaten tennis in 
Kissi mmee, Florida, posting a 3-0 
record 
[n losing their first two matches 
by the score of 7-2, the men re-
mained competitive against Divi-
sion I schools Monmouth and 
Villanova. The Blue Streaks then 
went on to win their next three 
matches, defeating Malone and 
Louisberg, 9-0, and Belmont Ab-
bey, 7-2. 
The men's team is experienced 
and should battle Balwin-Wallace 
and Capital for the conference title. 
ln 1996, JCU fini shed second in 
the conference tournament. 
"Our numberonegoal is tow in 
the OAC tournament at the end of 
the year," said coach Greg Debeljak. 
"We were a close second last year, 
and we're definitely setting our 
sights on first place." 
JCU returns stx letterwinners, 
including senior capta in Andrew 
Perry and sophomore Bryan 
Mohler, OAC #I doubles champi-
ons of a year ago. Also returning 
for Carroll are juniors Patrick A lle 
and Mark Gentile, each of whom 
received all-conference honors 
last year. 
Perry has seen most of the ac-
tion at the #lsinglesspot, but new-
comer Mike Kovacs will undoubt-
edly challenge the senior for the 
top spot. 
"Kovacs has the potential to be 
a great player for us," Debeljak said . 
"Ile ts rl1e best atlilete on our tea m 
and a great addition to the players 
we have back." 
Mohler is the storyat this point 
early in the season. Hefinished an 
excellent week of tennis in South 
Carolina undefeated with a record 
of 5-0. He has solidified the #5 
si ngles spot, in which he rook sec-
ond in th e conference a year ago 
with a record of 8-l. 
"We feel confident with each of 
our singles players," sophomore 
Mike Gressman said. "We have a 
lot of experience and the addition 
of Mike [Kovacs! will strengthen 
us. We're hopi ng that our second 
and third dou bles can join ou r #l 
pair at the top of the conference." 
The women are coming off a 
disappointingl996campaign that 
brought a fourth -place finish in 
the regualr season and also in the 
OAC tournament. 
JCU swept its three matches in 
Florida after losing two matches 
in February to Denison (9-0) and 
Oberlin (6-3). JCU defeated St. 
Cloud twice by the score of 5-4 
and Augustana College, 8-l. 
see TENNIS, page 1 3 
~ IURGE..J at 14101 Cedar Rd. 
Kl NG Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast 
~® 
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m. 
Friday and Saturday 
We have part time positions 
available with flexible hours. 
This week's special is: AU JCU students and 
faculty receive a 20 percent discount with I.D. 
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Wrestlers end stellar season on down note 
Mark Boleky 
Sports Reporter 
For one of the few ti~es this 
season, the j ohn Carroll Univer-
sity wrestling team was burned 
by some close fini shes and, as a 
result, placed rwelf th at the NCAA 
Division Ill Championships. 
A number of narrow victories 
kept the Streaks ranked fourth in 
the nat ion for most of the season. 
In the process, they broke the 
school record for most wins in a 
season with 21 , while establishing 
themselves as one of the top dual 
mee t teams in the country. 
Three of the six Carroll qualifi -
ers went home from the NCAA 
ChampionshipsatOhioNonhern 
All-Americans. Theyweresenior 
Matt Colucci , who also won the 
honor in 1994,seniorjason Kessen 
and sophomore justin Kerr, both 
of whom were first -time winners. 
Two other Streaks - sophomore 
Brandon Steinmetz and senior 
Jimmie Lake - saw th eir All -
Ame rica n meersendaso~e-point 
losses. 
"It's very competitive out there, 
when you're talking about the top 
200 guys in the coumry,"sa idjCU 
headcoachKerryVolkmann. "We 
were p retty close to where we 
thought we might be. My only 
disa ppointme nt is a guy li ke 
J immie Lake - w ho had a great 
year and career -doesn't end up 
A II -A merican ." 
Lake won his share of ma tc hes 
th is year for th e Streaks, securing 
three dual mee t wins for the team 
with clutch efforts at the heavy-
weight level. His best performance 
may have been at the National 
Dual Cham pions hips , where 
Lake's2-L victorysealedJCU'sl8-
13 win over the College of New 
jersey, allowing the Streaks to fin -
ish second in the event. For the 
season, Lake went undefeated in 
setti ng 1 he school record ford ual 
meet wins in a season with 23. 
Lake also won the heavyweigh t 
title a t the OAC 
Championships. 
team, it doesn 't necessarily [take 
away] from individual members 
who were hot." 
Kerr sizzled at theOACCham -
pionships, winning the 167-pound 
bracke t and only allowing one 
point in his three matches. His 
defense and counter attacking 
helped him finish 34-6 overalL 
The second-place 
team fmish at the 
OAC Championships 
was somewhat di s-
44/'m real pleased with our 
season. It's not so much 
courag ing fo r the h #" • heel 
Carroll wrestlers. OW We rlniS BS a 
team . • . I'm more 
concerned with what 
happens to the 
They won the OAC 
Duals and went 8-0 
against OAC compe-
tition, but only had 
seven w resders place 
at the Cham pion-
ships. Mount Union 
placed nine wrestlers individuals, [and that} 
and won the tourna-
ment they're rewarded for their 
The Streaks may 
have expected a bet- efforts., 
ter finish because of 
their impressive han-
d I ing of Mount Union 
in both meetings ear-
lier this season. Tri-
umphs by scores of 18-15 and 17-
L6 had the Car roll confidence level 
extremely high, since the Streaks 
had lost to the Purple Raiders five 
consecutive times entering the 
season. 
"There was definitely a sense 
of disappointment I at the OACs]," 
justin Kerr said. ·we were looking 
to come out with ten placers. Al-
though it was a downer for the 
Ke rry Volkmann 
joining Kerr and Lake as OAC 
champions were Steinmetz (134 
pounds) and Colucci 026). 
Steinmetz is a perfect 16-0 against 
OAC competition in his two-year 
career. He is already a two-time 
national qualifier, and next year 
will look toachieveAll-American 
status for the first time. 
Steinmetz and Colucci usually 
a llowcd the Smaks to get a head 
early inmatche bycombiningfor 
a 33-3 record at dual meets . 
Volkmann said that smce 118 
pounds was an unsteady position, 
Steinmetz's and Colucci's perfor-
mances were key in taki ng pres-
sure off the 118-pound wrestlers. 
Colucci and senior Sean 
Pelleritegave Volkmann the favor-
a ble situation of having two 
former All-Americans who did 
not wrestle last year. Colucci was 
injured for rhe 1995-96season, but 
rebounded well and won All 
American honors again this year. 
Afte r a two-year hiatus, 
Pellerite returned to school at 
Carroll and took advamage of his 
final year of eligibility. He filled 
in well at 190 pounds and was 
named to the All-OA team for 
the third time. 
Sen ior Jason Kessen took ad-
vantage of a wild-card berth in 
the nat iona l tournament and had 
the top finish among the Streaks. 
Kesse n qualified the pas t two 
years, but never matched this 
year's level of All-American at 158 
pounds. Despite entering the 
Championships unseeded, he won 
four of his six matches a nd 
clinched the fifth-place finish 
with Springfield's Ryan Kalman, 
who had defeated Kessen twice 
during the season. 
"It was a complete and total 
high ," said Kessen. "Having al-
ready been an All-American, I just 
wanted to go into [the match for 
fifth place I and have a good time." 
jCU showed great improve-
ment from last season, when they 
finished with no All -Americans. 
Overa ll , Volkmann felt the key was 
the expenence they had, return-
ing letterwinners at eight of t he 
ten weight classes. 
"I'm real pleased with our sea-
son," said Volkmann. "It's not so 
much how we finished as a team, 
although I'm proud of that. ['m 
more concerned with what hap-
pens to the individuals, land that] 
they're rewarded for thetr efforts." 
TENNIS 
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The Streaks return four start-
ing len erwin ners 111 '97. They are 
a young team, conststing of eight 
freshma n, two eniors a nd three 
juniors . 
"I think that we will be 111 the 
running for the OAC champion-
ship this yea r," sa id coach Toby 
Perry. "We have a great deal of 
depth, espwally in the freshman 
class, and some experience whtch 
should carry us this year." 
Senior captain Susan Okuley 
provides the leadership on the 
team, coming off a JUnior season 
where she earned a 11-conference 
honors,fmishingsecond inthe#2 
doubles spot 
Twm sensa tions Amy and 
Karen Rizz uto head the large 
freshman class. They will share 
time in the#l and#2singlesspots, 
and also play together as the #l 
doubles team. 
The men's team capmred a 6-1 
vic wry Wednesday over Ohio 
Wes leyan. Both teams had 
ma tchesagainst Ca pi ra I cancelled 
on Saturday. The tearnsaresched-
uled to resume play follwing the 
Easter break. 
BOUT AI PUN AI 
ARING PEANUT BUTTER 
OYER 70UR PACE. 
Seriously, working for the Carroll 
News really is. I know, nothing beats 
peanut butter and jelly, but welre a 
close second and welre looking for 
some new mouths to feed. 
WE NEED SOME NEW RECRUITS FOR 
NEXT YEAR 
IF YOU LIKE COMPUTERS AND DE-
SIGN OR PHOTOGRAPHY OR ARE 
INTERESTED IN BEING AN EDITOR 
NEXT YEAR NOW1S THE TIME TO START 
TRAINING. 
CALL US AT 397-4398 
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Softball swings into spring with high hopes 
Charles Smi th 
Sports Reporter 
This yearthejohn Carroll Uni -
versitysof tball ream is looking for 
more then just a little R-E-S-P-E-
C-T. 
"'We have a chip on our shoul-
der with some of the other teams 
lin theOhioAthleticConferencej," 
said senior LeAnne Antronica . 
"We're improved and have the 
mentality to go after them. Teams 
in the OACare in for a rude awak-
ening thts year." 
"With the strongest pitch ing 
unit in the history of the program 
and a new work ethic, the expec 
tations for individual and team 
success are high" said head coach 
Gretchen Weitbrecht. 
The Blue Streaks starred the 
season off with eight games in 
Ocoee, Florida. The trip to Florida 
for the "Rebel Games" was the first 
ever trek tot he Sunshine State by 
ajCU softball team 
The Streaks finished the trip 
with a 3-5 record , bur that mark 
does not show the progress that 
was gained on the trip. "We played 
really well throughout the week," 
said junior Carrie Me Vicker "The 
Florida trip was used as a learning 
expenence, and people were be-
ing moved all around ." 
JCU was unable to finish most 
of the games due to time limits, a 
process that is common for this 
early season, non-conference 
games. 
One of the highlights from the 
trip was the per forma nceof fresh -
man pitcher Nicki Russell , who 
threw asix-hitteragainst Bluffton 
toea rn her first collegiate victory. 
Russell walked two hitters and 
struck our one in the 2 - 0 jCU 
victory 
"The win was really exciting," 
Russell said. "We played well to-
gether and !could not have done it 
without good defense.' 
Junior Kristen Brigee recorded 
the other two victories over 
Misericordia and Maryville. She 
finished the trip 2-2 with a 3.19 
earned run average and 15 
strikeouts in 26.1 innings pitched. 
"Kristen showed a lot of cour-
age; she got hit early in a couple of 
the games, but she settled down 
and showed great persistence." 
said Weitbrecht. 
At the plate the Streaks were 
lead by freshmanJatme Skaugen , 
who is competing with sopho-
more Jen Wolke for the starting 
job at shortsLOp. Skaugen,a Pitts-
burgh native, compiled a .39! bat-
ting average while collecting a 
team high nine hits. She also led 
the team with a .417 on base per-
centage 
A ntronica also hit well as she 
posted a .364 batting average. "We 
area lot more physically and men-
tally prepared then we were last 
year," Antronicasaid. "We learned 
a lot from last season and we hope 
to build on it and achieve all of our 
goals day by day." 
"LeAnne provides critical de-
fensive experience on the right 
side of the infield" said 
Weitbrecht. 
McVicker leads the team with 
five runs batted in and a home 
run, the Streaks only homer so far 
this season. McVicker is expected 
to start at either catcher or first 
base , switching back and forth 
with senior Angela Rochowiak. 
McVicker, a two-year leuerwinner, 
and Rochowiak, a three-year 
letterwinner,add versatilitytothe 
team. "With a young pitching 
staff andJaime[Skaugenlat short-
stop, all the upperclassmen need 
to step up," said McVicker. 
Stanmg at third base for the 
Streaks is senior Janine Radice, a 
three-year letterwinner who 
brings speed to a team that is al-
ready fast. Radicestolethree bases 
while JCU stole 14 stolen bases 
overall on 15 attempts. 
The outfield is anchored by se-
mor and three-year letterwinner 
Angel Koss. She batted .318 and 
led the Streaks with 5 stolen bases 
on 5 attempts. Wolke is eKpected 
to be moved to the outfield, for 
defensive purposes. 
With eight freshmen on the 
roster, leadership will be impor-
tant for JCU. "I l ike the tdea of 
being a leader, but there area lot of 
leaders among the sen iorsand jun-
iorsonthisteam,"Brigeesaid. "We 
have such a diversegroupof lead-
ers that all the players have a lot to 
give." 
McVtcker added , "This is our 
year, and wefeel we have the team 
to accomplish our goals." 
JCU played at the Indianapolis 
Classic over the weekend and will 
host Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity today at 3:00 pm. The 
Streaks' neKt home game will be 
April ! at 2:30p.m. when they host 
Baldwin-Wallace. 
Tennis mixes youth, experience 
Senior Janine Radice takes a cut as senior Angela Rochowiak 
makes the toss. The Streaks went 3-5 in Florida over spring 
break, but will look to improve their mark during action this week. 
Matt Rayl 
Sports Reporter 
With a blend of youth and ex-
perience, the John Carroll men's 
and women's tennis reams hope to 
improve upon last season's perfor-
mances to win their respecuve 
OAC races. 
The men kicked off thei r regu-
lar season schedule over spring 
break in South Carolina. They 
SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE 
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP. 
If you didn't sign up for for a $4 ,000 scholarship 
ROTC as a freshman or and advanced officer 
sophomore, you can still training when you return 
catch up this summer by to camp us in the fall. 
attending Army ROTC You'll also have the 
Camp Challenge, a paid s e lf-confidence and 
six-week course in I" discipline you need 
leadership. App ly to succeed in college 
now. You may qualify and beyond. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE IOU W 1UE 
For d etails, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
traveled to Hilton Head, where 
they fin ished a five-match tr ip at 
3-2. The women rebounded from 
losing th eir firs t two matches in 
Ohio to play unbeaten tenn is in 
Kissimmee, Florida, posting a 3-0 
record. 
In losing their first two matches 
by the score of 7-2, the men re-
mained competitive against Divi-
sion I sc hools Monmouth and 
Villanova. The Blue Streaks then 
went on to win their next three 
matches, defeating Malone and 
Louisberg, 9-0, and Belmont Ab-
bey, 7-2. 
The men's team is experienced 
and should battle Balwin-Wallace 
and Capital for the conference tit \e. 
In 1996, JCU finished second in 
the conference tournament. 
"Ournumberonegoal is to win 
theOAC tournament at the end of 
the year," said coach Greg Debeljak. 
"We were a close second last year, 
and we're definitely setting our 
sights on first place." 
JCU returns siK letterwinners, 
including senior captain Andrew 
Pe rry and sophomore Bryan 
Mohler, OAC #l doubles champi-
ons of a year ago. A \so returning 
for Carroll are JUniors Patrick A lle 
and Mark Gentile, each of whom 
recetved all-conference honors 
last year. 
Perry has seen most of the ac-
tionatt he #l singles spot, but new-
comer M i keKovacs will undoubt-
edly cha llenge the senior for the 
top spot. 
"Kovacs has the potential to be 
a great player for us," Debeljaksaid. 
"He is t he best a rh Jere on our tea m 
and a great addition to the players 
we have back." 
Mohler is the story at this point 
early in the season. He finished an 
excellent week of tenn is in South 
Carolina undefeated with a record 
of 5-0. He has solidified the #5 
sing les spot, in which he took sec-
ond in the conference a year ago 
with a record of 8-l. 
"We feel confident with each of 
our singles players," sophomore 
Mike Gressman said. "We have a 
lot of experience and the addition 
of Mike [Kovacs! will strengthen 
us. We're hoping that our second 
and third doubles can join our #l 
pair at rhe top of the conference." 
The women are coming off a 
disappointing !996campaign that 
brought a fourth -place finish in 
the regualr season and also in the 
OAC LOurnament. 
JCU swept its three matches in 
Florida after losing two matches 
in february to Denison (9-0) and 
Oberlin (6-3). JCU defeated St. 
Cloud twice by the score of 5-4 
and Augusta na College, 8-L 
see TENNIS, page 1 3 
-----------------~ 
~ eURGE__I at 14101 Cedar Rd. 
KING Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast 
~® 
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m. 
Friday and Saturday 
We have part time positions 
available with flexible hours. 
This week's special is: All JCU students and 
faculty receive a 20 percent discount with LD. 
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Wrestlers end stellar season on down note 
Mark Boleky 
Sports Reporter 
For one of the few ti~es this 
season, the John Carroll Un iver-
sity wrestl ing team was burned 
by some close finishes and, as a 
result, placed twelf that the NCAA 
Division Il l Champwnships. 
A number of narrow victories 
kept the Streaks ranked fourth in 
the nation for most of the season. 
In the process, they broke t he 
school record for most wins in a 
season with 21, whileestablishing 
themselves as one of the top dual 
meet teams in the country. 
Three of the six Carroll qualifi-
ers went home from the NCAA 
ChampionshipsatOhioNorrhern 
All-Americans. Theyweresenior 
Matt Colucci, w ho also won the 
honor in 1994,seniorJason Kessen 
and sophomore Just in Kerr, both 
of w hom were first-time winners. 
Two other Streaks - sophomore 
Brandon Ste inmetz and senior 
Jimmie Lake - saw their All-
American meets end asol}c-point 
losses. 
"It's verycompetitiveout there, 
when you're ta lking about the top 
200guys in thecountry,"saidJCU 
head coach Kerry Volkmann. "We 
were pretty close ro where we 
thought we might be My only 
disappoin tment is a g uy like 
Jimmie Lake- who had a great 
year and career- doesn't end up 
All -American." 
Lake won his share of matches 
this year for the Streaks, securing 
three dual meet wins for the team 
wi th cl urch efforts at the heavy-
weight level. His best performance 
may have been at the National 
Dual Championships. where 
Lake's 2-l victory sealedJCU'siS-
13 win over the College of New 
Jersey, allowing the Streaks to fin-
ish second in the event. For the 
season, Lake went undefeated in 
setting the school record ford ual 
meet wins in a season with 23. 
Lake also won the heavyweight 
tit le at the OAC 
Championships. 
team, it doesn't necessarily [take 
away] from individual members 
who were hot." 
Kerr sizzled at theOACCham-
pionships, winningthel67-pound 
bracket and only allowmg one 
point in his three matches. His 
defense and counter attacking 
helped him finish 34-6 overall. 
The second-place 
team finish at t he 
OAC Championships 
was somew hat dis-
couraging for t he 
Carroll wrestlers. 
They won the OAC 
Duals and went 8-0 
against OAC compe-
tition, but on ly had 
seven wrestlers place 
at the Champion-
ships. Mount Union 
placed nine wrestlers 
and won the tourna-
"I'm real pleased with our 
season. It's not so much 
how we finished as a 
team • . . I'm more 
concerned with what 
happens to the 
individuals1 [and that] 
ment. they're rewarded for their 
The Streaks may 
have expected a bet- efforts., 
ter finish because of 
their impressive han-
dlingofMountUnion 
in both meetings ear-
lier this season. Tri-
um phs by scores of 18-15 and 17-
16 had the Car roll confidence level 
extreme] y high, since the Streaks 
had lost to the Purple Raiders five 
consecutive times entering the 
season. 
"There was definitely a sense 
of disappointment [at the OACsl," 
Justin Kerr said. "We were looking 
to come out with ten placers. A!-
though it was a downer for the 
Kerry Volkmann 
Joining Kerr and Lake as OAC 
champions were Steinmetz (134 
pounds) and Colucci (126). 
Steinmetz is a perfect 16-0 against 
OAC compet ition in his two-year 
career. He is already a two-time 
national quahfier, and next year 
will look toachieveAli-American 
status for the first time. 
Steinmetz and Colucci usually 
allowed the Streaks to get ahead 
early in matches by combining for 
a 33-3 record at dual meets. 
Volkmann said that since 118 
pounds was an unsteady position, 
Steinmetz's and Colucci's perfor-
mances were key in taking pres-
sure off the 118-pound wrestlers. 
Colucci and senior Sean 
Pelleri te gave Yolk mann thcfavor-
able situation of having two 
former All-Americans who did 
not wrestle last year. Colucci was 
injured fort he 1995-96season, but 
rebounded well and won All -
American honors again this year 
After a two-year htatus, 
Pellerite returned to school at 
Carroll and took advantage of his 
fmal year of eligtbrlity He filled 
in well at 190 pounds and was 
named to the All-OAC team for 
the third time. 
Senior Jason Kessen took ad-
vantage of a wild-card berth in 
the national tournament and had 
the top finish among the Streaks. 
Kessen qualified the past two 
years, but never matched this 
year's level of All-American at 158 
pounds. Despite entering the 
Championships unseeded, he won 
fou r of h is six matches and 
clinched the fifth-place fintsh 
with Springfield's Ryan Kalman, 
who had defeated Kessen twice 
during the season. 
"It was a complete and total 
high," said Kessen. "Having a t-
ready been an All-American, I just 
wanted to go into [the match for 
fifth place! and have a good time" 
JCU showed great improve-
ment from last season, when they 
finished with no All-Americans. 
Overall , Volkmann felt the key was 
the experience they had, return-
ing letterwinners at eight of t he 
ten weight classes. 
"I'm rea l pleased with our sea-
son," said Volkmann. "It's not so 
much how we finished as a team, 
although I'm proud of that. I'm 
more concerned with what hap-
pens to the individuals, (and that! 
they're rewarded for their efforts." 
TENNIS 
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The Streaks return four start-
ing letterwinners in '97. They are 
a young team, consistmg of eigh t 
[reshman, two seniors and three 
juniors. 
"1 think that we will be in the 
running for the OAC champion-
ship thts year," said coach Toby 
Perry. "We have a great deal of 
depth, especially in the freshman 
class, a nd some expenence which 
should carry us this year." 
Senior captain Susan Okuley 
provides the leadership on the 
team, coming off a junior season 
where she earned all-conference 
honors,fini hmgsecond imhe #2 
doubles spot. 
Twi n sensations Amy and 
Karen Rizzuto head the large 
freshman class. They will share 
time in the#[ and #2singlesspots, 
and also play together as the #l 
doubles team. 
The men's team captured a 6-1 
victory Wednesday over Ohio 
Wesleyan Both teams had 
matchesagainst Capita l cancelled 
on Saturday. The teams are sched-
uled LO resume play follwing the 
Easter break 
BOUT AI PUN AI 
ARING . PEANUT BUTTIR 
OYER YOUR PACE. 
Seriously, working for the Carroll 
News really is. I know, nothing beats 
peanut butter and jelly, but we're a 
close second and we're looking for 
some new mouths to feed. 
WE NEED SOME NEW RECRUITS FOR 
NEXT YEAR 
IF YOU LIKE COMPUTERS AND DE-
SIGN OR PHOTOGRAPHY OR ARE 
INTERESTED IN BEING AN EDITOR 
NEXT YEAR NOW'S THE TIME TO START 
TRAINING. 
CALLUS AT 397-4398 
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•Views/Editorial 
A silent 
contradiction 
Looking at it from the doctrinal point of view, Carroll 
administration's decision to deny the charter for Allies for Gay, 
Lesbian, and Bisexual Persons that SU approved last Tuesday 
was the only decision any institution considering themselves 
staunch defenders of Catholic values could make. 
According to one of Rome's most recent utterances, the 
"Pastoral Letter of the Pastoral Care of Homosexual Persons," 
written in 1987, homosexual tendencies are condemned "a 
priori," even before they can be consummated in sexual union, 
since homosexuality is a "more or less strong tendency ordered 
toward an intrinsic moral evil"-m other words-a relationship 
outside of what the Church thinks constitutes a proper marital 
communion which includes mutual self-giving and procre-
ation. Since Allies' inclination to "promote a better under-
standing of the gay. lesbian, and bisexual population" contains 
an element of acceptance and willingness to discuss homo-
sexuality as a legitimate form of sexual expression obvious] y 
contradictory ro the "Pastora l Letter" and other suc h doctrine, 
administration can congratulate themselves for demonstrating 
once again their commitment to upholding the mandates 
handed down by the Roman Catholic Church throughout the 
centuries. 
So that the Carroll administration does not end up contra-
dicting the mandates outlined in its own Mission Statement by 
upholding that Roman Catholic doctrine, it may wish to 
consider qualifying such phrases as. "the university is enriched 
by scholarship representing the pluralistic society in which we 
live," where, "all can parttctpate [ reely in the intellectual, 
moral , and spiritual dialogue necessary to the search." 
By unanimous! y approvmg Allies' proposed charter, the SU, 
as representative of the majority of the student body, demon-
strated tha t they felt that such a moral and intellectual dia-
logue was needed to explore the question of homosexuality in 
today's society, and in the students' lives. Allies was intended 
to be just this son o[ community [orum. By shuttin down this 
forum, administration may be upholding doctrine, but what 
are the consequences of choking off dialogue? 
By emphasizin g doctrine over discourse, administration is 
supporting an unequivocal and intolerant stance towards 
homosexuality in a student body already fraught with these 
undercurrents. It sends out the impression that humani ty and 
human relations are not dynamic, ever-intertwining lines, but 
a stagnant essence. The jesuit mission to "develop, synthesize, 
and live a value system based on respect for and critical 
evaluatiOn or fact" is valid until we brush against church 
doctrine that diametrically opposes this. The heart of the 
person, which is the core of any cliff ering value system, must 
be acknwledged and artem ptcd to be understood to adhere to 
jesuit idea ls 
Silence of a official capacny regarding homosexuality upon 
this campus could prove harmful to the attitudes of students 
who look to Rome for moral example. Simple intolerance 
toward the di cuss1on of homosexuality within the university 
context may escalate imo attempts to stifle or, worse, eradicate 
diversity in the university and beyond Denying an open, safe, 
forum that students need to explore their sexuality or merely 
indulge their curiosity stifles the hallowed cause of student 
development. This implants an attitude that those whose most 
sincere human love happens to be a person of their own 
gender has, by that same love, somehow severed themselves 
from a God who is, supposed I y, love itself. No forum needed, 
no quest ions asked . 
HITS & misses 
HIT: That long, bronze week sipping Mai-Tais 
on your particular Spring Break beach. m I s s: 
You are now miles and miles from any sunny 
stretch of beach. HIT: For all of you stil l cling-
ing tenaciously to that otd Lenten ritual, t ake 
heart--less than one week unti l chocolate, 
chewing gum, or that cigarette. m i s s (lng): 
The CN issue last week. Technology can be 
such a bear. HIT: Look for the Halle-Bop comet 
crossing the skies after sunset. m I s s: What 
happened to this year's Carrollpalooza? 
OPINION 
Now it's up to us 
Shocked and saddened by the passing of Dean 
joe Farrell, john Carroll University gathered at his 
wake this past weekend to pay tribute, by our 
presence and our prayers, to the great man that 
had left us. But the greatest tribute we could give is 
10 remember what stil l remains with us, our 
memories of how Dean Farrell lived his li[e. 
All the Chnstlan 1deals 
1 his University aims 10 
leach, Dean Farrell 
embod1ed. 1-lisexample 
was one we wanted to 
emulate. In remembering 
Dean Farrell, we remember 
how he lived his life, and 
1 ry to apply the values his 
actions demonstrated into 
our own. 
In 1995, Farrell toyed 
Gina 
Girardot 
Editor-in-Chief 
Commentary 
with the idea of running for the position of the 
mayor of Euclid, where he served as councilman. 
Farrell could have easily been elected to the 
mayoral posinon. But he decided that, regardless 
of the benefits and the prestige he would have 
gained as the mayor of Euclid, he loved working 
with tlents o much t leav rr I . 
"During the decision making process, I realized 
that I have a pretty special relationship with these 
kids l couldn't live without right now," he said. 
"Politically it doesn't make sense for me not ro 
run ... But if you could see me operate around here 
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and see what I've got here, it doesn't make sense to leave." 
So hestayed,fonunately for Carroll, since what he 
brought to this commun ity was much more than the 
requirements of his job description. What we migh1 hove 
lost back then could have never been replaced by ju't 
any other Dean of Students. 
Dean Farrell embodied the qualities of a person who 
knows what is important in a 
!if e often filled with temptat ions 
of greed and power, when the 
drive to advance, to succeed, 
overwhelm our considerarion 
fort hose around us. He always 
took time to remember the 
people, especially the Carroll 
students that were under hi s 
care. Dean Farrell was 1he most 
approachable person on campus, 
within easy reach for any 
student who felt themse lves overwhel med and confused 
by their life or simply needed someone ro ralk to w1th a 
sympathetic ear. We will never know how many of us 
he guided on the right path with a few kind words or a 
friendly handshake in the hallway 
These days, college students are hard-pressed to find 
1- if e x pie of individua s who ir!~pirc rhen1 to 
follow Chnst ian values, who isn't just lecturing behind 
an podium on theoretical rights and wrongs students 
can't connect with . We are lucky we had Dean Farrell as 
such an example, and the best way we can show our 
gratitude to him would be to follow it. 
Coming close to "Fashion Nirvana" 
I suppose that one advantage of having such an And furthermore, I mus1 say that I don't understand the 
early spring break is that we at Carroll get to take pictures all over the walls of this place One, for example, 
first crack at al11he clothmgstores. While all other showed a young man running through a f1eld wearing onl y a 
college students count the moments until their post- pair of Abercrombie & Fitch slacks. Why? Seeing as how 
winter reprieve, Carroll students have already most people do not just walk around wearing only a pair of 
purchased their new"spring wardrobes." pants (a! least, no1 in Ohio), wouldn't it be smarter 10 show 
However, seeing as how I have nothing remotely what you could actual! y wear with 1 he pants? I guess not. 
close to a fashion sense, I've never been much for Due 1n part to my Ia k off unds, I couldn't bring mysel f to 
clothes shopping. As soon as I got the news that it buy anything. Sk1p, however, spent $50 for a button-down 
wasn't cool to wear anything your mom picked out shirt, $25 for a T·shirt to wear under It, and $22 for a hat . 
for you, 1 knew I would have toenlistthe help of my Think about it. If Skip wore only 1hat $100 worth of 
f nends to help me stay "in-style." While I was on clothing, he wouldn't even get served in any McDonald's. He 
spring break, my fnend Skip might even get sent to )311 for 
and I went clothes-shopping public indecency. 
a1 Abercrombie & Fitch,a Chris And, besides, isn'1 it rather silly 
store which only f unher Dinda 10 spend $25 on a sh1rt meant to 
proved to me how little [ Class of 1999 worn underneath anot her? I can 
know about fashion. ger a pack ofT-shirrs for $5. In 
Upon walking into the fac t, I may be weanng one nght 
"Palace of High-Pnced now, but how would you ever 
Clothing for People Who know7 
Want Other People to Know Commentary Another thing that I don't 
How Much Money They undenand about T-shirts from 
Have," Skip and I were Abercrombie &Fitch is the fact rhe 
immediately greeted by a r riendly employee, decked more wrinkled or used they look, the more expensive they 
out from head to toe with Abercrombie & Fitch will be. One in particular was a grey shi rt w1th 
apparrel. Personally, I have never cared for these 
people, stmply because it is nex1 to impossible to get 
an honest oprnion from them. If you ask them a 
simple question like, "How docs this shirt look on 
me?", 1 highly doubt that any one of them would ever 
say, "Very bad, but there's one 1hat would look great 
on you at The Gap." 
I should probably note at this point that, upon 
walking into the store, Skip had every intention of 
spending all the money he could, whereas 1 was much 
more tentative about spendmg any. Slowly, we 
shuffled through the srore going from shelf to shelf. 
Personally, 1he shelf whrch I found the most amusing 
·was the one featuring Abercrombie & Fitch hockey 
.JCrseys The last time I checked, Abercrombie & Fitch 
didn't even have a hockey team, 
"Abercrombie & Fitch" written across the chest. The 
apparently ironed-on lencrs appeared as though they had 
been puposcf ully chiselled partially away to give the shirr a 
"used ' appearance. I don't know about you, but when the 
ironed-on letters start to come apart on my T-shirts, I don't 
sell them for$20. I sleep m them. 
Abercrombie & Fitch also has 1ts very own cologne this 
year, cleverly titled "Abercrombie &Fitch Cologne For Men." 
Several of the male employees rea ked of this new fragrance. 
I mean, it's a nice smell and all, but I'm not sure if I could 
ever bathe 1111t as they seemed to. 
So, it looks as though another year shall go by wrrhout 
me getting any closer to achieving the state of "Fashion 
Nirvana." Until I do, however, I will continue ro avoid 
Abercrombie & Fitch, and continue to wear clothes secretly 
purchased for me by my tnother. 
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•Views/ Letters to the editor 
Student desired greater 
prayer support for Farrell 
Accomplishment and 
confidence In ourselves 
Tenure system defined for 
student understanding 
lwouldliketotake th istimetoexpressa InAustin,TexasoverSpringBreak,lstep The February 20th Carroll News re-
feeling in wnting that many of my fellow into the boat for thefirst time since Novem- ported a speech by Dr. Frederick Travi 
students have noted to me and with me. In ber and lam overwhelmed with anticipa- ("Provost Speaks") in wh1ch he sa id that 
the three years that 1 have been attending non for this Spring Season. After a long "the national attitude, and even at john 
john Carroll Universil y, no faculty member winter of lifting weights,running,and work- Carroll, is suspicious of the tenure system" 
has inspired me, been there for me, spoken ing ou1 on the rowing machine, we are fi- andexpressedhisconcernthattenurewas 
wise words of advice to me. been a loyal nallyunited in our boats. This season weare endangered. 
friend to me, (and the list goes on), more stronger and faster than we've ever been, Dr. Trav1s did not describe the tenure 
than one man. and we know our potential. system because the faculty in the audience 
This same fe eling has been, and is being As our practice continues we start a knew what it is. [doubt that students do, 
expressed by many other students as well, power piece. The coxswain calls out 10 us, so I would like to explain tenure here. 
who are basically pondering thesameques- "bring it up to full pressure in one stroke," Tenure does not mean eterna I job secu-
tion tha t I am "Why did such a great man and in a moment, the boat lifts out of the rity. Tenured faculty can be dismissed 
with so many assets to offer the University water and there is a rush of adrenaline. The when the university suffers economic dif-
and the people here, go practically unno· piece continues. It is amazing to be able to ficulties . This is called "downsizmg"when 
ticedinthechurchservicepriortohisdeath feel and know that everyone in the boat is corporationsdoit,and"financialexigency" 
when he was finally in need of our help and executing the same motion at the same time. when universities do. 
support?" The power drill is only one of many in the Tenured professors can be fired for mor-
lt is veryupsettingtome,a ndmanyoth- practice. ally offensive conduct, which is broadly 
ers, that for all of the time he was ill, not What we really anticipate is the races. defined and providesadministrawrs with 
once was his name mentioned at a Sunday All of the hours of practice, sweat, laughter, much latitude. And like other working 
night service where the student body could and tears of theentireseason comes down w people, tenured faculty can be dismi ed 
have perhaps pulled together and at least five races lasting only seven to nine min- for professional incompetence, whether 
expressed their concerns for such a great utes. I remem berlast spring, the caliber of that incompetence is d1scovered m our 
person. Dean Farrell deserved a great deal competition,andtheexcitementof the races. annual evaluations by the administration 
more respect and support from john Car- lt was at the starting line where the mental or the daily evaluations by swdents and 
roll University, and a good place to start preparation was as intense as the physical colleagues. 
would have been in prayer for him. exertion. Each rower, and each coxswain is Tenure_drumean that faculty have the 
1 feel the need to wri te this because I have acutely aware of how and whyweare where freedom to express opinions that are un-
been through los ing a loved one, as many we are. The grace and beauty seen when popularwiththeadministration,thetrust-
others have been My grandfather, whom l spectating the sport masks the amount of ees,orthestudents. Colleges and universi-
was very close to, died of pancreatic cancer sweat, hard work, and numbing pain expe- ties have dismissed professors for express-
just several years ago. Watching him dete- rienced by the rowers. Throughout the race ing unpopular beliefs. 
riorate so quickly was devastating to me, the focus is on the precision and the power Most notably, 1916-1917, when the 
and eventually he would not permit us to in the boat. Upon entering the last 500 United States was engaged in World War!, 
seehimonaccountofhisphysicalstate. He meters of the race and hearing the fellow faculty were fired for their opposition 10 
wanted us to remember him for when he john Carroll rowers chanting, "J-C-U,j-c- that war, and in the late 1940s and early 
was water skiing and sailing with us just U," gives the push needed to finish the race l950s, the height of the McCarthy era, fac-
two yearsear[ier. l can only imagine how using every last bit of strength lef t. Only ulty were fired for criticizing American 
lcnciyhe was in his final days, laying there after the finish line is crossed and the race is foreign policy. 
by himself in the hospital. over, do we relax. Tenure dQe.s. protect academic freedom . 
The only way that I could be with him It is at this time, more than ever, that we W1thout that fr eedom, we wou\d not have 
...:~--=:.:~~:iii:pt,.wo.;;~illil_..-w••-'l,..._.,. _______ r-rilis''WIIS"11irmom::-1M>-"ll'l:mi·ve ostl d m Jl: a-ptace 
very of ten. The doctors said that he died 
very peacefully, and that he wanted them to 
tell u that he was happy and more than 
content with what God had given him. l 
know that even though we were not with 
him physically, he knew that we were with 
him emotionally and spiritually. 
I saw an awful amount of similarities 
between the two situations. Dean Farrell 
would have appreciated ourprayersand our 
thoughts as much as my grandfather did. 
Grant Varnum 
Class of 1998 
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about accomplishment and confidence in 
ourselves. It is about trusting and knowing 
that collectively one boat as a team gave 
100% of everything they have for the same 
goal. It is about feeling the rush of adrena-
line and listening to the oars as they drop so 
crisp and so perfectly into the water and 
precisely the same moment. lt is about this 
feeling, and being addicted to it. It is through 
this that we become undeniably devoted to 
the sport and to each other as a team. 
Kathryn Taylor 
Class of 1999 
where the greatest diversity of oprnions ts 
freely expressed and frankly encouraged. 
The tenure system is intended to preserve 
the intellectual life of the university, not 
the jobs of faculty. 
Those of us who defend the tenure sys-
tem- including Dr. Travis- must first de-
fine it. We must ensure that the larger 
community, and especially those within 
the university, understand what tenure is 
and why it is important 
Marian). Morton 
Professor of History 
From around the nation._ 
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Couples retreat a great 
success 
I would like to take this opponunity to 
thank Don Dunbar and the retreat com-
mmee for designing the Couples Retreat. 
The Friday /Sa turday retreat was designed 
by Don and hts committee of former john 
Carroll students, namely, Mike Yonek, 
Tristan Mannell,John Litwinowicz, Kathy 
LitwmowJcz, Ed Dulzcr and Nancy Dulzer. 
The retreat was new to everyone this year 
and the team showed that they could take 
an idea and turn it into a wonderful experi-
ence for all who attended. They planned 
talks and small group dtscussions that re-
flected on what it is like to be a couple and 
how to better their relationship. It gave the 
couples theopportunit y to talk about where 
their relationship was and where It was 
·going. 
The couples were also able to see how 
God plays a part in their relationship and 
how they could incorporate him into more 
of the ir "couple" life. Saturday night's sup-
per was wonderful. Not only did the team 
cook a remarkable meal, but they made it 
special by adding extras like candlelight, 
fresh flowers and sparkling grape juice. 
These were just a few of the many per-
sonal touches that were added throughout 
the weekend. As Saturday came to an end, 
Fr. Benda gave the Liturgy and we reflected 
on what we had to gain and learn over the 
last day and a half. I think that all who 
attended enjoyed the retreat and gained a 
new perspective. l hope that the retreat 
comminee contrnues to offer thts retreat rn 
the fut ureand l wouldencourageanycouple 
oncampustoattend next year. Again, thank 
you to all who helped make this retreat 
possible. 
Jodi Glading 
C\ass or \999 
Harvest for hunger strikes a 
major victory 
On behalf of John Carroll University 
Campus Ministry, the Harvest for Hunger 
Management team and myself, l wish to 
extend thanks to the john 
Carrol University family. This was thefirst 
year the Harvest for Hunger food drive was 
extended to college campuses in the north-
eastern Ohio area andjCU helped make ita 
success. Over 150 grocery bags filled with 
food and $400 were collected within one 
week to benefit the annual campaign. One 
dollar feeds two needy children so the $400 
alone is good for 800 mea Is. 
A special thanks is extended to the 50 
volunteers who helped greatly during the 
week. The Knights of Columbus and Theta 
Kappa, aided greatly in making this first 
annual drive a successful operation. If it 
was not for the generous support of volun· 
teers, no initiative could ever be prosperous. 
If you have any comments regarding the 
drive and how it can be improved, please do 
not hesitate to contact Campus Ministry or 
myself. Hopefully, this food campaign will 
become a welcomed tradition on the john 
Carroll campus in years to come. 
-
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•Views/Editorial 
A silent 
contradiction 
Looking at it from the doctrinal point of view, Carroll 
administration 's decisiOn to deny the c harte d or A I lies for Gay, 
Lesbia n, and Bisexual Persons that SU approved last Tuesday 
was the only decis10n any msllt ution consideri ng the mselves 
staunch defenders of Catholic values could make. 
According to one of Rome's most recent utterances, the 
"Pastoral Letter of the Pastoral Care of llomosexual Persons," 
written m 1987, homosexual tendencies are condemned "a 
priori ,» even before they can be consummated in sexual union, 
since homosexuality is a "more or less strong tendency ordered 
toward an intrinsic moral evil"-m other words-a relationship 
outside of what the Church thinks constitutes a proper marital 
communion which includes mutual self-giv ingand procre-
ation. Since Allies' inclination to "promote a bener under-
standing of the gay. lesbian, and bisexual population" contains 
an element of acceptance and willingness to discuss homo-
sexuality as a legitimate form of sexual expresston obviously 
contradictory to the "Pastoral Letter" and other such doctrine, 
administration can congratulate themselves for demonstrating 
once again their commitment to upholding the mandates 
handed down by the Roman Catholic Churc h throughout the 
centuries. 
So that the Carroll adm inist ration docs not end up contra-
dicting the mandates outl ined in its own Mission Statement by 
upholding that Roman Catholic doctrine, it may wish to 
consider qualifying such phrases as, "the university is enriched 
by scholarship represeming the pluralistic society in which we 
live," where,"a ll can participate freely in the intellectual, 
moral , and spiritual dialogue necessary to the search." 
By unammousl y approvmg A lites' proposed charter, the SU, 
as representa tive of the majority of the student body, demon -
strated that they felt that such a moral and intellectua l dia -
logue was needed to exp lore the question of homosex uality in 
today 's society, and in the students' lives. Allies was intended 
to be just thissorto[ community forum. By shuttin down this 
forum, administration may be upholding doctrine, but w hat 
are the consequences of c hoking off dia Iogue? 
By emphasizing doctrine over discourse, administration is 
supporting an unequivocal and intolerant stance towards 
homosexuality In a student body already fraught with these 
undercurrents. It sends out the impression that humanity and 
human relations are not dynamic, ever-intertwining I ines, but 
a stagnant essence. The jesuit mission to "develop, synthesize, 
and live a value system based on respect for and critical 
evalua tion of fact" is valid until we brush against church 
doctrine that diametrically opposes this. The heart of the 
person, which is th core of any differing value system , must 
be acknwledged and attempted to be understood to adhere to 
Jesuit tdeals 
Silence ol a official capa ity rega rding homosexuality upon 
• this campus could prove harmful to the attitudes of students 
who look to Rome for moral example. Simple intolerance 
toward the disc ussion of homosexuality w ithin the university 
context may esca late into a ttempts to stifle or, worse, eradicate 
diversity in the university and beyond. Denying an open, safe, 
forum that students need to explore their sexuality or mere! y 
mdulge their curiosity stifles the hallowed cause of student 
development. This implant~ an attitude that those whose most 
incere human love happens to be a person of their own 
gender has, by that same love, somehow severed themselves 
from a God who is, supposedly, love itse lL No forum needed, 
no questions asked. 
HITS & m is s e s 
HIT: That long, bronze week sipping Mai-Tais 
on your particular Spring Break beach. m i s s: 
You are now miles and miles from any sunny 
stretch of beach. HIT: For all of you still cling-
ing tenaciously to that old Lenten ritual, take 
heart--less than one week until chocolate, 
chewing gum, or that cigarette. m I s s (lng): 
The CN issue last week. Technology can be 
such a bear. HIT: Look for the Halle-Bop comet 
crossing the skies after sunset. m I s s: What 
happened to this year's Carrollpalooza? 
OPINION 
~ 
c 
I? 
• 
Now it's up to us 
Shocked and saddened by the passmg of Dean 
Joe far rel l, John Carroll Universi ty gathered at his 
wake thts past weekend to pay tribute, by our 
presence and our prayers, to the great man that 
had left us. But the greatest tribute we cou ld gtve ts 
to remember what stil l remains wtth us, our 
memories of how Dean Farrell lived his life. 
All the Chnsuan tdeals 
this University aims to 
teach, Dean Farrel l 
em bodied. His example 
was one we wanted to 
emulate. In remembenng 
Dean Farrell, we remember 
how he lived his life, and 
try to apply the values his 
actions demonstrated into 
our own. 
1 n 1995, Farrell toyed 
Gina 
Girardot 
Editor -in-Chief 
Commentary 
with the idea of running for the position of the 
mayor of Euc!td, where he served as councilman. 
Farrell could have easily been elected to the 
mayoral position. But he decided that , regardless 
of the benefits and the prestige he would have 
gamed as the mayor of Euclid, he loved workmg 
wit dent mu h t le v 
"Dunng the dectsion maktng process, I realized 
that I have a pretty special relationship with these 
kids 1 couldn't live without right now," he said 
"Politically it doesn't make sense for me not to 
run ... But rf you could see me operate around here 
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and see what I've got here, it doesn't make sense to leave." 
5o he stayed, fortunately fOr Carroll, SinCe wha t he 
brought to this community was much more than the 
requirements of his job description What we might hnve 
lost back then cou ld have never been replaced by JUSt 
any other Dean of Students. 
Dean Farrell em bod ted the quali ties of a person who 
knows wha t JS important 1n a 
lifeoftenfdled w11h tempta tions 
of greed and power, when the 
dri ve to advance, to succeed, 
overwhelm our considera tion 
for those around us He alwa ys 
took time to remember the 
people, especially the Carroll 
students that were under his 
care. Dean Farrell was the most 
approachable person on cam pus. 
within easy reach for any 
smdenr who felt themse lves overwhelmed and confused 
by their life or simply needed someone ro talk to with a 
sympathetic ear. We will never know how many of us 
he guided on the right path with a few kind words or a 
friendly handshake in the hallway. 
These days, college students are hard-pressed to find 
1- if r pi e of individuals wl'lo rrlspire thenHo 
follow Christian values, who isn't just lecturing behind 
an podtum on theoretical rights and wrongs stud ems 
can't connect with. We are lucky we had Dean Farrell as 
such an example, and the best way we can show our 
gratitude to him would be to follow it. 
Coming close to "Fashion Nirvana" 
1 suppose that one advantage of having such an And f unhermore, I must say that! don't unders tand the 
early spring break is that we at Carroll get to take pictures all over the walls of thts place. One, for example, 
first crack at a lithe cloth ing stores. While all other showed a yotmg man running through a field wearing only a 
college students count the moments until their post- pair of Abercrombie & Fitch slac ks. WhyJ Seeing as how 
winter reprieve, Carroll students have already most people do not just walk around wearing onl y a pa tr of 
purchased thetr new "spring wardrobes." pants (a t least, not tn Oh10l, wouldn't it be smarter to show 
However, seeing as how I have nothmg remotely what you could actually wear v.~th the pants? I guess not 
close to a fashiOn sense. I've never been much for Due tn part to my lack off unds, I couldn't bnng myself to 
clothes shopping. As soon as I gotthe news that it buy anything. Skip, however. spent $50 for a button-down 
wasn't cool to wea r anything your mom picked out shirt, $25 lor a T-shm to wear under It, and $22 for a hat. 
for you, 1 knew 1 would ha ve to enlist the help of my Think about it. If Sktp wore only that $100 worth of 
friends to help me stay "in-style." While I was on clothing, he wouldn't even get served in any McDonald 's. He 
spnngbreak, my friend Skip --------------- mtghteven get sent top t! for 
and 1 went clothes-shopping public indecency. 
at Abercrombie &Fitch, a Chris And, besides, isn't It rather silly 
store wh1ch only further Dinda tO spend $25 on a shm meant to 
proved 10 me how little t Class of 1999 worn underneath another? I can 
know about fashion. get a pack ofT-shirts for $5. In 
Upon walking tmo the fact, I may be wearing one righ r 
"Palace of High-Priced now, but how would you ever 
Clothmg for People Who know? 
Want Other People to Know Commentary Anot her thing that I don't 
How Much Money They undertand about T-shins from 
Have,' Skip and t were Abercrombie &fttch rs the fa ct the 
tmmcdrately greeted by a fnendlyemployee, decked more wrinkled or used they look. the more expensive they 
out from head to toe with Abercrombie & filch will be. One in particular was a grey shirt wnh 
apparrel Personally, I have never cared lor these "Abercrombie & fitch" wntten across the chest. The 
people, simply because tt ts next to impossible to get apparently troned-on letters appeared as though they had 
an honest optmon from them. If you ask them a been puposefully chiselled partially away to gtve the shirt a 
stmple question like, "How does this shirt look on "used" appearance. !don't know about you, but when the 
me?", 1 highly doubt thar any one of them would ever ironed-on letters start to come a pan on my T-shirt s, I don't 
say, "Very bad, but there's one that would look great sell them for $20. 1 sleep in them. 
on you at The Gap." Abercrombre & Fitch also has tts very own cologne this 
1 should probably note at this point that, upon year, cleverly titled "Abercrombie &Fitch Cologne For Men." 
walking into the store, Skrp had every intention of Several of the male employees rea ked of this new fragrance. 
spending all the money he could, whereas I was much I mean, it 's a nice smell and all, but I'm not sure if I could 
more tentative about spendrng any. Slowly, we ever bathe in it as they seemed to 
shuffled through the store going from shelf to shell. So, It looks as though another year shall go by withour 
Personally, the shel f which I found the most amusmg me getting any closer to achievrng the state of "fashiOn 
·was 1he one featuring Abercrombie & Fitch hockey Nirvana." Until I do, however, I will conttnue to avoid 
j!rsep. The last ume 1 checked. Abercrombie & Fitch Abercrombie & Fitch, and continue to wea r clothes secretly 
dtdn't even have a hockey team. purchased lor me by my mother 
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feeling.in writing that many of my fellow intotheboatforthefirsttimesinceNovem- ported a speech by Dr. Frederick Travis 
students have noted to me and with me. In ber and I am overwhelmed with anticipa- ("Provos t Speaks") in which he satd that 
the three years that I have been attending non for this Spring Season. After a long "the national attitude, and even at john 
john Carroll University, no facul ty member winter of !if ting weights,running,and work- Car roll, tssuspic iousof the tenure sys tem" 
has inspired me, been there for me, spoken ing out on the rowing machine, we are fi - and expressed his concern that tenure was 
wise words of advtce to me, been a loyal nallyunitedin ourboats. Thisseasonweare endangered. 
friend to me, (and the list goes on), more stronger and faster than we've ever been. Dr. Travis did not describe the ten ure 
than one man. and we know our potenual. system because the faculty in the audtence 
This sa me feeling has been , and is being As our practice continues we stan a knew what it 15. I doubt that students do, 
expressed by many other students as well , power piece. The coxswain calls out to us, so I would like to explam tenure here. 
who are basically ponderingt he sameques- "bring it up to full pressure in one stroke," Tenure does not mean eternaipb secu-
tion that I am: "Why did such a great man and in a moment, the boat lifts out of the rit y. Tenured facul ty can be dtsmissed 
with so many assets to offer the University water and there is a rush of adrenaline. The when the university suffers economic dtf-
and the people here, go practical! y unno- piece continues. lt is amazing to be able to ficulties. This is called "downsizing" when 
ticed in the church service priorto his death feel and know that everyone in the boat is corporationsdo it, and "financial exigency" 
when he was finally in need of our help and execuu ng the same motion at the same ume. when universi ties do. 
support?" The power drill is only one of many in the Tenured professors ca n be fired for mor· 
It is very upsetting to me, and many oth- practice. ally offensive conduct, which is broadly 
ers, that for all of the time he was ill, not What we really anticipate is the races. defined and provides administrator with 
once was his name mentioned at a Sunday All of the hours of practice, sweat, laughter, much latitude. And like other working 
night service where the student body could and tears oft he entire season comes down to people, tenured faculty can be dismissed 
have perhaps pulled together and at least five races lasti ng only seven w nine min- for professional incompeten e, whether 
expressed their concerns for such a great utes. I remember last spring, the caliber of that incompetence is discovered in our 
person. Dean Farrell deserved a great deal competition,and theexcitementof the races. annual evaluations by the administrauon 
more respect and support from john Car- lt was at the starting line where the mental or the daily evaluations by students and 
roll University, and a good place to start preparation was as intense as the physical colleagues. 
would have been in prayer for him . exertion. Each rower, and each coxswain is Tenure dw mean tha t faculty have the 
I feel the need to write this because I have acutelyawareof how and wh ywearewhere freedom to express opimons that are un-
been through losing a loved one, as many we are. The grace and beauty seen when popularwiththeadministration,thetrust-
others have been. My grandfather, whom 1 spectating the sport masks the amount of ees,or the students. Colleges and universi-
was very close to, died of pancreatic cancer sweat, hard work, and numbing pain expe- ties have dismissed professors for express-
just several years ago. Watching him dete- rienced by the rowers. Throughout the race ing unpopular beliefs. 
riorate so quickly was devastating to me, the focus is on the precision and the power Most notably, 1916-1917, when the 
and eventually he would not permit us w in the boat. Upon entering the last 500 United States was engaged in World War I, 
see him on account of his physical state. He meters of the race and hearing the fellow faculty were fired for their opposition to 
wanted us to remember him for when he john Carroll rowers chanting, "j-C-U,j-c- that war, and in the la te 1940s and early 
was water ski ing and sailing with us just U," gives the push needed to finish the race 1950s, the height of the McCarthy era, fac-
two years earlier. I can only imagine how using every last bit of strength left. Only ulty were fired for criticizing American 
-knre'lyhe was in his final days, laying the re afterthe finish line is crossed and the race is foreign policy. 
by himself in the hospita l. over, do we relax. Tenure dw protect academic freedom . 
The on I y way that I could be with him It IS at th is time, more than ever, that w e Witham that freed om, we would nm have 
~~;_--~~~~~~.-.-.-.--.~--~~~--~n.~~~rir~~~mour.~~~nu~~~~~on n~r. ~~ce 
very often. The doctors said that he died about accomplishment and confidence in where the greatest diversity of opmions is 
very peacef ully,and that he wanted them to ourselves. It is about trusting and knowing freely expressed and frankly encouraged. 
tell us that he was happy and more than that collectively one boat as a team gave The tenure system is intended to preserve 
content with what God had given htm. 1 100% of everything they have for the same the intellectual life of the university, not 
know that even though we were not with goal. It is about feeling the rush of ad rena- the jobs of faculty. 
him physically, he knew that we were with line and listening to the oars as they drop so Those of us who defend the tenure sys-
him emotionally and spiritually. crisp and so perfectly into the water and tern- including Dr. Travis- must first de-
l saw an awful amount of similarities preciselythesamemoment. It is about this fine it. We must ensure that the larger 
between the two situations. Dean Farrell feeling, and beingaddictedtoit.ltisthrough community, and especially those within 
would haveappreciatedourprayersandour this that we become undeniably devoted to the university, understand what tenure is 
thoughts as much as my grandfather did. the sport and to each 01her as a team. and why it is important. 
Grant Varnum 
Class of 1998 
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Couples retreat a great 
success 
I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank Don Dunbar and the retreat com-
mittee for destgning the Couples Retreat. 
The Friday /Saturday retreat was designed 
b)• Don and his committee of former John 
Ca rroll students, namely, Mike Yonek, 
Tnstan Mannell ,John Utwinowtcz, Kathy 
Litwinowicz. Ed Dulzer and Nancy Dulzer 
The retreat was new to everyone this year 
and the team showed that they could take 
an tdea and turn it into a wonderful ex pen-
ence for all who attended They planned 
talks and small group c.hscussions that re-
flected on what it is hke to be a couple and 
how to better their relationship. It gave the 
couples the opportunity totalkabout where 
their relationship was and where it was 
· going. 
The couples were also able to see how 
God plays a part in their relationship and 
how they could incorporate htm mto more 
of their "couple" life. Saturday night's sup-
per was wonderful. Not only did the team 
cook a remarkable meal, bur they made it 
special by adding extras like candlelight, 
fresh flower and sparkling grape juice. 
These were just a few of the many per-
sonal touches that were added throughout 
the weekend. As Saturday came to an end, 
fr. Benda gave the Liturgy and we reflected 
on what we had to gain and learn over the 
last day and a half I thmk that all who 
attended enjoyed the retreat and gained a 
new perspective. I hope that the retreat 
committee conti nues to offer this retreat in 
the future and I wouldencourageanycouple 
on campus toattend next year. Again, thank 
you to all who helped make this retreat 
possible. 
Jodt Glading 
C \a,s of 19Cl9 
Harvest for hunger strikes a 
major victory 
On behalf of john Carroll University 
Campus Ministry, the Harvest for Hunger 
Management team and myself, 1 wish to 
extend thanks to the John 
Carrol University family. This was the first 
year the Harvest for Hunger food drive was 
extended to college campuses in the north-
eastern Ohio area andJCU helped make it a 
success. Over 150 grocery bags filled with 
food and $400 were collected within one 
week to benefit the annual campaign. One 
dollar feeds two needy children so the $400 
alone is good for 800 meals. 
A special thanks is extended to the 50 
volumeers who helped greatly during the 
week. The KnightsofColumbusandTheta 
Kappa, aided greatly in making this first 
annual drive a successful operation. If it 
was not for the generous suppon of volun-
teers, no initiative could ever be prosperous. 
If you have any comments regarding the 
drive and howitcan be improved, please do 
not hesitate to contact Campus Ministry or 
myself. Hopefully, this food campaign will 
become a welcomed tradition on the John 
Carroll campus in years to come 
..... 
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Market 
HELP WANTED 
Environmental/ Fitness Job: 
New environmental 
company expanding locally. 
Looking for positive, 
motivated, health-conscious 
individuals to fill several 
areas. Flexible hours. Will 
train. Call871 -5779 ext. 126. 
SITTERS NEEDED 
Part-time babysitter live 
RENT -FREE! Private room, 
bath , phone, entrance in 
large Shaker Heights home. 
Help mom with newborn and 
3 year old. Flexible hours. 
Most weekends off. Will pay 
for extra hours when needed. 
Continue school or work 
Men 1 women earn $480 part-time outside. Begin May 
weekly assembling circuit '97 Call 751 -2999 . 
boards I electronic References required. 
components at home. 
Experience unnecessary, 
will train . Immediate 
openings in your local area. 
Call 1-520-680-7891 ext. 
C200. 
Seeking capable , loving 
babysitter for 3 boys, 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and 
also every other Saturday 
evenings. Possible full-time 
summer hours. Call Diane 
FreeT-Shirt+$1000. Credit 321-4964 for more 
Card fundraisers for information. 
fraternities, sororities and 
groups . Any campus 
organization can raise up to 
$1000 by earning a 
whopping $5.00 I VISA 
application. Call1-800-932-
0528 ext. 65. Qualified 
callers receive FREE T-
SHIRT. 
Restaurant now hiring: Old 
Mission, the only place to be 
seen in Cleveland is now 
hiring for all positions. 
Servers, bartenders, 
hostesses , cooks, and 
bussers are needed 
immediately. Call Jesse 
(216) 542-1000 for interview. 
the 
spats 
by 
Jeff Pickering 
Out on 
a Limb 
by 
Gary Kopervas 
R. F. D. 
by 
Mike Marland 
Great for right female . Free 
room (coach house 
furnished) , board for few 
hours daily help with bright 
female physically 
challenged. Walk to Carroll. 
Leave a message at 921-
1818. 
Child care needed for 
adorable twin boys 2 112 
years old. Some weekday 
evenings and Saturday 
nights. Please call after 5 
pm. 360-0810. 
Responsible, mature, non-
smoker needed for 
Market Place 
occasional "sitting" for 2 
children (ages 6 and 9) of 
working professionals in their 
home in Shaker. Car 
necessary . Excellent 
references essential 751-
1985. 
FOR RENT 
Near John Carroll for rent by 
owner. 4 bedrooms, 3 full 
baths, all brick, slate roof, 
hardwood floors and brick 
patio. 4130 Meadowbrook 
Blvd., University Heights. 
Call for appointment at 932-
9802. 
For rent in Cleveland Hts. 
Large one bedroom. Heat I 
carpet / appliances. Call371-
1770. 
1 and 2 bedroom apartment 
for rent. Appliances, carpet, 
and garage. Can be partially 
furnished. Located 2 miles 
north of JCU on South Belvoir 
Blvd. at Mayfield Rd. No pets 
I no smoking. Great for 
seniors, graduate students, 
or faculty. Only $500-$650 
per month. Please leave 
message at 291-8458 or 932-
9215. 
M I S C . 
Lost book: The Classics of 
Moral and Political Theory. If 
found, please call238-4303. 
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The Carroll News 
20100 North Pari< Boule•anl 
Unlverolty Holghlo, Ohio 44118 
-to the CN .t: 
Carroll'Mtwa6jcvaxa.jcu.edu 
# 1 ranked fundraiser: Your 
group, club, fraternity, or 
sorority can raise up to $200 
. .. $500 . .. $1000 in one 
week. Minimal hrs. I effort 
required . Call 1-800-925-
5548, access code 22 . 
Participants receive FREE 
sport camera just for calling. 
for Spring break beach 
destinations . Florida, 
Cancun, Jamaica, etc. Call 
now for room availability. 
Contact Inter-Campus 
Programs at 1-800-327-6013 
or http://www.icpt.com. 
PERSONALS 
Best hotels and lowest prices 
C And B - Had sooo much 
fun! Must do it again soon! 
ACROSS 
1. Pranlo 
5. Oo2aa 
10. Small nal 
14. Singe< McEnUro 
15. Stop In Paris 
16. _1and 
17, Alllrrn 
16. Actor Michael 
19. Eternal 
20. Actreu Melissa 
22. Actr....., B&tpon 
24. ElcJst 
25. ' Marne~ 
26. Taalc 
29. Bakker's former org. 
30. Actress Mary Tyf8f 
34. 1.Aug11 
3/i.capt: a promarlon 
36. Be angered 
37. Time period 
36. Acrress Shellsy 
40. Plead 
41. Balkan region 
43. Aoor pad s. Baslique do 
44. L8amed Coeur -
45. Vllly 6. Era, e<as folowor 
>16. Favorte 7. Assam slkworm 
47. CornpoMr unb 6. Wrlllng tool 
>16. Nicholas and POUlt 9. Rob 
50. Cr1tlclze 10. Ac118$$ Tompe$11 
5 I. Actreoo Young I I. Musician Shankar 
54. Actress Red!lfiMl 12. Adrx Baldwin 
58. Tiny particle 13. Challenge 
58. Princeton mt.IC<ll: 21 . Pool's wool 
61. Chld'.oloys 23. Appollllllom 
82: wrtt a crOOked cam- 25. Aczress SU31UJ 
penile 26. Board game 
63. Val~ qualify 27. Sheik's wives' group 
64. Person !rom Bangkol< 26. Chicago airport 
l!li. Peruse 29. Flax refuse 
116. RUee 31. Plane! path 
~-~ per1oda 32. Singer Delia 
DOWN 33. Alms 
1. Bcaat 35. Sheep ery 
2. Mr; S1niUSa 36. Tomls tsrm 
3. c.ln't brolher 38. Word wlllllld or bale 
4. Actreoo Hef3hey 39. Squeal 
42. Actress Justine 
44. Singer Tammy 
>16. l.aL.d 
4 7. p rohlbll 
49. Flower eosence 
50. Roles 
51. Clrculla 
52. Pertaining to 1he oar 
sa. soo 
54.s-Vit 
55. New York araa 
66.B<Idge~ 
57. Used car caveat 
60. Girts' oro. 
_, __ ... __ _ 
"Of course we have to go 
back in. That's my Rolex." 
~ -·--"---
"You SAID bring in some-
thing from the garden." 
